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A bstract  

The thesis deals with contradictions in the message of the book 

of Ecclesiastes. It presents objections to various theories that seek to 

eliminate these contradictions by postulating a secondary 

perspective in the book which is foreign to the thought of the original 

author (Kohelet). Such theories usually have recourse to methods of 

li terary-historical redaction criticism or to the identification of 

'quotations' in the book. 

The thesis proposes the theory that a rhetoric of contradiction 

exists in the book and further argues that the book's rhetorical 

strategy leads to an ambiguous message that is indicative of a mind 

in conflict. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Kohelet and his Contradictions 

The earliest record of a discussion about contradictions in 

Ecciesiastes occurs in the Babylonian Talmud. In Tractate Shabbath 

30b. Rabbi Judah son of R. Samuel b. Shilath said that the sages 

wanted to withdraw the book because its words were "self- 

contradictory" (Leiman 1976:73). Later, Midrashic literature 

harmonized the message of the book by suggesting that they were an 

exposition on the vanity of worldly pursuits in comparison to the 

ul tirnate happiness that exists in obeying God's commandments 

(Ginsburg I970:32). Christian commentators followed a similar trend 

and explained the contradictions as points of contrast between 

earthly vanity and heavenly things (Barton 1908:20). The 

contradictions in the book of Ecclesiastes are so evident that 

commentators over the years have found them impossible to ignore. 

These contradictions broach a number of subjects. In 2: 13-14a. 

Kohelet praises wisdom and extols its practice; but in the following 

lines, he remarks that one fate meets both the wise and the foolish 

(2:14b-15). Later on, Kohelet seems to revert to a more optimistic 

outlook when he praises wisdom as a gift from God to the one who is 

'good' (2:26). On the subject of justice, Kohelet notes that a sinner is 

brave to commit evil because there is no retribution (8:ll-12a). In 

the followi ng I ines, he challenges the previous observation by stating 

that i t  will be well for the righteous, but not for the wicked (8:12b- 



13). In 11:9, Kohelet appears to contradict the advice to follow one's 

own desires ( l l :9a)  with a reminder that God will bring everything 

into judgment ( 1  l:9b). With regard to pleasure, KoheIet considers it 

to be futile in 2:1-2; but in 8:15, he commends pleasure and 

encourages the enjoyment of food and drink. Kohelet's criticism of 

labourltoil is harsh in 2:11: he  considers labour to  be a "chasing of 

the wind" and void of any profit. Yet, he also considers labour to be a 

rewarding gift from God (3:13) and worthy of hurnan enjoyrnent 

(5: 17). 

The contradictions in Ecclesiastes seem t o  portray contrasting 

views of wisdom, justice, pleasure, and labour. These apparent 

discrepancies in Kohelet's thought constitute a problem to those who 

try to interpret the message of the book. 

The Aim of the Thesis 

My aim is to test the feasibility of adopting contradiction as  

part of the fabric of Kohelet's thought in the book. Such a theory 

postulates no resolution to the conflicting perspectives in the book. 

On the contrary, the resultant tension between the disparate views 

would constitute an invitation to the readerlaudience to share in the 

dilemma that the book proposes. The endeavour to test the 

aforementioned theory stems from various reservations over 

theories of redaction o r  quotation which seek to eliminate one of the 

contending perspectives in the book as  a view foreign to the author. 

The precise nature of these 'reservations' will corne to light in the 



review of scholarship on Ecclesiastes that is to corne under the 

heading "Recent Response to the Contradictions". 

Kohelet and the Link with Near Eastern Wisdom 

Much of the contradiction in the book of Ecclesiastes represent 

a discrepancy between the pietistic optimistic precepts of traditional 

wisdom and scepticisrn about divine intention to rectify the various 

inequities in the world. In commenting on the pessimism of Kohelet. 

James Crenshaw states that his pessimism stems from an absence of 

trust in God's 'goodness' (Crenshaw 1981:f28). There was little that 

Kohelet could muster to strengthen his confidence in divine justice 

and provision from the deeds of the world. Kohelet's reaction to the 

injustice in  the world was to congratulate the dead who did not have 

to look upon such a catastrophe (4:l-3). According to A.P. Hayman, 

the genesis of Kohelet's scepticisrn ariscs from an ernpirical 

observation of the world's events. His observation of Kohelet's use of 

verbs like ;rH7 (to see) and uiq  (to know), plus others like -ln (to 

inspect), lead him to the conclusion that the epistemological basis of 

the book is empirical (Hayman 1991:98). Kohelet relies upon what he 

sees and knows and he pits this against the whole received tradition 

of Webrew wisdom. For Kohelet, the source of truth and knowledge is 

the human observation of natural phenornena. 

In the book of Ecclesiastes, ernpirical deduction cornes up 

against some of the basic tenets of tradition. To the wisdom corpus of 

instruction for living, Kohelet poses the question of a purpose for the 

selection of any particular lifestyle in vicw of death's pending reality 



(2:15; 653). According to Robert Gordis. the contemplation of the 

rneaning of life was an outgrowth of the deductive methods in 

wisdom. The sages trained their youth to apply observation and 

reason to solve the issues that intrigued them; these issues included 

the basis of morality, the possibility of life after death, and  the 

purpose of human existence (Gordis 1968:28). In these endeavours, 

Kohelet and Hebrew wisdom were not alone. In  ancient Near Eastern 

wisdom, the contemplation of meaning is usually expressed in the 

question of divine purpose. A similar contemplation of the source of 

al1 vaIues from which sages derive their maxims for prudent living 

as a natural outgrowth of the human search for order in the 

universel took place in the wider context of the Near East. As with 

Hebrew wisdom, the discernment of an 'order' in  Near Eastern 

wisdom that exalted one course of action over another led to the 

question of a purpose for such an 'order'. In The Babylonian 

Theodicy,* a friend of the sage says that "the plan of the gods is 

remote" (line 58). Furthemore, "the mind of the god. Iike the center 

of the heavens, is remote: knowledge of it is very difficult; people 

l ~ n  example of a Babylonian opinion on the subject of an unknowable divine 
urder can be seen in lines 258-265 of The Babylonian Theodicy (Pritchard 
1%9:6M). There. a friend of the sage questions why one child is born weak and 
another, a mighty warrior. He concludes that the wiIl of "the god" behind this 
selection process is unknowable to  humans. In both examples, humans only 
see the effects of divine selection. But the reason behind such choices is 
beyond the scope of human investigation. 'Order' here has the sense of a 
network of delineation that separates one entity from another. As such. this 
'order' safeguards the unique definition of each entity. For Kohelet, the 'order' 
he questions is the one that defines the goodness of wisdom and righteousness 
in contras1 10 the degradation which is fmlishness and wickedness. fn 6: 12. the 
question of whether one can definc anything a s  'good' arises arnidst the 
observation of an unknowable future; a future which may hold no act of 
judgmcnt to distinguish between one human and another. 

2 ~ h e  following reference comes from a translation by Lambert in James 
Pritchard's collection of Ancient Near Eastern Texrs (Pritchard 1969:60 1-4). 



cannot know it". Such statements bring to mind Kohelet's words: "1 

tested al1 this with wisdom, and 1 said, "1 wiII be wise", but it  was far 

from me. What has been is remote and very deep. Who can discover 

it?" (7:24-25). Kohelet shares, with the sages of other Near Eastern 

traditions, the burdensome task of uncovering some everlasting 

value worthy of human pursuit. Having tested everything iife has to 

offer, Kohelet cornes to the conclusion that there is no lasting 'profit' 

to be gleaned in Iife (1:3; 515-16). KoheIet's Babyloniar, counterpart 

despairs of ever finding the ultimate 'good' in life and opts for death. 

For the Babylonian sage, the ultimate 'good' is heaven's secret and no 

human may reach this realm.3 

In the book of Ecclesiastes. the tension between the be1ief in a 

created order which elevates one form of behaviour over another 

comes to grief over the inability to discern any purpose or reason for 

such an order of preference (2: 12- 17: 6:lS). Perhaps, it is this 

sustained tension that accounts for Kohelet's oscillation between 

affirmation of the divine order and resigned pessimism. The chasm 

between the two perspectives have attracted a myriad of scholarly 

opinions over the years. They range from attempts to reconciie the 

contradictions via  various methods of harmonization to outright 

rejections of a sole author. 

Lambert's rendilion of The 
Failing t o  find any reward in a 

3 ~ h i s  is a surnmary of the final part of W.G. 
Dialogue of Pessimism (Pritchard l969:6ûû- 1). 
rnorally upright way of life. the master asks his slave "what i s  good?" In reply. 
the slave says. "to have my neck and yours broken and to be thrown into the 
river. Who is so taIl that he can reach to the heavens?" The desire for suicide 
stems from the inability to discover a reward for the righteous. The allusion to  
'the heavens" seems to suggest that the question of whar constitutes a profit in 
hurnan activity is related to the divine will. Only heaven knows what is good 
for humans to do! 



Recent Response to the Contradictions in Ecclesiastes 

In the earlier part of this century, there was a general trend 

towards eliminating the contradictions by postulating a pious 

redactor for the orthodox elements in  the book. A.H. McNeile 

suggested that orthodox insertions were made to rescue the 

Solomonic ascription (1 : 12) from association with heretical writings 

(McNeile 1904.22). G.A. Barton found such a disruption in the book's 

flow of thought in the conservative statement of 2:26 that he 

postulated for it a Jewish orthodox redactor whose philosophy was 

akin to that of the Pharisees (Barton 1908:44-5). Subsequently. 

Barton ascribed 3 : 17, 7: l8b, 26b, 29, 8:2b, 3a. 5, 6a, 1 1 - 13, 1 1 :9b, 

12: la  and 13-14 to the same redactor (Barton 1908:45). M. Jastrow 

advocated a theory that a tradition of multiple anonymous 

authorship existed in the time of Kohelet (Jastrow 1972:31-42). His 

theory suggests that the orthodox elements are corrective accretions 

to an original cynical body in the book (Jastrow 1972:71-6). More 

recently, A. Lauha (Lauha 1978:157, 209) and. to a lesser extent, J.L. 

Crenshaw (Crenshaw l987:48) have had recourse to si milar methods 

in dealing with the contradictions in the book. 

Another approach to the contradictions unders tands the book 

to be a diatribe where Kohelet sets up an idea to refute. H.W. 

Hertzberg's "zwar-aber" (yes-but) interpretative formulation 

approaches such an understanding of the book. The 'yes' introduces a 

perspective which Kohelet rejects with a refutation in the 'but' clause 

(Hertzberg 1963:30). For example, 3:17 represents a conservative 

viewpoint which Kohelet proceeds to negate in 3: 18ff (Hertzberg 





Morris Jastro W .  

For Morris Jastrow, Ecclesiastes is a strange book to have 

slipped into a sacred collection (Jastrow 1972:9). Jastrow thinks that 

the views of the original author are contradictory to  the rest of the 

canon and the admission of the book into the canon was only possible 

after a pious and conservative redactor had made the 'appropriate' 

insertions. Instead of taking Kohelet for  what he was, a redactor 

twisted his thoughts to  conform to "the conventional views and 

beliefs of the age" (Jastrow 1972:9). 

Jastrow backs up his theory of multiple authorship by stating 

that exclusive authorship was  not a feature of antiquity (Jastrow 

1972:32). In fact, "a book that had become definite in  its form and 

that was no longer subject to  change, was a dead book" (Jastrow 

1972:32). In contrast, a 'living' book was not static and changes and 

additions were, from the ancient point of  view, not only legitimate, 

but a real compliment to a book and an indication o f  its popularity. 

The  book of Ecclesiastes in its present form is the work of many 

hands and a conglomeration of a variety of opinions in conflict with 

one another. Jastrow has undertaken the task of deciphering the 

various 'slices' of different voices, each superimposed on its 

predecessors. He dismisses any  possibility that Kohelet may have 

oscillated between bouts of pessimistic despair and pleasant 

experieoces that left him optimistically inclined (Jastrow 1972:104). 

For Jastrow, "it is putting too  great a strain on one's creduIity to ask 

us to believe. in order to  maintain the unity of the book. that Kohelet 
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was so  rnoody (or rather so silly) as  to blow hot and cold a t  the same 

time" (Jastrow 1972: 105). 

With such an understanding in mind, Jastrow finds it necessary 

to attribute the contradictions within the book to the work of 

another. In chapter 3, he identifies verse 12 as  the conclusion drawn 

by the original author; that there is nothing better for humans to d o  

than to enjoy life as  it is in the absence of any discernible trace of 

meaning in life (Jastrow 1972:73). Verse 14  which proposes that God 

has veiled the meaning of life from the eyes of humans is attributed 

to a pious redactor (Jastrow 1972:73). In Jastrow's judgment, the 

possibility of a hidden meaning to Iife is not one of Kohelet's 

conjectural opinions. On the contrary, Jastrow embraces the pursuit 

of 'joy' as the only consolation in the absence of any meaning to life. 

In another example, Jastrow identifies 1 l:9b, which reminds the 

reader "that God will bring you into judgment for al1 these things", as 

an antidote by a redactor (Jastrow 1972:248). Consequently, he 

upholds the preceding statement that one  should follow one's own 

inclinations as  the original conclusion. As such, the addition is an 

interruption to the original progression of thought and "as far 

removed from Kohelet's point of view a s  heaven is from earth" 

(Jastrow l972:73). 

Jastrow's evaluation of the book of Ecclesiastes rests upon two 

premises: that the redactor(s) was bent on  making the book adhere 

as closely as  possible to the orthodox, conservative image of Solomon 

and to "give to the book a character of k i n g  a collection of sayings, 

edifying and suitable for general reading like the book of Proverbs" 

(Jastrow 1972: 1 18). The aforementioned prescri bed intentions for  



the redactor were intentions that Kohelet never shared. The basic 

thought of the original author was that "a11 is vanity" and anything 

that humans put their mind to will prove that this is true (Jastrow 

1972:120). In Jastrow's understanding of Kohelet, the universe is in a 

constant flux and there is no advance in the condition of humanity. 

Just as the sun rnoves frorn east to West and back again to the place 

of its rising, and the nvers rush to the sea to ernpty its load but yet 

the sea is never full, so is the condition of humans (Jastrow 

1972:121). Their eyes never tire of seeing and their ears are never 

filled from hearing (1:s). Jastrow denies that Kohelet ever envisioned 

a latent goal in the endless flux of life (Jastrow 1972:121). He 

attributes the comment in 3:11, that God has made everything 

beautiful in its time. to an addition designed to give "a pious tum to 

Kohelet's pessimistic reflection" (Jastrow 1972:245). For him, 

Kohelet's view is that there is no goal to human existence; human 

existence is no different from the wearisome and unchanging cycle of 

nature (Jastrow 1972:121). Any suggestion otherwise is the work of 

a redactor. 

The difficulty with Jastrow's method of eliminating the 

contradictions in  the book is that it ignores the presence of material 

that corn bines contradictory perspectives wi thin an inseparable 

syntactic or thematic unit. Michael Fox has argued for the 

interdependence of 2: 13- 14a and 2: 12a + 2: l4b (Fox 1989:24). 

According to him, the programmatic statement of 2:12a looks 

forward to a staternent about wisdom and folly and epq (both) in 

2: 14b requires the mention of 'wisdom' and 'folly' as an antecedent. 

The excision of the orthodox viewpoint of 2:13-14a leaves a gap in 



the narrative sequence and the syntactic structure of 2:12-14.4 On 

the other hand, the inclusion of 2:14b as part of the corrective gloss 

jeopardizes an  assumption that motivates the postulation of a pious 

redactor for the book: the assumption that conservative and 

pessimistic perspectives cannot coexist in the same message. 

James Crenshaw. 

For James Crenshaw, "the ambiguities of daily existence and the 

absurdity of human efforts to understand it" are mirrored by the 

contradictions wi thin the book (Crenshaw l987:49). Although Kohelet 

seems to affirrn divine action, he also contends that the deity's 

remoteness permits no one to comprehend his ways (Crenshaw 

1987:46). To Kohelet. the activity of Cod is "ominous like distant 

thunder" and unlike Job, who himself presupposes a nexus between 

deed and consequence. he  discerns no  moral order at  al1 (Crenshaw 

1987:23). 

Crenshaw lacks any confidence that Kohelet was certain that 

there remained some divine order beyond human perception. His 

opinion is that Kohelet was tmly unable to verify or to fds i fy  the 

existence of any such order (Crenshaw 1987:28); Kohelet lacks the 

data required to reach a decision about the nature of matters "under 

the sun". According to Crenshaw. this ambivalence about the nature 

of G d  is reflected in the passage where Kohelet warns against the 

taking of vows when one is not certain they will be carried out ( 5 1 -  

4 ~ h e  specific details of this problem will be worked out with greater detail in 
chapter 2 under the section on the theory of a pious redactor (p. 54). 



I 
6). As noted by Crenshaw, the implication is that God hears vows and 

checks to make certain that they are kept (Crenshaw 1987:138). 

However, his impression i s  that the book denies that God is going to 

make any moral judgment in the near future (Crenshaw 1987:138). 

Crenshaw's response to  Kohelet's statement of the presence of a 

divine order in 3:l and 11 i s  that this 'order' offers no  comfort 

because it remains hidden and beyond the manipulation of humans 

(Crenshaw 1987:97). The conclusion is to give up seeking this 'order' 

and to do good in one's lifetime (3: 12). The overwhelming emphasis 

in Crenshaw's interpretation of the book is, once again, on the 

inability of humans to discover divine activity (Crenshaw 1987:98). 

Within such an agnostic framework, any positive affirmation of a 

divine purpose is out of place. 

In defending his opinion that 3:17 is a gloss by a later editor, 

Crenshaw mentions that such optimism that God will bring about 

justice is missing from Kohelet's thought (Crenshaw 1987:102). If 

Kohelet beIieved that God had not relinquished responsibility for  

judgment, then "his assessrnent of injustice would be tempered by 

hope for its adjustment". Instead, he repeats again and again that the 

same fate befalls evildoers and the good and that the lot of humans 

i s  no different than that of the beasts (Crenshaw 1987: 102). 

In the same way, Crenshaw dismisses 1 l:9b as a gloss. He 

perceives 11:9b to be an interruption to the thought expressed in 

1 l:9a and notes that verse 10  continues the advice in l l :9a; that one 

should follow the desires of one's own eyes (Crenshaw 1987:184). In 

the view of Crenshaw, 1 l:9b is a moralistic gloss inserted to 

counteract Kohelet's unotthodox advice (Crenshaw 1987: 184). Such 



orthodox utterances are seemingly out of place in the shrouded 

mystery that surrounds the mind of God. For James Crenshaw, the 

determinism of the orthodox tradition is noticeably absent in 

Kohelet's mind and without any discernible principle of order, there 

can be no assertion of future judgment (Crenshaw 1987:28). 

Although 1 agree with Crenshaw that the divine activity is 

beyond human comprehension, 1 fail to see how the positive 

assertions of future judgment are out of pIace in the book. In my 

view. the positive assertions of judgment stand as one conjectural 

perspective in tension with the pessimism of the book; in tandem. 

the contending pair of perspectives reflect a mind-set of turmoil with 

the unknowable future as the field of speculation. Perhaps Crenshaw 

has overlooked the fact that one of KoheIet's recurrent conclusions is 

that no one can know the future (3:22; 6: 12; 8:7; 9: 1 ; 10: 14). In at 

least two cases, contradictory testimony on the subject of judgment 

(3: 16 and 17; 8:ll-12a and 12b-13) are followed by statements 

about an uncertain future (3:22 and 9:l). The clash of perspectives in 

3:16 and 17 leads into the observation of a common fate for humans 

and beasts and then into staternents of ignorance about the afterlife 

(3:21) and the future (3:22). The observation of an unknowable 

future negates both perspectives (3:16 and 17) as absolute assertions 

and places them in the realm of speculation. In view of such, the 

optimism of 3:17 has no Iess weight than the pessirnism of 3:16; they 

both bear witness to two possible disparate views of the future.5 

S~trategies of' eliminating the contradictions by pvsiting one perspeciive as 
the dominant one (Hertzberp's 'yes-but construction'; Gordis' and Loader's 
theory o f  quotation; Spanpenberg's understanding o f  'Socratic irony') run 
into the same problem. AI1 of the above elect pessimism a s  the normative view 



Gerhard von Rad 

Gerhard von Rad recognizes the polarity between the view 

which the forefathers held and that espoused by Kohelet. However, 

this polarity is produced not by a disagreement over the reality of a 

hidden divine agenda, but by different "presuppositions of faith in 

the two cases" (von Rad 1972934). According to von Rad, Kohelet 

shares the opinion of the traditional elders in the view that God 

exists and rules the worId (von Rad 1972:232). What is new and 

alarming about Kohelet's opinion i s  the relationship humans have 

with the "continuing divine activity" (von Rad 1972:232). The 

essential element in the "continuing divine activity" which Kohelet 

finds most disturbing is the inscrutability of the future. Humans are 

anxious to plan and organize the future in accordance with their own 

predetermined preferences (von Rad 1972:232). However the world 

goes on according to a strange determinant and "al1 human action 

cornes to grief on it" (von Rad 1972932). 

Von Rad points out that although scholarship has failed to  

conclusively yield any unity in the book through a "linear 

development of thought". there remains a "unity of style and topic 

and theme; a unity which can make a work of Iiterature into a whole" 

(von Rad 1972:227). For von Rad, Kohelet may be sumrnarized in 

three basic insights: 

(i l  Everything is vanity; an enamination of Iife yields no satisfactvry meaning. 
( i l )  God determines everythiog. 

in the book and proceed to explain the pious statements positing a 'cite-to- 
refute' tactic. 



( i i i )  Man is unable to discern the work of God. 

Al1 these insights are  interconnected by an allusion to  the tenuous 

existence of a purpose for a11 reality, induding  hurnans. It is at this 

point that von Rad parts with the two preceding scholars; his 

conclusion states that the traditional elders and their entire tradition 

were in agreement with Kohelet (von Rad 1972:234). But where 

Kohelet is deeply troubled by the mystery of God's witl, the elders 

remained firm in their trust in the divine power. The latter was an 

experience in constant dialogue with faith (von Rad 1972:234). It 

was based on reason which was based on knowledge and security in 

God (von Rad 1972234). Although the elders knew that the world 

was surrounded by the mystery of God, they taught a n  experience 

included in faith and saw the aim of their teaching as being to 

strengthen faith in God (Prov 22: 19). But fo r  Kohelet the hiddenness 

of the future is a constant source of grief. According to  von Rad, 

Kohelet's predicament lies in the fact that he has set ou t  to answer 

the question of meaning in life which is the lot of humans in life. 

Kohelet confronts the totality of life and finds that any attempt to 

establish any semblance of meaning in life meets an abrupt end with 

death. Where the elders were content to accept the mystery of God's 

will within the framework of faith, Kohelet feels driven io discover 

the concrete substance of the divine wi11. KoheIetts search for 

meaning in life i s  based on self-interest; when he contemplates the 

merits of teaming up with another person, he has his own benefit in 

mind (4:9-12)3 His position is clearly not a rejection of the idea that 

%redit for this observation belonps to James Crenshaw (Crenshaw 1981:143). 
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God submits the universe t o  his authority but is rather an expression 

of frustration a t  his own inability to manipulate the created order 

into conformity with his o w n  objectives. T h e  absoiute rejection of 

any existing divine order within Kohelet's system of beIief is  

noticeabiy absent in von Rad's assessment. 

Von Rad's assessment of Kohelet's epistemological state is in 

accord with his (Kohelet's) consistent denials of a secure and 

knowabie future (3:22; 6: 12; 8:7; 9: 1; 10: 14). In 9: 1, the unknowable 

future symbolizes the tentative (undernonstrated) divine disposition 

towards humans. Von Rad's perspective that Kohelet's position is  

essentially similar to that o f  the traditional sages i s  refreshing; they, 

like Kohelet, lament the present deplorable state and  await the 

demonstration of divine justice in human affairs (Pss IO; 12; 13) 

against the backdrop of a n  unknown future. Indeed, Kohelet knows 

that only God can rectify the inequities of the world (3:14). But 

whether any such rectifying measure should corne to  pass. nobody 

knows; not even the wise (8:17). 

Michael V. Fox. 

Michael Fox does not think that Kohelet attacks the wisdom 

tradition nor the doctrines of wisdom literature (Fox 19891 1) .  His 

opinion is  that the reader should leave the contradictions in tension 

because Kohelet was only stating an observation rather than 

resolving a problem (Fox 1989:ll). Fox begins by interpreting the 

contradictions rather than trying to elirninate them. In his view, the 

contradictions are  the Iens through which Kohelet views life. When 
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confronted wi th a contradiction, Fox maintains that the contrary view 

points are part of Kohelet's belief system. In doing so, he retains the 

tension between the two  poIes without assigning either view to 

another Party. For Michael Fox, Kohelet's judgment of "absurdi ty '* on  

everything that is done in the world consists of a disparity between 

"a certain reality and a framework of expectations" (Fox 1986:409). 

If we assign one pole to Kohelet's belief system and relegate the 

other to the category of falsehood, the tension collapses and the 

'absurdity' is resohed. But this is not the case with Kohelet; for 

Kohelet, wisdom's excellence and folly's shortcomings (2: 13) are as 

certain as  the fact that both parties eventually meet the same fate 

(2: 16). In Kohelet's view, the enjoyment of iife as a pursuit (3:13) 

holds a s  much validity as the observation that earthly pleasure 

yields no profit (2: 1-2). 

A m e d  with such a view, Michael Fox rejects the "zwar-aber" 

(yes ... but) principle of  interpretation 'which sets up a rivalry between 

two opposing ideas in  order to refute the former with the latter (Fox 

1989:îî) .  The "yes- but" principle of interpretation implies that 

Kohelet is solving a problem by undermining a k l i e f  he does not 

really share with the proposition of a contrary point of  view. In his 

opinion, neither proposition is subordinate to the other and neither is 

disputed. The "yes" i s  as  much the opinion of Kohelet as the "but" 

(Fox 1989:22). 

The postulation of a redactor to explain the contradictions is 

equally dubious for Fox. In his opinion, the glosses d o  not fulfill the 

purposes ascribed to their authors (Fox 1989:24). Fox cites the 

example of 8: 1 1- 12a + 14. If a pious scribe was trying to assert Goci's 



justice without eliminating the offending words, he rnight add an 

assertion after v. 14 that the day of judgment would eventually 

corne. As it is, the hypothetical scribe has allowed Kohelet's doubts to 

have the final word (Fox 1989:24). The result of the additions is not a 

verifkation of pious beliefs but a portrayal of tension between 

reality and pious idealism. It would appear that a pious redactor 

undertook the task of inserting material to  refute Kohelet's 

scepticism and yet failed to  render a decisive conclusion to  the book 

in keeping with his purpose. Moreover, the sentences commonly 

designated as interpolations are often syn tacticall y linked to material 

that is almost certainly original (Fox 1989:24).7 

Declining to adopt the idea of a pious redactor or  of the 

quotation of orthodox statements for the sake of refutation, Michael 

Fox attributes the contradictions in the book to Kohelet himself. 

According to Fox, the tensions in the book "belong to the substance of 

Kohelet's thought" (Fox 1989:12). For Kohelet, many of the events he 

witnesses in the world are  an affront to his sense of reason and 

justice. Kohelet's outrage reveals his commitment to a framework of 

expectation of which he cannot divest himself even though it fails to 

always be operative in the world around him. Michael Fox, therefore. 

approaches the contradictions in the book with one eye o n  the 

qualities and principles which Kohelet considers worthwhile and 

important (Fox 1989:13) and another on the blaring affront to  those 

values in the events of Kohelet's world. 

7 ~ o x ' s  discussion of lhis problem wirh regard 10 2: 12-14 has already been 
mentioned in  my comment on M. Jastrow's theory of  a pious redactor. 
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MichaeI Fox's theory of contradiction avoids the pitfalls in some 

of the other theories. He avoids the syntactical/contextua~ problems 

that the advocates of a pious redactor for the book bave to face. 

also avoids the apparent arbitrariness in the selection of a dom 

perspective to which p r o p n e n t s  of a theory of refutation have 

Fox 

inant 

recourse. He pays due .attention to the final message of the book 

which seems far too ambivalent to sustain the affirmation of 

orthodox piety as  the dominant perspective; as  such, the book does 

not explicitly refiect the purpose of inculcating the pious perspective 

ascribed to the redactor.8 However, the implicit ambivalence in  the 

denial of any knowledge of the future also negates the possibility of 

the book k i n g  an  absolute resignation to a pessimistic perspective. 

The ambivalent nature of  the book which consists in the propagation 

of contradictory perspectives works both ways and any 

interpretation of either view as dominant in the book seems out of 

place. 

The Thesis: A General Outline 

Hence 1 arrive a t  the primary purpose of my thesis to test the 

possibility that the contradictions in the book are the fabric of 

Kohelet's thought. Such a proposition would suggest that the 'tug-of- 

war' between pietistic values and Kohetet's inability to find any 

justification for them in the world constitutes a tension in Kohelet's 

8~ndeed, Fox has pointed ou1 that in the passages which form the nucleus in 
the discussion of ttus matter (2: 12-16; 3: 17; 8:s-7; 8: 10-la), it is the 'sceptic' who 
has the final word (Fox 1989:25). 



mind. This tension would not only sustain the polarity throughout 

the book, but also constitute Kohelet's dilemma. 

Due to Iimits in space. the following discussion will confine 

itself to specific passages within the specific topics of 'justice' and 

'wisdorn'. These two topics together account for most of the 

contradictions in the book. The disparity between a just worId where 

the nghteous and the wicked receive their just consequences and the 

opposite cornes under discussion in 3: 16-22, &IO-14. In relation to 

the subject of justice, the lament for an unjust worId is attested in 

4:l-3, 7:1S, and 9:l-3. A similar tentative theory of reward for the 

wise and retribution for the foolish is the subject of attention in 

1:12- 18 + 2: 12-17 and 10:l-15. To a lesser extent, the issue also 

arises in  general statements about wisdom interspersed throughout 

the book (6:s; 71-14. 15-18, 19-25; 8:1, 6; 91-3, 10,13-18). The 

selection of the aforementioned topoi covers a sizeable portion of the 

subject matter in the book. It is towards the end of examining 

Kohelet's ideas on the subject of divine justice that we now turn in 

the following chapter. 



Chapter 2: Kohelet and Justice 

The Wisdom Tradition und the Theory of Reward and 

R e t r i b u t i o n  

The theory of reward and retribution is a part of the wisdom 

tradition (Rankin 1936:77). According to O.S. Rankin, it is an ancient 

belief that the righteous wilI fare well and be compensated by 

reward; the wicked wilI however reap punishment befi tting their 

deeds (Rankin l936:V). T h e  proverbs of Israel's wisdom literature 

posit a nexus between righteous behaviour and reward. Wealth (Prov 

3: 16; 8: 18. 20-2 1 ). honour (Prov 3: 16. 35: 8: 18) and  long life (Prov 

3:2, 16) are  the rewards that the wise and  the righteous can expect. 

But the lot o f  the wicked is  disgrace (Prov 6:33) and poverty (Prov 

6: 1 1 ). For O.S. Rankin, the connection between the "ethical and the 

eudaemonistic" had become s o  axiomatic in Israel by the time of Job  

and Kohelet that the problem of the suffering righteous became an 

acute problem (Rankin I936:86). 

Klaus Koch's 'Deed-Result' Connection 

In an article, Klaus Koch argues that the consequence for an 

evil deed is an inevitable effect of the deed (Koch 1983:58).l Koch's 

suggestion postulates a 'deed-result connection' which is intrinsic t o  

creation; no  independent divine initiative is required to  Iink act to 

l ~ h i s  article was originally published in ZTK 52 (1955). 1-42. This lhesis makes 
reference to the English translation by Thomas II .  Trapp in Theodicy in ~ h e  Old 
Testament (Philadelphta: Fortress. 1983) 57-87. 



consequence. Koch draws his conclusions from what he  deems t o  be 

the absence of any "judicial process"2 in the proverbs which deal 

with the consequences of deeds. In considering Proverbs 25:2 1-22, 

Koch denies that &O: . . (he shall complete ...) . has the nuance of 'reward' 

here; he  opts to retain the meaning of it as 'to make complete' (Exod 

2 1 :34: 22:2.4.5.10- 14). Koch denies  that Proverbs 25:2 1 -22 rnakes 

any  reference to a n  action of reward on the part of YHWH; he is 

rnerely "facilitating the completion of something which previous 

human action has alteady set  in motion" (Koch 1983:61). In referring 

t o  Proverbs 11:18. Koch suggests that the metaphor of 'planting a n d  

harves ting' is used t o  promote the  self-sustained deed-consequence 

construction (Koch l98X58). In other teferences to Proverbs 1 1 :3 

and 5. he identifies the 'path' as another analogy for  the concept of 

the construction. Koch proposes that, according to these verses, the  

consequence of an  action is like a chosen 'path' on  a "continuous 

journey " (Koch 1983:58); the consequence is determined solely by 

the choice of individual action. Koch's exegesis of these verses 

undermine the role of YHWH as the independent arbiter of justice: 

YHWH merely assists in the process of a self-sustained structure that 

autornatically metes out the appropriate consequence according t o  

the moral quality of an  action (Koch 1983:60). 

* ~ h e  "judicial process" is an essential part of the concept of retribution for 
Koch. "In this process, the personal freedom and economic circumstances of 
the person, which up to that point have not been affected by his actions. are 
now indeed affected by some 'alteration' i n  the persan's circumstances relative 
to possessions. freedom. or maybe even Iife, as that person receives cither a 
'reward' or 'punishment'. In such a case. punishment and reward are not part 
of the penon's nature. nor part of the essence of the action. The response to 
one's action would be by assessrnent. meted out by highcr authority. and then 
imposed upon one from the outside" (Koch 1983:59). It is this aspect of the 
theory of 'retribution' that Koch denies in the Hebrew Bible. 



Klaus Koch's theory of a self-sustaining structure of reward and 

retri bution in Israel i te wisdom has elici ted much response. Michael 

V. Fox denies that the "tat-ergehen-zusammenhang " (deed- 

consequence connection) is the exclusive princi ple of justice in the 

Hebrew Bible (Fox 1989: 125). He cites the fact that many of the 

verses that Koch discusses, such as Proverbs 20:22, "show God doing 

more than rnerely facilitating a natural causal process" (Fox 

1989: 125). 

Roland Murphy thinks that Koch's theory is an 

oversimplification of the Israelite view of deed and consequence 

(Murphy 1991:31). The Hebrew Bible frequently presents YHWH as 

reacting to good and evil actions. Such a mythic construction depicts 

the will of YHWH as an integral link in the deed-consequence 

relationship. According to Murphy, it is ludicrous to suggest that the 

sages invented such an automatic structure connecting deed and 

consequence. and then, so convinced themselves of its truth that its 

failure presented a crisis for wisdom (Murphy 1991:31). Wisdom did 

not disassociate the process of justice from God; the Hebrews 

perceived YHWH as the guarantor of justice and any intrusion of 

injustice was an instance of divine abstinence (for whatever reason) 

from intervention. 

Both James G. WifIiams and Patrick D. Miller Jr. find in Proverbs 

a greater degree of correspondence between deed and consequence 

than consequentiality. According to Williams, the usual formula is "Y 

is typically the result of X" (Williams 1981:19). The aphoristic style 

of Hebrew wisdom shuns a strict determinism that "ail X leads to Y 

and Y is always the result of X" (Williams 1981: 19). Patrick D. Miller 



Jr. cites Hosea 4:9 as an example of the 'correspondence' of a good 

deed with a good result. 

It will be l ike people. likc priests; 
and 1 will visit upon him his ways. 
and his deeds 1 will brinp back upon him. 

According to Miller, the emphasis is on YHWH bringing a 

consequence upon the individual in correspondence wi th the deed 

(Miller 1982: 122). Y HWH's prominence as the initiator of retribution 

excludes the possibility of a deed generating its own fate. Again. 

Miller finds a relationship of correspondence between deed and 

consequence with YHWH as the inscrutable link in Hosea 21:14. 

1 will punish you 
accordinp t o  the fruit of al1 your deeds. 

The primary thrust of the prophetic message is the correlation 

between what the designated party has done and what will be done 

to them (Miller 1982:128). The initiative for the completion of 

justice. once again, lies with YHWH. 

The interpretation of verses that seem to depict a mechanical 

system of reward or retribution independent of divine initiative 

(Prov 26:27: 28: 10: 1 1 :3, 17-2 1 ) are countered by those that clearly 

indicate that YHWH is the one who accomplishes justice (Prov 10:3; 

12:2; 1525-26; 22:22-23). The confidence which the wise of Israel 

possess in YHWH's impending judgment is only sustained by their 

faith. It is grounded in the character of YHWH: for the sages of Israel. 



YHWH who loves righteousness will surely punish the wicked and 

reward the righteous (Prov 2 1 :3 ; 20:22-23: 15:8-9, 29). Israel's 

confidence is  not derived from the observation of events in the 

world; the writings of the sages reveal a painful awareness of the 

presence of injustice in the world. This 'awareness' is  reflected in 

various proverbs that  acknowledge a discrepancy between the 

wealthy and the  righteous: 

Bcttcr a poor man whose conduct is 
blameless than a man wirh twisted 
lips who is rich (Prov 9: 1 ) .  
Betier a liitle with the fear of YHWH 
than grcat treasure and unrest (Prov 
15: 16). 

It is not beyond the notice of Israel's wise that the wicked sornetimes 

d o  prosper and accumutate "treasure". However. in spite of these 

discrepancies in  the theory of reward , and retri bution. they continued 

to hope that YHWH. in his capacity as  God, would rectify these 

inequities. Hence they were able to Say: 

Do no1 say. "1 will repay evil". Hope in Be still beforc 1'm'ErH and hope in 
YHWH and he will heip you (Prov him ...... thosc who  wait for I'HN'H shall 
20: 22) .  posscss the land (Ps 37:7, 9). 

Kohelet and kis Views on Divine Justice 

Kohelet, like the wise sages before him, i s  also aware of the 

injustices in the world. The righteous sometimes receive the lot of 

the wicked and vice versa (8: 14). and the wicked prolong their life 

(7:15). The race is not won by the swift, nor the battle by the great 



warrior, and wealth does not go to the wise (9: 1 1 ). He warns his 

readers not to  be shocked when they see the oppression of the poor 

and the denial of justice (57): for Kohelet knows that justice is not to 

be taken for  granted "under the sun" (3: 16). 

It is also evident that. for  Kohelet, there is no device in creation 

that inevi tabl y links the appropriate consequence t o  the moral 

quality of a deed. For him, the responsibility for justice lies with God: 

hence when he does speak of justice. he attributes the responsibility 

of its execution to God (3: 17: 1 l:9b). Conversely, he  also attributes 

the suspension of justice to divine initiative (57: 9:1).3 In Kohelet's 

view. the fulfillment of justice is not always an observable reality in 

the world; in fact, al1 his experience tells him that there is no 

guarantee fo r  justice in the events of the world. The wicked do not 

always propagate their own destruction; they sometimes receive the 

rewards of the righteous (8: 14). 

The only place where a link is forged between the moral 

quality of a deed and its appropriate consequence is in  Kohelet's 

prejudicial preferential statements for  the 'righteous'. Even here, the 

theory of reward and retribution belongs in the category of 'ought to 

beiought not to  be': the category of an abstract ideal whose realiiy is 

a t  best tenuous. The fact that the righteous receive the lot of the 

wicked and vice versa is absurd and unjust to Kohelet (8: 14). The 

3 ~ n  57, Kohelrt attributes the oppression o l  the poor and the denial of justice 
to a corrupt hierarchical structure; "one official watches over another. and 
there are hipher officiais over themu (57). The insinuation is that the 
corruption of justice stems from some initiative at the pinnacle of this 
authority structure. Elsewhere in the book. Kohelet expresses certainty that 
God i s  the ultimate authority for everything that happens in the world (3:I-l; 
7: 13; 9: 1 ) .  The combined effect of 57 with 3: 14, 7: 13 and 9: 1 is an attribution of 
the miscarriage of justice to Gd. 



events of the world 

the wicked and they 

2 
blur any distinction between the righteous and 

al1 fa11 under the common cloak of time and 

chance (9: 1 1). This is an affront to Kohelet's sense of justice and he 

loathes it, cailing the common lot of the righteous and the wicked "an 

evil matter" (9:2-3). 

8:IO-15 as a Representative Passage for Kohelet's Views on 

Divine Justice 

Since the aim of this thesis is to test the possibility that the 

contradictions in the book are part of the fabric of Kohelet's thought. 

8:10-15 is an apt choice for the subject of justice. The choice of 8:lO- 

15 for a close reading is dictated by concerns for quality and 

quantity. With regard to the latter. 8:lO-15 is the single longest 

passage on the subject of the treatment of the righteous and the 

wicked. In terms of its quality. it  also displays the greatest degree of 

ambivalence with regard to the merit of righteous behaviour. The 

passage contains the largest portion (8: 12b- 13) which affirms the 

accomplishment of justice outside of the epilogue. and this rernains a 

problem for those who adhere to a w ho11 y pessimistic interpretation 

of Kohelet's message. 



Ecclesiastes 8210-15: Verse 10 

ïhus 1 saw the wicked being buried. 
they used to corne and go from the 
holy place. But what they used to do 
in the city was forgotten. This too is 
an absurdity (8: 10). 

The interpretation of this verse is beset with problems. The 

Septuagint reads the latter half of the first line as " a t r ~ p k i ~  d s  racpouç 

É t a a ~ 8 É v ~ a ~ "  (...the wicked k i n g  carried to their tombs). In doing so 

it seems to presuppose e - t g a  0*7?p (being brought to [their] graves) 

instead of the Masoretic i~?! c ' T ? ~  (Whitley 1979:74). Following the 

lead of the Septuagint, Robert Gordis renders the line as "1 have seen 

the wrong-doers being carried with pomp to their graves ..." (Gordis 

1968: 184). G.R. Driver reads oqp?? IJ-m? and renders it as "and then 1 

have seen wicked men, approaching and entering the holy place4 ..." 
(Driver 1954230). James Crenshaw accepts Driver's interpretation of 

8:lOa and renders his translation of the verse accordingly (Crenshaw 

1987:153). As 1 see it, the Masoretic rendition of c-7;~ does not 

present a problern for the understanding of the verse. The sight of 

the wicked receiving burial presents the occasion for Kohelet to recall 

their hypocritical deeds. i~?! (they used to corne) marks the beginning 

of Kohelet's reflections on the lives of the wicked. As such. there is no 

need for any corrective ernendation to render the text 

compre hensi ble. 

There is dissension among biblical scholars about the 

relationship between the two halves of the verse. Some understand 

S ~ h e  italics are mine 
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the whole verse to apply to the wicked. Driver supposes mnq:: (and 

they boast) instead of the Masoretic ~n?nC? . . .  (and it was forgotten). He 

also translates ~bq-7- TU& . . as "that they have done nght" (Driver 

1954230). Thus, he understands the verse to refer to the bunal of 

the wicked who used to walk about and boast. Robert Gordis concurs 

with Driver in the emendation of in?n$' to inqnw', but maintains that 

?DD-:~ . . is to be translated "where they had acted thus" (Gordis 

1968:295). There are others who see a relationship of contrast 

between the two halves of the verse: the first part refers to the 

wicked, and the second to the righteous. Michael Fox retains the 

Masoretic m7ngiy . . .  and translates the second tine as an antithetic clause 

in relation to the first: "while those who had acted honestly were 

neglected in the city" (Fox 1989:249). Roland Murphy concurs with 

Fox and elects to maintain a contrast between the fate of the wicked 

and the just in his rendition of 8:10 (Murphy I992:85). 

The impetus for such a flurry of suggestions for a corrective 

rendition of 8: 10 stems from the apparent clumsiness in  the 

progression of thought in  the verse (Serrano 1954:168). Any 

corrective insertionldeletion to the Masoretic text can only proceed 

from the failure of an exhaustive attempt to reconcile the text to an 

acceptable interpretation of its meaning. In my view, there is no 

need to reject the Masoretic rendition of 8: 10. Kohelet's observation 

of the wicked k i n g  buried provides an occasion for him to reminisce 

about their iives. He remembers their frequent intrusions into the 

"holy place" and laments the fact that their hypocritical deeds are 

forgotten. The pronouncement of 'absurdity' is directed at the lack of 

any punitive measure against the "wicked". 



3 C 
8:10 depicts a n  incongruent situation that offends Kohelet's 

sense of justice. This is obvious for two. or  possibly three. reasons: 

(i) First. there is a state of antithesis between e v v l  (the wicked) and 

w;:i$ (holy). The adjective "holy" is used to describe the nature of God; 

in Leviticus 11:45; 19:2 and 20:26, the Israelites are commanded to 

be "holy" for  God is "holy" (BDB 1907:872).5 When applied to humans, 

it often describes the pious worshippers of Goci (Pss 16:3: 34: 10; Deut 

33:3; Dan 8:24). In Exodus 29:31, the term describes the place 

associated with the cult of worship. and in Psalm 465 it qualifies the 

habitations of God. The wicked (c9uiQ1) are depicted as being the 

object of God's wrath (Job 20:28-9). The term is also used to describe 

those who are in opposition to divine decrees (Ps 1:l-2). In the third 

psalm. the psalmist invokes YHWH against the wicked and he 

answers (Ps 3:s) from his "holy mountain" ( i m g  T D )  by shattering 

the teeth of the wicked (Ps 3:8). It is therefore an abomination for 

"the wicked" to be seen entering and walking about the "holy place" 

(8: 10). Kohelet acknowledges that there is an inherent danger in such 

a practice; he warns us not to offer the sacrifice of fools and, in so 

doing, commit evil (5:1).6 

 r rancis Brown. S.R. Driver. Charles A. Briggs. A Hebrew and Engiish Lexicon 
of the Oid Testament (Oxford: Clarendon. 1907). 
6~ohe le t  maintains the possihility that God may be moved to wrath by an 
unkept vonr and exact retribution by destroying the work of the sinner ( 5 5 ) .  
For him. the danger of divine reaction to an eril deed is real (although 
inconsistent). 8: 10 and 5: 1-6 share a common denorninator in the mention of 
hypocnsy in a 'holy' place. In both cases. the puilty party acts with little 
regard for divine retri bution. In Kohelet's precaut ionary staternent of 5: 1 -6. 
the hypothetical 'intruder' enters the "house of God" and is brash in word and 
thought (5: 1 ) .  Kohelet warns that such wanion verbosit): can lead to hasty 
promises which onc may later regret ( 5 3 - 5 ) .  Such a presumptuous attitude i n  
the presence of God also characterizes the wicked who  parade around the 
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(ii) Second. Kohelet qualifies the entire situation in 8:10 as a case of 

Y?? (vanity). The occurrence of 517 in the book of Ecclesiastes is 

witness to a unique usage of the term in the Hebrew Bible.' Kohelet 

employs the term to designate the prospect of a fool inheriting the 

reward from the labour of one who has acted wisely (2:18-19). The 

fact that conscientious labour rnight lead to grief and anxiety a l so  

receives the appellation of 337 (2:22-23). The similar fate of the fool 

and the wise one is 337 . . (2:15), as  is the righteous receiving the lot of 

the wicked (8: 14). Al1 these statements imply an ideal8 which, 

'holy' place in 8: 10. As such. 8: 10 maintains the antithesis between the evil- 
doers and a holy place which arises in 5: 1-6. 
3 3 ~  . ~ has the literal rneaning of 'breath' or 'vapour' (RDH 1907:210). The term 
has the metaphoric nuance of 'impermanence' (Lam 4:17; Jer 10:3, 8). It often 
designates the false gods (idols) worshipped by God's people (Deut 32:21; 1 Kgs 
16: 13. 26; 2 Kgs 17: 15; Jer 2:s; 8: 19; 10:8. 15; 51: 18; Jon 2:9; Ps 3 l:6). 537 can also 
carry the charge of nihilism toward human activity (Ira 49:4: Job 7 : l b ;  Pss 39:s. 
6, 1 1 ;  94: 11; lU:-i). The term. with its variety of nuances (both metaphoric and 
literal) can be translated as 'vapourous', 'ephemeral', 'futile', 'ineffectual', 
'deceptive'. or 'transitory'. A peneral connotation of 'impermanence' may he 
observed in ail the above renditions of 937. . . However. Kohelet presents a 
problem for the usual understanding of Li=?; . , he designates certain 
çircumstanccs, where none of the aforemenlioned mcanings arc suitable. as 
53; . . (2:21: 6: 1-2; 8: 10; 8: 11). The appropriation of a wise labouring individual's 
reward by one who has nut worked (2:21; 6: 1-2) can hardly be iermed 
'transitory'. 'deceptive' (in the sense of the entire situation being false). or 
'vapourous'. Likewise. the disregard of evil and hypocrisy (8: 10) and 
occurrences of injustice (8: 14) are misfils for the traditional semantic 
categories or the term. These situations represent instances of inequity and 
injustice and the appropriate reaction is moral outrage. Kohelet does not 
indicate that injustice is 'transitory' or 'fleeling'. For him, injustice is a 
persistent realily (4: 1-3; 7: 15) and any projection of a future judpment occurs 
as a tentative possibility within the context of an unknown future (3:22; 9: 1). 
Hence Victor Hamilton identifies a special meaning for 337 in Ecclesiastes 
(Hamilton 1980:205). He identifies Lhe occurrence of the t e A  in the sense of 
'senseless' or 'irrational' in 2: 15. 67-9. and 8: 10-14. Likcwise. M. Fox sees a 
disjunction between reality and an expected consequence in the 337 judgments 
of 6:l-2. 8:10, and 8:l-i (Fox 1986:410). The occurrence of the term in 8:10 is one 
in a number of occasions in the book where 37;r! designates an instance of 
inequi ty .  
8 ~ h e  indication of an 'implicit ideal' in any perjorative statement is dealt with 
in the following chapter under the section on the proverb of 1:  15 (p. 1Olff). 



according to Kohelet, ought to be in place instead of what he sees 

before him in the world. These examples form a group of situations 

in the book of Ecclesiastes where the genera1 qualification of 927 in 

the sense of 'impermanent' does not fit. The a b v e  situations are 

instances of inequity that cal1 for rectification. The occurrence of %;1; 

in 8:10, which deals with the disregard of the hypocrisy of the 

wicked, includes the verse in a series of observed inequities in the 

book of Ecclesiastes. 

(iii) A possible third indication9 that the situation in 8: 10 is an 

affront to Kohelet's sense of justice is the use of U*:=? ([the wickedl 

being buried). The verb adds an 'earthy' connotation to his 

presentation of an inequitable situation. This image is picked up in 

8: 14 where Kohelet observes another injustice that is committed "on 

the earth" (p?;lj%). Kohelet's allusion to  this cornmon symbol of 

human estrangement from divine willio may be indicative of the 

- - 

For now, it would suffice to  rccognize the use of the term 92; . . as an indication 
of Kohelet's disapproval of a situation. 
Y ~ h c  occurrence o f  an allusion t o  the 'earth' is not in itself proof that Kohelet 
rneans to  present the situation in 8:10 as an affront to justice. The proof that 
the situation in 8: 10 is an outrage to Kohelet's ethicai preconceptions is in the 
first two points. rl#iJ (the earth) is a polyvalent symbol in the Hebrew Rible 
and not always metaphorical in usage. The inlerpretation of 'thc eanhy '  image 
as  a symbol for estrangement from divine injunclion is part of the mythic 
construction of the Ekbrew Bible. The link between the burial of the wicked in 
8: 10 io such a mythic construction can only be made because of the vther 
factors which indicate that the portrayal o l  inequity is part of the author's 
rhetorical intention.  
L01n the Hebrew Bible, the earth ( Y Y U ? )  i s  often symbolicaliy invoked as  part 
of a metaphor for the estrangement of humanity from the divinely created 
cosmic 'order' in the universe. In Genesis 3:17-19, G d ' s  reaction to .Adam's sin 
is to curse the ground: 

Cursed is the ground because of you; 
in toi1 you shall eat of it 
al1 the âays  of your life. 
Both thoms and thisties it shall grow for you; 
and you shall eat the plants of the field. 



judicial discrepancy he  observes in 8:10. Kohelet may be drawing 

upon a rich and well-deveioped symbol for the alienation of humans 

from the created 'order' when he invokes the image of the earth in 

8: 10 and 14. In 8: 10, such an allusion to 'the earth' would create a 

second semantically antithetic pole opposi te c0p;o7 (the wicked). 

By interweaving various elements in antithetic opposition 

together, Kohelet creates a picture of disharmony for  his audience. 

The wicked are seen buried in the ground which has become hostile 

on the account of human depravity; they even enter and walk about 

in the holy place. The mingling of such disparate elements is the 

reality that Kohelet sees. and for him, it is an "absurdity" (9-7). 

By the sweat of your brow 
you shall eat bread, 
until you return t o  the ground. 

The earth, which used to  be the source of hurnan nourishment (Gen 1:29) and 
occupation (Gen 2:15). now withoIds its yield from Adam. The consequence that 
G d  brings on  Adam's rebellion is that the earth becomcs hostile towards him. 
The motif of the 'hostile earth' carries on  in Genesis 4: 10-1 1; there, the ground 
absorbs Abel's spilt blood and becomes unresponsive t o  Cain's efforts to  
cultivate it (Gen 3: 12). A s  a symbol of human rebellion against God, the motif 
continues throuehout the Hebrew Bible; Jeremiah describes the desolation of 
the land as a result of YHWH's fierce anger toward his people (Jer 4:26). The 
prophet Ezekiel draws a link between the abominable deeds of the people and 
the destruction of the land (Ezek 33~29).  Zephaniah bears witness to the 
systematic deconstruction of creation and the removal of humans from the 
face of the earth on YIlWH's day in 7 ~ p h a n i a h  1:2-3 (see MichaeI Deroche's 
'Zephaniah 1 2-3: the Sweeping of Clreation' \/T 30 (1980), 1 W 9 .  
IlThe first being the adjective di7p (hoiy). 



Verses I I  and 120 

The double usage of Y& . . in 8:ll-12a is commonly held to occur 

in the causal sense of 'because' or 'for' (Crenshaw 1987:155; Gordis 

194û:296; Murphy 1992:7912). The middle Iine. "the hearts of 

humans become full to do evil", is therefore motivated both by 8: 1 l a  

and l2a.13 Both lines are an elaboration of a sirnilar principle; the 

absence and delay of retributive judgment. 

;i@~ Qm 7@37'N 1;DN For the sentence for an evil dted is 
not carried out quickly ... (8: I La) 

95 7'7unli  HE yl ;lQb K@ 7- . . for a sinner who commits evil a 
hundred times lengthens [his 
l i fe l (8:  12a).  

Although both lines are concerned about the absence of justice. the 

former focuses on the initiator of justice, and the latter on the 

persistence of the evil-doer in the absence of judgment. The 

1 2 ~ h e  causal sense of lpn is apparent in Murphy's translation of 8:l 1 

1 3 ~ h e  suggestion that 12a belongs with 12b and not 11  requires that ?qK in 
12a means 'although' or 'even if'. The translation in the New American 
Standard interprets l@k?- . . as 'although' and rendcrs 8: 12a as, "although a sinner 
does evil a hundred times and may lengthen his life, still I know that ....". As 
Robert Gordis has stared (Gordis 1968:293). such a reading of ?Pi5 is unaitcsled 
in the IIebrew Bible. In view of that fact, the context requires that we 
interpret the term in its causal sense; 1WH . . introduces a second clause (the first 
being 8: 1 l a )  that motivates the emboldenment to do  evil in 8: 1 lb .  



occurrence of c;r;glj in Ecclesiastes 8:1 la carries a possible inference 

to soriie figure of authority who oversees the accomplishment of 

justice. But Kohelet omits to mention who this figure of authonty is. 

As stated by Roland Murphy. Kohelet's statement can apply to both 

civil authorities and divine governance of the world (Murphy 

l992:85). 

In 8:12a. the focus shifts to the perpetrator of evil (DY ;rab Hgi;). 

A correspondence may be seen between the delay of justice and the 

prolonging of the sinner's life: as the implernentation of the sentence 

is delayed. the sinner prolongs his life. 8:1 la and 8:12a therefore 

form a semantic merismus representing both parties in the 

miscarriage of justice; the judge and the indicted (or. in the context of 

8: 1 1 - 12a, the guilty party who escapes indictment). 

The effect of a dual-representation of an inconsistent judicial 

system which designates both parties is a broader perspective on a 

specific instant of injustice. The occurrence of : z i ~  in its causal sense 

in 8 : l l b  represents a syntactic progression from 'cause' to 'effect' in 

I*he occurrence of C3nP (sentence. edict) is rare. It occurs in b ibka l  Hebrew 
only in one other place; Esther 1:20. There, the term designates the king's edict 
( 7 7 ~ 7  E;?9) which is given throughout the land. It also occurs in the Aramaic 
portions of Ezra (Ezra 4:17; 611 1) and Daniel (Dan 3:16; 4:l-i). In al1 the 
aforementioned examples. the term is always associated with the governing 
authority of a monarch; in Ezra 4: 17 and 6: 11,  it is Artaxemes and Cyrus 
respectively and i n  Daniet 3:16 and 4:11, it is  Nebuchadneztar. In Ecclesiastes. 
there is no obvious figure of authority to which 10 attach the 'edict'. The 
immediate context supplies the information that the failure to  deploy the 
'edict' leads directly 10 the multiplication of evil (8: 1 lb). As such. the 'edict' 
represents a desired act of retribution to curb the activity of the wicked. 
Kohelet's ambiguity concerning the identity of the 'judicial' figure behind the 
'edict' is  consistent with bis other veiled attempts to  implicate God in the 
failure of justice (as already mentioned. the combined effect of 57, 3:14, 7: 1. 
and 9: 1 is a muted implication of God for the inconsistency of justice). Perhaps, 
8: 1 l a  is another example of Kohelet's reluctance to dispute one who is stronger 
than himself (6: lob). 



the verse. The result .of an inconsistent judicial system is the 

emboldenment of humans to do evil (8: 11  b). ;?-L;iu (thus, therefore) in 

8:1 l b  introduces a result clause; the failure to exact punishment 

leads to the daring to commit more evil. The three-fold repetition of 

JY: (evil) in  the short space of three lines is prominent. Each 

occurrence of the term is preceded by some form of the verb ; ? i 3 ~  (to 

do. act). In 8:lla, the verb occurs as a participle and part of an 

adjectival clause modifying ~ 2 ~ 3  (sentence, edict). 1 t occurs in 8: 1 1 b 

as an infinitive construct, and again as a participle in 8:12a. Evil 

activity is therefore very much in the forefront of Kohelet's mind as 

he contemplates the suspension of justice. 

In the course of three lines, Kohelet paints a picture of a 

lethargic judicial system that precipitates the rampant multiplication 

of evil. The outbreak of evil activity is witnessed by the three-fold 

repetition of 97 (evil) and the fact that the fear of retribution is far 

frorn the minds of evil-doers (8: 1 lb). Kohelet fills the reader with 

the chaotic image of a worid where justice fails and the fear of God is 

not widespread as they stand at the threshold of the following scene 

(8:12b-13) which reverses the effect of the former. The contrast is 

stark and pronounced and the clash produces a contradiction that is 

unmistakable. 



Verses I2b and 13 

7W& . . 'lt$ 117:'-C;i '3 But still 1 know; 
::'&t3 . . :  3." 7FljH . . 0'7ht;i =. 'Rl'L) 587.7: . . it shall be well for those who fear 

Gd, who fear him before his face. 
(8: 12b) 

5 9  CE: T'>$*: q i  ?:;?-? 310; and it shall not be well for the wicked 
: c T ~ &  .. . K?: ;-& 7 ~ 4  one and, like a shadow. he shall not 

lengthen his days. because he does 
not fcar God before his face (8: 13b). 

According to Robert Gordis, c;? -3 (but still. aithough) is a 

subordinate conjunction employed by Kohelet (Gordis 1%8:297); i t  

also occurs in 4: 14 and 8: 16. It occurs elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, 

with a similar meaning, as -3 na (Isa 1: 15; Hos 8: 10; 9: 16; Ps 23:4). In 

8: 12b. Kohelet employs the conjunction to introduce a subordinate 

clause contrary to the preceding one. The antithesis between 8: 1 1 - 

12a and 8: 12b-13 is quite obvious when we compare 8: 12a and 

i5 ? ~ p  ma u: z ig  RER 'lm for a sinner who commits evil a 
hundred times lengthens [his Iifc], 
(8: 12a) 

533 eln: ~ " R c " H ~  w7 ;77774? . . 2 iq  and it shall not be well for the wicked 
one and. like a shadow. he shall nnt 
lenpthen his days (8: 13a) 

The contradiction between the two lines is stark. They share a 

similar grammatical subject; the "wicked one" in 8:13a is a 

synonymous replacement for the "sinner" in  8: 12a. But 8:13a 

reverses the consequence of evil by negating the latter half of 8:12a. 



The positive affirmation of justice in 8:12b-13 is a counterpoint to 

the pessimism of 8: 1 1 - 12a. 15 

The positive affirmation of justice in 8:12b-13 is the product 

two statements (verses 12b and 13) which forge a link between two 

moral categories and their complementary consequences. 

it shall be well -- 
According to the statutes 
of justice, the 
consequencc (good) 
complements the God- 

for lhose who fear G d ,  7 These iorm antithetiç 
who rear him before his ha1 ves depicling 
lacc (8: 1 2b). opposiie parties 

rcsults in the 
accomplishmenl 
just icc.  

and il shaIl not be well-The consequence (the 
negalion of "good") 
complements the mural 
qualit); of the wiçked. 

for the wicked one .... for 

1 
hr is not fearful before 
the face of God (8: 13). 

and 

of 

Complementary entities in 8: 12b- 13 form antithetic haIves16 which 

combine to present a situation where justice is brought to 

lSlt should be noted that the antithesis here represents an 'absolute' 
contradiction. The two contradictory halves are rnutually exclusive; each halve 
calls for the negation of the other. If any reconciliation is to occur. one of the 
statements must, ultimately. be false. 
l%he two halves are  only antithetic in the sense that they deal with opposite 
moral categories in the judicial process; verse 12b is concemed with the 
righteous God-fearer and verse 13. with the wicked. Grammaticafly, 8: L2b is 
also in antithesis to 8: 13; "it shall be well" (8: 12b) finds its opposite. "it shall not 
be well" in 8: 13. The grammatical opposition is echoed in the relationship 
between "[those] who fear him before his face" (8: 12b) and "he does not fear 
God before his facen (8:13b). But 8:12b and 8:13 are also cornplementary because 
they collectively deal with opposite parties (and their opposite consequences) 
in the accomplishment of justice. The antithetic halves of 8: 12b-13 arc united 
by a single element; the traditional 'deed-consequencc' construction that 
relates the moral character of a person to ils appropriate consequence. 



completion. The " g d "  (2i0) is matched up with the "God-fearers and, 

converse1 y. the irreverent have their "good" negated. The overall 

result is the complete reversal of the scenario in 8: l l -12a which 

depicts the suspension of justice; there. the sinner lengthens his Iife 

i8: 12a).  

The Contradiction of 8: I l  -l2a and 8:IJb- 13 

The contradiction between 8: i 1-12a and 8: 12b- 13 is 

pronounced. Other elements which add to the contrast include the 

repetition of xib (good. well) in 8: 12b and 13. The repetition of 2% 

stands in contrast to the three-fold repetition of u? (evil) in 8:ll-12a. 

As much as the passage on the accomplishment of justice (8:12b-13) 

is characterized by the repetition of 'good', it is also marked by the 

prominence of the 'fear of God'; the term "fear of G d "  is mentioned 3 

times (8:12b, 13a, 13b). Although the third occurrence is 

accompanied by the negative particle ~ ; 3 ï ~ ,  it is part of a clause 

(beginning with . , in 8:13b) that elaborates on the nature of the 

wicked. The wicked are characterized by their lack of 'fear' before 

God. In contrast, the 'fear of God' is noticeably absent (both 

semantically and titerally) in 8:ll-12a; there, the wicked are bold to 

do evil (8: 1 lb). The repetition of cq;rLie ( G d )  in 8: 12b- 13 evokes the 

prominence of the divine. The vision of restored justice begins with a 

statement that 'good' will corne to the "God fearer" (8:12b) and ends 

with a description about "the wicked": "the wicked" are the ones who 

~- --y - - 

Although a state of antithesis exists between verses 12b and 13, the two units do 
not represent a contradiction. 



do not fear God. The occurrence of the term "Gd" at the beginning 

and the end of the vision of restored justice strengthens its 

prominence in the passage on the restoration of Justice.17 The 

proximity of the divine presence is emphasized by the repetition of 

the preposition *?.=$O (before the face of, in the presence of); the virtue 

of the righteous stems from their willingness to be fearful in the 

presence of God (8:12b). The combination of the repetition of the 

term "God" and its preceding preposition, "before the face of...". is a 

heightened emphasis on the divine presence. The divine prominence 

in 8:12b-13 is in contrast to the prominence of humans ( ~ 7 ~ ~ ' ' : ~ )  in 

8: 11 - 12a. In 8: 1 1- 12a, the emphasis is on the sinful human heart 

that continues unrepentant. The absence of any regard for the divine 

in 8:ll-12a is a feature that the subsequent passage in 8:12b-13 

proceeds to exploit for its affirmation of justice. 

The emphasis of various terms and phrases in  8: 1 1-12a and 

8:12b-13 creates two 'wails' of opposing concepts that point to the 

immense chasm between them. Each term or phrase finds its 

opposite in the other antithetic half: 

"evi l"  
"prolong thcir days" 

" good" 
(not) "prolong their days" 
"fear bcfore G d "  

171 do not mean to  say that the repetition of the term " G d "  with its preceding 
preposition Y%$D (in the presence of..) has a .direct literal reference to the 
indispensability of divine presence for the initiation of justice in 8: 12b-13. To  
accomplish that. "God" must move into the grammatical role of subject from its 
present position (Le. the sentence should read Yiod will make it well for those 
who fear God..."). The term functions like a mental 'flashcard' that combines 
with the other 'signais' in the unit of 8:12b-13 to stand in antithesis to symbols 
with a similar function in the opposite passage (8: 11-12a). The presence of  
such opposing verbaI 'images' complements the opposition that already exists 
in  the literal meaning of the two passages (8:ll-12a and 8:12b-13). 



" G d "  

The combination of the reversai of injustice and the clash between 

opposing terms results in a contradiction which is so prominent as to 

be indicative of rhetorical intent. l8 

Verse 14 

There is an absurdity that ts done on 
the earth (8:13a): 
there are righteous ones who receive 
according to the deeds of the wicked 
(8: I4b) .  
and there arc wicked ones who 
receive according to the dccds of the 
righteous (8: l4c) .  
1 said that this too is an absurdity 
(8: 1 4d). 

a.. is a particle of existence (BDB 1 W M 4 I ) .  It  occurs 3 times in 

8:14. Kohelet begins by stating that "there is a n  absurdity" (%?-D.') . .  . 

and he concludes by repeating his statement; hj ;;;-EP~ (this too is an 

absurdity). The pronouncement of 'absurdity' encloses two lines 

which elaborate on the nature of the 'absurdity'. The repetition of the 

particle of existence before each of the two lines expressing an  

l * ~ h e  opposition between 8:ll-12a and 8: 12b-13 is so abruptly blatant that it 
suggests the existence of some purpose for it. It now remains the task of 
rhetorical criticism to ascertain the nature of this purpose (or if it even 
exists). The 'clash' in itself indicates nothing. It could be part of a stark 
transformation from an unjust world to a just one: as such. the auihor would be 
bearing witness to a cosmic reversa! of injustice and means to communicate 
the severity of the disruption to injustice. Conversely. the 'clash' may be an 
attempt to draw attention to the discrepancy between the pietist's ideal and the 
reality of the world only ro favour the latter for its grounding in truth. The 
identification of a rhetorical purpose for the antithesis in 8: 11-13 will corne 
later in the section "Towards a Rhetoric of Contradiction". 



inequity (8:14b, c) after its use to introduce the staternent that an 

"absurdity" exists reinforces the identification of the two inequitable 

situations as the "absurdi ty" that Kohelet observes. 

Kohelet's ability to weave antithetic elements together to create 

a picture of disharmony returns in 8:14. 

The righteous (c-pvr)  and the wicked (cqi?q7) are two opposite 

categories in the Hebrew Bible (Gen 18:23; Job 9:24; 1520; 20:29: Pss 

1: 1,  4. 6; 3:8; 7:lO; 9: 18; 1 1:6). In designating the righteous as the 

recipients according to the deeds of the wicked and vice versa. 

Kohelet creates antithesis within each line and overturns the basic 

premise of justice. Moreover, the lexical sequence of "the righteous: 

the wicked: the wicked: the righteous" creates chiasrnus and draws 

further attention to the disparity between the moral quality of the 

people and the consequence in each line.20 

All the indicators that an incongruent situation exists in 8:IO 

are present here in  8: 14. The antithesis between "the wicked" and 

"holy places" is found here in 8:14 between "the wicked" and "the 

righteous". In 8:14, the precedence of the preposition ? (like, as 

according to) before the second part of 8: 14b and c clearly indicate 

I 9 ~ h e  emphases are mine. 
201n a certain sense, the chiasmus here is insignificant. I t  is not the lexical 
sequence of the terms that is pertinent, but the fact that a mismatch between a 
particular group of individuals and a particular type of consequence has 
occurred within the two clauses of S : l l b  and 8 : l k  



L 

the discrepancy between the moral quality of the individual(s) and 

the consequence. The clause n-qw?? 7Qpn3 . . (according to the deeds of 

the wicked). and its counterpart in 8: l k ,  c.?.T/~;/ ;li7p03 (according to 

the deeds of the righteous), designates a possessive link between a 

certain type of people and a certain type of consequence. For Kohelet. 

this link is severed and a misrnatch has occurred: hence the righteous 

receive according to the deeds of the wicked and vice versa. The 

discrepancy which was implied in 8:10 (by the antithesis between 

"the wicked" and "holy places") retums in 8:14b and c. Moreover, the 

pronouncement of "absurdity " which so often expresses an inequi ty 

in the book frames the observation of injustice is here in 8:14. 

Finally, the allusion to the earth receives a second mention in 8: 14; 

"there is an absurdity that is done on the earth ..." (8: 14a). As 

mentioned before, Kohelet may be alluding to an established 

rnetaphor for the alienation of humanity from the divinely 

established 'order' in the Hebrew Bible. 

The Conclusion of Verse 15 

:5i.;i nnn m h ; s  =. ??!y-~@ 

And 1 praised pleasure 
because there is no gomi for a man 
under the Sun (8: 1 Sa), 
except to eat. to drink. and to make 
merry. .4nd that wil l  stay amidst his 
toi1 al1 his days (8: 1%). 
which God has given him under ihc 
sun (8: 15c). 

The mood in 8:15 is a mixture of a muted praise for joy and 

despondence. In contrast to 8:12b-13 which affirms that "good" ( 3 c )  



44 
will corne to the "God-fearer". 8:15 darkens the optimism of 8: 12b-13 

by limiting the amount of "good" availabIe to al1 humans under the 

Sun. The praise for eating, drinking and merry-making is placed 

within a concessive clause. PCC -3 after a negation usually rneans 

'unless' or 'except' (BDB 1907:474) as attested in Genesis 39:9; 28:17 

and Esther 2: 15. The joys of eating and drinking are a concession in 

view of the fact that there is no other "good" under the sun (8:15a). 

The ability in the mention of such pleasures to ameliorate the mood 

of the passage is limited in RIS. 

There is a repetition of aiaaj;i . . nnn (under the sun) in 8:15 (verses 

15a and 1%). The recurrence of the phrase "under the sun" is 

reminiscent of Kohelet's general quest to understand everything that 

happens under the suniheavens (1:13-14; 8:17). This i s  a task that 

he fails to accomplish. The mention of God as the giver of 'Iife' in 

8:15c suggests that he is the one responsible for there not k i n g  any 

"good" for humans under the  sun21 with the exception of the 

pleasures in food and drink. This suggestion is rerniniscent of other 

verses elsewhere where Kohelet insinuates that God is  the 

2 1 ~ h e  phrase "under the sun" i s  associated both wiih Kohelet's siatemenls 
about his gcneral task (1:13-14) and with his labour to understand the divine 
activity (8: 17). On at least 5 occasions. he mentions ??? (toil, labour) and 
"under the sunn together (2:18. 20. 22; 5: 17; 9:9). The close association of 
'labour' and the phrase 'under the sun' in the aforementioned cases suggests 
that human toil/labour is one facet of "al1 activity under the sun" which he 
seeks to understand (1: 13-13; 8: 17). In both 1: 13 and 8: 17, God is designated as 
the giver of the task to understand 'al1 activity under the sun'. Since the 'work 
of God' is not considered to be separate from the work done 'under the sun' 
(8: 17). it follows that 7: 13 is a clear indication that Kohelet considers the 
incomprehensibility of the world to be God's doing. In 7:13. Kohelet applies the 
same proverb used to qualify "al1 work done under the sun" (1: 14-15) to 
describe the inevitability of divine deeds. Furthermore, 3:lO-14 also suggests 
that the incomprehensibility of "the work which God has donen is God's will so  
that humans will fear him (3: 14). Therefore, the absurdity of human toil (2:22- 
23) is, by association with "al1 activity under the sun", also the product of 
divine initiative. 



responsi bl e party for human inabili ty to understand everythi ng 

which is done in the world (3:10-14; 6:lO-12). 

In conclusion to his observation that justice is not complete in 

8:lO-15, Kohelet refocuses his readers' attention on the task of 

discovering the divine activity under the Sun. He also affirms that 

"eating, drinking and merry-making" are concessions amidst the toi1 

of life. The failure of justice in 8:10 and 8:14 remains a problem 

commanding Kohelet's attention. 

Overall Structure and Meaning in 8:10-15 

An ovewiew of 8: 10- 15 reveals that 8: 10 and 8: 14 are specific 

examples of injustice in operation in the world. These two sub-units 

allude to a discrepancy between the demands of justice and the 

events of the world.22 The discrepancy becomes especially blatant 

when the epistemological structureu that postulates a specific 

consequence for  a specific moral type is distorted in 8:14. In  8:14. 

2 2 ~ t  should be nvted that the antithesis in 8:LO marks a distinction between two 
moral categories. This is different from the later discrepancy between the 
moral type and the corresponding consequence which 8: 14 endeavours to 
display. The former alludes to a distinction in moral quality whereas thc latter 
alludes to a theory of reward and retribution which links a type of 
deed/person to a type of consequence. It can be said that 8114 assumes the 
distinction between the two moral categories in 8: 10 in portraying the 
discrepanc y between t hese two moral categories and t hei r respective 
consequences. In this case. the assignment of 'proper' and distinct 
consequences to match each moral type is also a recognition of the 
distinctiveness of each moral category. 
231'he following chapter deals with the role of Koheletfs hermeneutical 
preconceptions in bis interaction with the events of the world. Here in 8: 10 
and 8: 14. such 'preconceptions' are evident in staternenis which clearly 
delineate the type of consequence which is appropriate for a certain moral 
type 8 :  1 )  Even the statements of disgust which Kohelet makes at injustice 
from time to tirne (2: 17; 8: lu) are dependent on such preconceived notions of 
what conslitutes 'justice'. 



this discrepancy is unmistakable from the misrnatch of terms as  

witnessed in the chiastic structure of 8:14b and c: "the righteous" is 

mismatched with the consequences of "the wicked" and vice versa. 

The entire situation is then aptly assigned the quaiity of "absurdity". 

It is abundantly cIear from 8:10 and 8:14 that Kohelet rneans to 

allude to two distinct moral categories (the righteous and the wicked) 

a s  well as to a structure of reward and retribution that should assign 

an  appropriate consequence in accordance with each moral quality. 

The two examples of injustice in 8:lO and 8: 14 enclose two 

antithetic passages (8: 1 1 - 12a and 8: 12b- 13) that present opposi te 

views of the theory of reward and retribution. The adjoining phrase 

y- .!I '.- 09 '3 (although I know) for the two disparate portions of 8:ll-13 

recognizes the distinction between the two contending perspectives. 

The particle 03 (also), at once. designates the 'otherness' of the view 

in 8: 12b-13 and includes it alongside i t s  opposite in 8: Il-12a in the 

author's contemplative YÏeld of visionl.24 8:ll-13. as  a whole, depicts 

the inner struggle brought about by the observations of injustice in 

8:10 and 14. The contradiction suspends the reader in a dilemma 

without any suggestion by the author a s  to which side of the 'fence' 

to stand. 

2 4 ~ n  his siudy of emphatic structures in biblical Hebrew. T .  Muraoka states 
that the basic function of Cg is  additive (Muraoka 1985143).  He ciles the 
following as examples of the particle E; having a simple additive function: 
Genesis 27:33. 3 1 :  15, &:4, Deuteronomy 2: 15, Psalm 132: 12. and Job 2: 10 
(Muraoka 1985145) .  Although the particle may have an emphatic rorce. such a 
force would not occur at the expense of the additive lunction (Muraoka 
1985: 116). 



Towards a Rlretoric of Contradiction 

There is no attempt to harmonize the two opposite 

perspectives of 8:ll-13 with an  explanation for the state of injustice 

in  8: 11- 12a. An attempt to neutralize the pessirnistic voice would d o  

well to provide a reason for the temporary suspension of justice. The 

insertion of such a reason would subsume the present state of 

injustice under the specifications of some 'greater' plan and promote 

the ultimate completion of justice as the dominant view. On the 

contrary, the method of engagement here is blatant contradiction 

with no recourse to any extemal explanatory factor to establish the 

state of injustice a s  a temporary one. 

With the two opposing views in tension. Kohelet's discourse 

turns to perpetuate the ambigui ty precipi tated by the contradiction 

in 8: 11-13. 8: 16, which comes after the exhortation to enjoy life. 

states Kohelet's intention to apply wisdom to understand the world's 

events. In 8: 17. Kohelet admits failure and remarks that "the 

business" on earth even escapes the understanding of the wise. 9:1 

refocuses on the problem of injustice: it is towards the common fate 

of the righteous and the wicked that Kohelet applies his 

understanding, "examining everything" (9: 1 ). 

393-m TN '2f-CIe 'FlQ 7fi7-W '3 Indeed, al1 this 1 took t o  my heart to 

v%g ~ - - ; ? m  crqn;?l C ~ T G  enamine al1 of this; the righteous and 

qi.7 or; -;% 3- J ~ ~ P J  the wise and their deeds are in the 

:ET:& 5 3  hand of Ciod. Whether ( i t  is) love or 
. . whether (it  is) hatred. no human 

knows. Everything is before them 
(9: 1).  

The clause introduced by TWK is an object clause (Jouon and Muraoka 

1993590); it contains the focus of Kohelet's scrutiny which is the fact 
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that al1 humans are in the 'hand' of God. The following line clarifies 

the exact nature of Kohelet's concern; it is the unknowable future 

that constitutes the source of his concern. The double occurrence of CJ 

acts as a unifying syntactic structure of inclusion (BDB 1907:169) to 

present the twin possibilities for an unknowable future. In the case 

of 9:l. the unknowable future constitutes the uncertainty of divine 

disposition towards humans. 

The contradiction of  8: 11-13 culminates in a task of inquiry 

(8:16-9:la) that comes u p  against the barrier of an unknown future. 

The result is not only a negation of future judgment as a certainty 

(8:12b-13), but also the negation of any assertion of perpetual 

injustice. As such, 9:l serves to explain that the contradictory 

assertions of 8:ll-13 are voices of contentious deliberation over an 

uncertain future. Such a rhetonc of antithesis is not confined to 8:lO- 

9:1; 3: 16-22 employs a similar method of antithesis leading to 

a m  bigui ty. 

Excursus: A Similar Rhetoricol Strategy of Contradiction in 

1 continually saw under the Sun. that 
in the place of judgment, therc (was) 
evil: and in the place of 
righteousness. there (was) evil (3: 16). 
1 said in my heart: "God wili judge the 
righteous and the wicked, for there is 
a tirne for every desire and for al1 
deeds there (3: 17). 



45 
In the former verse (3:16), " w i c k e d n e s s l ' ( ~ ~ ~ ~ )  stands in the place of 

"judgment" (DS@;~).  Verse 17 employs a recovered use of the mot EW 

(to judge, to pronounce judgment). It however reverses the 'injustice' 

of verse 16 by stating that God "will judget' ( e W )  the righteous and 

the wicked. With the recovered use of the root e m .  Kohelet 

emphasizes the quality of justice in this vision of the future: the 

absence of this quality was noted in verse 16.25 

The repetition of U E Q ~  emphasizes the widespread presence of 

evil in 3: 16. This emphasis i s  balanced by the exaggerated 

description of the scope of the judgment in 3: 17; the judgment wiil 

bring into account every deed and whim of both the righteous and 

the wicked. Kohelet stretches his elaboration on the scope of divine 

judgment over two lines forming a thematic chiasmus with the 

judging action of God as its focus: 

Irsr;?-ly p'.iXTne (a) ihe righteous and the wicked, (a) 

cy5w-7 D ~ W  (b) God will judge, (b) 

:W X I ~ W ~ ?  5 ~ ;  vu??? 179-3 (c )  for (there is) a time for every desire 
and every deed there. (c) 

Z5perhaps one may propose a chronological progression [rom 3: 16 i o  3: 17. The 
use of the irnperfect ( E ~ w ' ' )  in 3: 17 may be construed as pan of an anticipated 
or desired vision for the future that incorporates the present state of injustice 
in 3: 16 as the initial stage before the transformation. In such case. there would 
be no contradiction between verses 16 and 17; they would be representing 
di fferent extremes in a chronological progression depicting the 
accomplishment of justice in the  world. .4lthough such an  understanding of 
3: 16-17 is plausible in its lexical moment. the exegesis of material following 
3: 16-17 will show how the antithesis is interpreted by 3:22. 322 maintains the 
vision of future judgment as a possibility. while placing emphasis on the 
unknowability of the future. Within the context of the uncertain future, the 
perpetuation of injustice assumes a position of equal standing alongside the 
advent of justice as  a future possibility. Hence. the present state of 3: 16 and the 
vision of 3:17 become contenders for a single spot in the future. In the light of 
3:22. the antithesis of 3: 16- 17 becomes contention. 



The "righteous" and the "wicked" form two opposite categories that 

collectively designate the totality of humankind; these opposite 

parties form the object of God's judgment in part (a). The totality of 

the human host as an object of divine judgment in part (a)  is  

matched by the ail-encornpassing quali ty of  the judgment which 

scrutinizes every aspect of human life in part (c); every 

thoughtldesire (yqr;-k?) and every deed ( ; i@o-b )  has its appropriate 

time and place. The  repetition of 53 (all/every) in part (c)  stands in 

reflection to  the double usage of the  accusative marker in (a) to  

designate the two opposite parties as the objects of judgment. In (c), 

the repetition of "every" adds t o  t he  emphasis on the intensity of the 

judgment; every whim and deed has  its proper place. Parts (a)  and  

(c) a re  two parallel couplets that share a common emphasis o n  the 

totality of divine judgment; while (a) emphasizes the breadth of the 

judgment, (c)  explores the depth of the judgment. Like a zoom-lens. 

the lexical progression in 3:17 gives the reader a focusing effect; the 

initial 'frame' displays the massive body of humans which comes  

under judgment. and the final o n e  examines the minute aspects of 

each individual in the process of judgment. At the center of this 

thorough process is God (b). who i s  the initiator of the judgment. The  

result of this extensive elaboration o n  divine judgment in 3:17 is an  

emphatic counterpoint to 3:16. where "justice" and "righteousness" 

are cast aside and replaced by "wickedness". 

cg (there) in  3:17 provides a final link with the preceding 

verse. The occurrence of E@ i s  reminiscent of the emphatic repetition 

of ;;Q@ (there) in  3:16; there, i t  designates the place of judgment 
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(cqiDnz mpg) and the place of righteousness (piï;r . . ci?!) which are taken 

up by "wickedness". The recurrence of G@ (without the emphatic final 

3) in 3:17 points the affirmation of divine judgment back to 3:16.*6 

The final result is a picture of two opposite and contradictory world- 

views regarding divine judgment in competition for the same place. 

The verses that follow 3:17 state the observation of 

commonality between humans and beasts; the cornmon denominator 

of death stands as a barrier to any advantage one individual may 

daim over another (3:18-20). With regard to the possibility of a 

distinction between humans and beasts in the afterlife. Kohelet 

espouses ignorance (3:21). Verse 22 encourages humans to enjoy life. 

A final statement about human ignorance of future events concludes 

the passage on the destiny of humans: 

Indeed. who will bring him to see 
what will be alter him? (3:22b) 

- .. . - - -. - 

2 6 ~ h e  occurrence of E? with reference to a previously designatcd place (Clp?2) 
is attested in 1 :Sb and 1 :7b: 

hastening to its place, it  rises there 
(1:Sb) .  
to thc place where the rivers are 
flowing. there they return to flow 
( 1 : 7 b ) .  

I n  both instances. the clear designation of a particular place in the initial 
clause is the object of reference by the demonstrative C q  (there) in the 
following clause. 3:16-17 adheres to this demonstrated pattern. 3: 16. in itself. 
contains two occurrences of the dernonstrative pronoun of locale which refer 
back to designated 'places'. The final two lines of 3:16 collectively designate 
two places which have corne to be wcupied by "wickedness". These Iwo lines 
are in turn the antecedent for the final Dj of 3: 17 which restores the proper 
occupants (" r igh teo~~ness"  and "judgment") of the two designated spots. 
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8:22b is one  of several statements interspersed throughout the book 

on the subject of an unknowable future; the other specimens occur in 

6: 12. 8:7, 9: 1. and 10: 14. The fact that the future hides the mystery 

of divine disposition towards humans (9:l) has already been 

discussed. In 6:12, the denial of any knowiedge of the future renders 

any claim t o  knowledge of  a profitable course o f  action tentative. 

Kohelet establishes his view that the reality of any hierarchical 

structure of  preference in human behaviour is dependent on  a 

precise knowledge of future events: without such knowledge, the 

wise cannot claim any advantage over  the foolish (2:15). 8:7 raises 

the question of the future in reaction to the affirmation of judgment 

in  8:6. The fool's persistent verbosity is criticized in 10:14 by the 

denial that anyone can know what will happen; but the statement of 

future uncertainty also raises doubt about the feasibility of praising 

the words o f  the wise (10:12-13). In all the above examples, the 

uncertainty of the future stands to  contradict any  affirmation of a 

positive course of action o r  future judgment. 3:22b is not an 

exception to the rule. The  statement of uncertainty stands to raise 

doubt both about the perpetuation of injustice in 3:16 and the 

contradictory view of a definite t ime of judgment in the future 

(3: 17). 

The statement of an uncertain future in 3:22 and 9: 1 places the 

two perspectives in 3:16-17 and 8:l l -13,  with their accompanying 

emphatic structures and word-groups, within a strategy of 

contradiction. The constant 'to and fro' movernent between opposite 

perspectives suspends readers in the tension intrinsic to the anxiety 

of an unknown destiny. In view of  the statements in 3:22 and 9:1, 



the contradictions are not accidents resutting from a careiess 

compositional style. In fact. the closely corresponding antithetic 

words and structures in both 3:i6-17 and 8:11-13 represent a 

rhetorical technique w here opposite perspectives actuall y address 

one another by mutual negation. The clash produces no 'winner'. but 

only a continuing tension without any indication of an impending 

resol ution.27 

2 7 ~ h e  ambiguity in Ecclesiastes, which is a product of the tension between 
conlradiciory views, seems ro portray a mood or exasperation as Kohelet 
contemplales ihe issue of justice and iheudicy. The equal apportion of weipht 
to each view invites the rcader tu share. at' once. in  Kohclei's dilemma and the 
emotion which the conundrum amuses. Within such a liierary siralegy. the 
experience o l  lhc dilemma is tantamount to the expcriencc of an aitachmen1 
(inlellecluall y and emoiionally) ro 1 wu conlradiciory perspectives. William 
Empson points to the portrayal of two contradictory voices in John Dryden's 
Song for Sr. Cecilia's Doy. The contradictory voices are the personification of 
the conflicring ernotions which a soldier feels on the march 10 battle. 

The trumpet's loud clangour 
invites us to  arms 

With shrill notes of anger 
And mortal charms 

The double double double bear 
of the rhundering drum 

Cries. heark the Fms corne; 
Charge, charge. 'tis too late to retreal. 

The element of fearful terror in the final line stands in contras! to the heroic 
invitation to battle in the rest of the poem. The emotions aroused by the 
contrasting ernotions pull the soldier toward opposite courses of action; one. to 
plunge headiong into battle, and the other, to retreat. According 10 Empson, 
the element of timidity takes ils place with the martial valour in the soldier's 
heart ro form the total conscious experience of the march to battle (Empson 
1984: 198). The conflicting impulses share a place in the soldier's psychological 
make-up and no one emoiion is relegated to  a weaker position. 



The Contradiction of 8:12b-13: the Theory of a Pious 

Redac tor  

Although 8: 12b-13 shares a common allusion to the theory of  

reward and retribution with 8:lO-12a a n d  8:14, there remains a 

stark contrast between lamenting the absence of justice and 

staunchly affirming its . advent. Some consider the allusion to  a 

possible time of  judgment in the future t o  be uncharacteristic of 

Kohelet. Morris Jastrow finds such optimism to  be out of character 

f o r  Kohelet and, in recognition of the continuity in 8: 1 1 - 13. 

accordingly elects to excise the entire unit. He considers it to  be an 

addition by a pious redactor (Jastrow l972:228). James Crenshaw 

thinks that 8:12b-13 is  either a secondary gloss o r  a concession to  

'orthodox' sentiments that Kohelet proceeds t o  undermine in verse 

14 (Crenshaw 1987: 155).28 

Advocates of a theory of a pious redactor for  8:12b-13 reject 

the view that the excellence of 'righteous' behaviour and the 

corresponding postulation of a reward fo r  it are part of Kohelet's 

thought. For them, Kohelet's awareness of an  unjust universe that 

28~renshaw's suggestion that 8: 12b-13 is a conservative perspective ihat 
Kohelet undermines in verse 13 is based on the sequential progression in 8:12- 
14 (Crenshaw 1987: 156). Although the placement of verse 14 after verses 12b- 
13 may weaken the effect of the affirmation of justice, it does not exclude that 
view as one of Kohelet's. As the close reading of 8: 10-15 has shown, the overall 
rhetorical effect is the enhancement of the contradiction; no one perspective 
deals a lethal blow to the other. The author had recourse to at least one of 
severai methods of 'disowning' the optirnism intrinsic to 8:12b-13. The 
insertion of a simple introductory phrase identifying 8: 12b-13 as a view 
foreign to the author (the following section on the theory of quotations 
explores this rnethod of distancing oneself from a disagreeable perspective) 
would suffice to promote a pessimistic reading. The passage of 8: 10-15 reveals 
no such device to  isolate and promote one perspective as the view-point of the 
author. Instead, we have several indicators. a s  the close reading suggests, that 
there is an effort to strengthen the antithesis between the two competing 
perspect ives .  



fails consistently to unite a 'good' consequence with a 'good' deed 

cannot coexist in the same mind with a belief that justice will prevail. 

Hence, they reject the affirmation of a link between the moral 

quali ty of an individual wi th a corresponding consequence in 8: 12b- 

13 as an intrusion by a mind foreign to Kohelet's thought. Such a 

position requires that we understand the 'absurdi ty' judgment in  

8:14 not to refer so much to the mismatch of incompatible entities, 

but to the conservative postulation that a link exists between a 

certain moral type and a certain type of consequence. Within such a 

perspective, the excellence of righteous behaviour has no objective 

advantage over wic kedness and any hermeneutical contruction that 

maintains such an order of preference should be abandoned. 

The rejection of a palpable belief in the advent of justice as 

part of Kohelet's thought Ieads to the postulation of a conservative 

redactor for 8: 12b- 13. However, this theory is severel y debili tated 

by the ambiguous tone of the book; it would seem that the redactor 

has failed to establish hisiher view as the final and dominant one in 

the book. In commenting on 8:12b-13, Michael Fox points out that 

anyone reading 8: 1 1- 12a + 14 would face a sharp counterpoint to 

God's justice. The hypothetical orthodox redactor would have done 

better to insert a statement after verse 14 that the day of judgment 

would eventually come and rectify al1 present inequities (Fox 

1989:24). As the text stands. 8: 11- 12a, 14 and 9: 1-3 engage the 

affirmation of justice in 8:12b-13 in a tug-O-war where neither side 

is victorious. A glancc at  the wider context of the material 

surrounding 8:12b-13 reveals its impotency as a corrective gloss to 

neutraiize and dissipate the pessimistic tone of Kohelet. In the 



following presentation. (x)  represents a positive evaluation for the 

advent ' of justice and (y) represents a negation of that perspective in 

a particular portion. Passages that are neutral in this respect are 

represented by the symbol (#). 

Ecclesiastes 8:s-9:3; a Bird's Eye View: 

Thc one who observes a (x)  Kohelel affirms that a lime of 
commandmeni wiIl corne to  know no  judgment wil1 come and evil will no1 
evil affair. for a wise heart knows the escape punishment.  
tirne and judgement. Indeed, there is a 
lime and judpemenl for al1 desires. 
and the evil of a man lies heavy upun 
hirn (8:s-6). 

For nobody knows what will happen; (y) Kohelet says that the fulure is 
who will tell him how it will be? No unknown and nobody can tell what 
human has the power over the wind will happen. Like the wind and the 
in order to restrain the wind and no day of death. al1 future events are 
one has p w e r  over the day, and beyond human prediction. 
rhere i s  no discharge of a war. But 
wickedness will no1 save Lhem (8:7-8). 

AI1 this I havc seen and given my ( # )  
heart t o  (see) al1 deeds which are 
done under the Sun. a lime when one 
man has puwer over  another man io 
harm him (8: 9). 

Thus 1 saw the wicked buried. they (y) Kohelet observes an abominable 
useci to enter and walk about Lhc huly act which poes unpunished. 
place; and what lhey had dune was 
forpottcn in the city. This also is an 
absurdity ( 8 : l O ) .  

Because the senience for  an evii deed (y)  and laments the absence (if any 
is no1 done in haste, the hearts of justice to  bring about a retribution. 
humans become full io d o  evil. For a 
sinner who commits evil a hundred 
rimes protonps [his lifej (8: l 1- 12a). 

Bu1 still 1 know that it will be well for (x) .A projection is made to envision a 
those who fear Gd, who fear him lime of judgment in the future to 
hefore his face. And i i  will no1 be well rectify the preseni inequities. 
for the wicked one and he will no1 
lengrhen his days like a shadow, for 
he is  no1 fearful before the face of 
God (8: 1 2b- 13). 



There is an absurdity that is dune on 
the earth; there are righteous unes 
who receivc according to the deeds o f  
the wickcd. And lhere are wicked 
ones who receive according tu the 
deeds or the righteous. I said thal 1his 
toc) is an absurdity (8: 14). 

So I praised joy for Lhere is nothing 
betier Tor humans under the sun 
except to eat, 1o drink and to  make 
merry. This will siay by his tuil al1 
the days or his lire which God has 
given him under the sun. When 1 
gave my heari to know wisdom and io 
see the task which has been dune 
under on the earlh, (even though 
one's eyes should see no sleep by day 
or by night) 1 saw every work of G d  
and 1 concluded that a human is 
unable iu  discover the work which 
has been done under the sun. 
Therefure. a human toils to search, 
but is unable to discover. Even if a 
wise one should proclaim to know. he 
is not able Lo discover (8: 15-17). 

For al1 this I have put to my heart to 
explain: the righteous. t h e  wise and 
their actions are in the hand of G d .  
Whether (il is) love or whether (it is) 
hatred. humans do no1 know; 
everything is before them. 
Everything is the same for al]. There 
is one fate for the righteous. for the 
wicked, for the good, the clean, the 
unclean, for the one who offers 
sacrifice and for the one who does not 
offer sacrifice. As the good one is. so 
is the sinner; as the swearer is. so is 
the one who iears an oath. There is 
an evil in a11 that is done under the 
Sun; there is one fate for a11 humans. 
And also. the hearts of t h e  sons of 
humans are full of evil and folly is in  
their hearts during their lives and 
afterward, [they go] to the dead (9: 1- 
3 1 .  

(y) Kohelet observes anolher 
instance of injustice. 

(y) In despair, Kohelet recommends 
the pleasures of the \v«rld. He 
concludes Lhat the world is beyond 
his ability io comprehend. 

( 8 )  and ( y )  Kuheiet confirms that al1 
hurnans face an unknuwn future. The 
possibility thal there is no  distinction 
between the e v i l  and the righteous is 
an abomination to  Kohelet. In 
contrast to the affirmation of justice 
in 8: I2b- 13, Kohelet goes on to press 
the counterpoint that al1 humans 
meet the same end; justice is absent. 



In this brief selection, i t  can be seen that the 'optirnistic' voice 

generally emerges in the first half. It is the voice of the pessirnist 

that dominates the latter half of the passage. Furthermore. the 

statement that an uncertain future renders the destiny of the 

righteous uncertain (9:l) mocks any attempt to derive comfort from 

the assurances of 8: i2b-13. If the theoretical pious redactor means 

to dissolve the pessimism of the 'original' Kohelet with a firm 

affirmation that a fina1 judgment will occur, then he has failed 

miserably in this task. After 8:12b-13, the only other positive 

statement for divine justice is in  1 l:9b. However, the lapse between 

the statements of injustice in 9:2-3 and l l : 9 b  excludes the possibility 

of the latter reversing the effect of the former. It seems unlikely that 

an orthodox redactor eager to counter the unorthodox statements in 

the book would leave such painful doubts about divine justice to 

stand unchallenged for so long. 

Moreover, such a theory of redaction would have to assume 

that. prior to the insertion of corrective glosses, a wholly 'pessimistic' 

book was deemed appropriate for 'canonization'. Without an 

established status for Ecclesiastes wi thin the corpus of Hebrew 

religious literature, a scribe would not deem the book worthy of the 

copious effort required to render i t  acceptable to a conservative 

audience. The wholcsale designation of the book as heretical 

l i  terature and i ts consequent consignment for destruction or 

withdrawalzg would have been more convenient. The religious 

2 9 h e r e  existed, in the period of the Mishna. a facility (the Genizah) for the 
storage of materials deemed unworthy o f  circulation. These materials were 
considered valuable and were onIy put away because of apparent minor 
discrepancies between them and the Law (Moore 1927 [v.l]:247). The fear was 
that the 'ha1 f-learned' would stumble from the misinterpretat ion of these 



authorities had suppressed many other books from the period of 

Ecclesiastes which are now included in the Apocrypha and the 

Pseudepigrapha (Gordis l968:7 1 ).30 If the authori ties deemed i t 

necessary to withdraw, from circulation, books which were much less 

'unorthodox' in flavour, then an 'untamed' Ecclesiastes could hardly 

have escaped wi t hdrawaI. 

Furthemore. the theory of an 'orthodox' redactor assumes that 

the book can be partitioned leaving two separate disparate messages. 

A pious redactor cannot be expected to  include pessimistic assertions 

in insertions designed to fabricate an orthodox fiavour in the book. 

Closer attention to 2 passages (2:12-14 and 8:6-8) reveals that some 

'conservative' material is  inextricably linked with the pessimistic 

statements of the sceptic. Michael Fox points to 2:12-14 as an 

exam ple: 

n * ~ ?  niLh77: . 3 ~ 3 ~  .: r n y 5  -8 T.EZ~; . . 1 turned to consider wisdom. madness 
7% ;?fy4 R l y ?  7o -3 ' and folly. Indeed. what will a man 
:?i;;70? x 3 7 &  r.t who cornes after a king (do). (but) 

.: . ,  that which they have already done? 

(2: 12) 

books (Moore 1927 [v. 1 l:247). These books had to be considered to have 
intrinsic value to  be consigned to the Genizah. In contrast, the books of the 
heretics were simply destroyed by fire (Tosefta Shabbath I3:S). The Gospels 
were included in this category. It is evident that a 'graded' system of the 
withdrawal of literature was in place by the time of the Mishna (ca. 200 C.E.). 
There is no evidence thal any attempt to soften the effects of 'unorthodox' 
passages was ever made; the system either withdrew materials and kept them 
for the use of the educated 'eiite' or destroyed them. Although this process of 
selection is approximately 500 years removed from the alleged composition of 
Ecclesiastes. it is alrnost certain that a sirnilar process would have existed in  
Kohelet's day. It is difficult to imagine the existence of a select set of books for 
inclusion in the category of divinely inspired and canonical literature without 
some system of exclusion (Leiman 1976: 17). 
3O~obert Ciordis mentions Esdras and Baruch in particular. 'l'hese were books 
that exhibited "no sectarian eccentricityn (,Moore 1927 [v .2 ] :344) .  Yet. they 
were withdrawn on the account of their apoclayptic visions of 'end things' 
(Gordis 1968: 7 1 ) . 



*mm t : And 1 saw that there is an advantage 
for wisdom over folly as (there is) for 
iight over darkness (2:13). 

7'8 q ? J  The wise one has eyes in his head, but 
the fool walks in darkness, (2: Ma) 

:@3?.i& . "'3. . .  7~ q~!@ * . j t p  '-7:: but 1 also know that one fate befalIs 
them both (2:14b). 

In considering 2:12-14, Fox points to the fact that the thematic 

categorization of Kohelet's search in 2: 12 looks forward to a 

statement about wisdom or folly and e7g (both) in 2:14b looks back 

to its antecedent (the wise one and the fool) in 2:14a (Fox 1989:24). 

The excision of 2:13-14a would disrupt the lexical progression in 

2:12-14 by depriving 2:14b of a principal clause that defines the 

parties designated by "both". Moreover. the excision of 2: 13- l4a 

would also deprive the particle ~3 (also) of the 'other' perspective 

which i t  requires; the omission of 2:13-14a would leave 2: 14b 

wi thout a contradictory 'other' perspective to contend.3 l 

The proponent of the theory of an orthodox redactor for 

Ecclesiastes would have to include 2: 14b as part of an additional 

gloss. Yet. as Michael Fox has stated, pious redactors can hardly be 

expected to include an unorthodox perspective in their 'corrective' 

interpolations (Fox 1989124); such redactors would only promote 

ambiguity and further confusion and not a pious resolution to the 

problem of injustice. 

There is another example of the two contradictory perspectives 

on the theory of reward and retribution being inseparable in  8:5-8: 

3 i~as tror  sees the difficulty in the wholesale excision of 2: 13-l la and elects to 
retain 2: 13. In order to designate 2: 13 as the 'inferior' perspective. he proposes 
a modal function in . '  (there is ...) where aone is obvious (Jastrow 1972:207). 



The one who observes a 
commandment will corne to know no 
evil affair. for a wise heart knows the 
time and judgment (8:5). 
Indeed there is a timc and judgmcnt 
for al1 desircs, for a person's cvil i s  
hcavy upon him (8:G). 

77mt2 . .  . fi ?i&-7 For nobody knows what will happen; 
:IL) 7.3. 'Q sn: 1-7 . . '3 who will tell him how it will be? (8:7) 

F77= E% T F  ;'N No human has the power over the 

I TTJ -~  ~ k ?  wind in order to restrain the wind 

nyg m g  pb and no one has power in the &y of 

mh nn% 1% death. and there is no discharge of a 
war. But wickedness will not Save its 

: l+~ rnn D%W% possessor (8:8). 

The denial that anyone can know the future (and by its Iink with 86, 

of any knowledge of a time of judgment)32 requires an introduction 

3 2 ~ h e  alleged counterpoint to  the affirmation of judgment in 8:7 is very 
similar to other statements which Kohelet has made about the unknowability 
of the future: 

:?7m .-. ?'?*IQ . . ;;E . .  ni& i ~ = :  . . 'b '3  Indeed. who will hring him to see what wiil 
be after him? (3:22h) 

nt45 , T V  TT-E Y~DK For who will tell a human what will be after 
:app n n ~  :"!K 3 7 7 2  him under the sun? (6:12b) 

TyTXnl2 .. . m&i m3h A human does not know what will be and 

A5 7-T -0 Ï?E@Q 77:  lm1 who will tell him whai will be after hirn? 
(10: 14b)  

In 3:22b. the rhetorical question comes after an affirmation that death meets 
ail and Ihe resultant observation is that no advantage rnay be seen for humans 
(3: 19). As far as the afterlife is concerned. Kohelet denies that anyone can 
know if humans are to be treated differently from beasts (3:21). The admission 
of ignorance about the future and the concluding rhetorical question of 3:22b 
are therefore a contradiction to any positive affirmation of a judgment which 
separates the righteous from the wicked (3: 17). 6: 12 begins by posing the 
question of whether anyone can really know what is "goodn to do  in life. 
Kohelet then links this question with another: can anyone know what the 
future holds? The transient existence of humanity is like a "shadow" and the 
unknowability of the future negates any attempt to identify any course of 
action as "goodn. in 10:14. the verbosity of the fool which is absurd is due to the 
fact that the future is unknown. Excessive talk. in 6:l 1. is futile because it fails 
lo reveal any advantape for humans. The observation in 6: 1 1  is taken up here 
in 10: 14 where Kohelet denigrates the fool's verbvsity ( 10: 12- 14a) by 
reiterating the fact that no human knows the future ( IO:  l-lb). The collective 
effect of these statements which deny any knowledge of the future in their 
various conteiuts is a contradiction to any positive affirmation of a 
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to the general theme of 'time' which 8:Sb-6 provides. The leap from 

an exhortation to  keep a royai command in 8:Sa to a comment o n  the 

unknowability of the future  in 8:7-8 is  disjoint. 85b-6 supplies the 

transitional link between two disparate topics; the affirmation of a 

time of judgment relieves the individual from the burden of tyranny 

and also leads directly into the question of whether an unknowable 

future actually holds such a promise. The  scepticism of 8:7-8 i s  

linked with the orthodox affirmation of a tirne of judgment in the 

future (&Sb-6) within the contextual syntax of 8:2-9 (which deals  

with the general theme of 'authority'). Once again. the purely 

'orthodox' voice, which the theory of the pious redactor must assume, 

is  compromised. 

The  thematic link between orthodox and pessimistic material in 

these two examples poses a problem for the theory of orthodox 

interpolations in the book. The theory must assume that the pious 

voice can be excised leaving an original core of pessirnistic material. 

Any indication otherwise compromises on the one assurnption that 

motivates the proposition of  the theory: that the two contradictory 

voices cannot be the product of a single rnind-set. These two 

examples contradict such an  assumption in the literary historical 

interpretation of the book and suggest that the two disparate views 

are coexistent and inseparably linked. 

hermeneutic that elevates one thing over another. The reileration of such a 
denial in 8:7 stands as a counterpoint to the affirmation of judgrnent in 8:Sb-6. 



The Contradiction of 8:12b-13: Robert Gordis' Theory of 

Quotat iuns  

Robert Gordis rejects the theory of a pious redactor for 8: 12b- 

13 on the grounds that it is syntactically inseparable from 8: I J - 12a. 

He finds the immediate succession of 537 ;rr-cj (this also is an 

absurdity) by 5-7 . . ml (there is an absurdity), which would be the 

result of the omission of 8: 11-13, to be too harsh (Gordis 1%8:293). 

Gordis resolves the tension by postulating that 8:12b-13 is a 

quotation of a conservative idea which Kohelet does not accept 

(Gordis 1%8:297). J.A. Loader agrees with Gordis' assessment; 

according to him. Kohelet "quotes the chokmatic tradition 

ironically .... thereby rejecting i t" (Loader 1979: 100). 

The foIlowing is Robert Gordis' translation of 8: 1 1- 14: 

Because judgment upon an evil deed is not executed speedily, men's 
hearts are encouraged t o  da wronp. for a sinner commiis a hundred 
crimes and God is patient with him. though 1 know the answer that "il 
wiIl be well in the end with those who revere God and fear him and i t  
will be îar from well wilh the sinner. who, like a shadow, will not long 
endure, because he dcxs no1 fear G d . "  Here is a vanity that iakes place 
on the earth-there are righteous men who receive the recompense due 
the wicked. and wicked men who receive the recompense due the 
righteous. 1 Say, ihis is indeed vanity (Gordis 1968: 105). 

Gordis interprets YB 977- (1 know) in 8:12b as a verb of cognition 

introducing a view point which Kohelet does not share and 

consequentIy takes the liberty of injecting a disassociation between 

the author and the view-point of verses 12b-13 with the addition of 

quotation marks. 

Michael Fox however cautions against the random identification 

of quotations for the sake of harmonizing the message of the book. In 

his opinion, i t  is vital, as part of the author's rhetoric, to cIearIy 
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identify as quotations. viewpoints which one cites ?O refute (Fox 

1980:419)33. To leave words which do not represent the views of the 

author without clear indications of a quotation is to allow the 

possibility that they may be understood as being a part of the 

author's perspective. Kohelet could have introduced 8:lZb-13 with 

an introductory phrase like "1 have heard it being said that ..." or "1 

know that there are those who think that ...". With the availability of 

such clear indicators for quotations of views foreign to the thought of  

the author. it seems unlikely that an iconoclastie Kohelet should 

weaken his pessimistic rhetoric by failing t o  adequately disassociate 

himseif from the optimism of orthodox wisdom with regard ?O divine 

judgment .  

In the case of 8:12b, Robert Gordis identifies . . ?! sl i*  (1 know 

that ...) as an example of a verb of cognition introducing a 

conventional view-point that Kohelet rejects (Gordis 

However, there can be no function of disassociation 

author and the following statement i n  such a phrase 

reason s: 

1968297). 

between the 

for the  following 

3% an anicle entitled "The Identification of Quotations in 
Literature" , Michael Fox proposes 3 criteria for discerni ng 
q u o t a t i o n s .  

Biblical 
attributed 

(a) There is another subject present in the immediate vicinity of the quotation 
s o  that the reader has no  trouble knowing who the  quoted speaker is. 
(b) There is a virtual verburn dicendi; a noun or  a verb irnplying speech. 
(c) There is a switch in  grammatical number or person indicating a change to  
the perspective of the quoted voice (Fox 1980:123). 

AI1 of these indicators are calculated to bring about 'distancing' between the 
author and the quoted voice. The deliberate settinp of this 'distance' becomes 
crucial when the purpose of a quotation is to allude t o  a perspective that the 
author wishes to refute or to contend with. Without it, the choice of one of the 
contradictory view's to  be the author's, and the other  to  belong to  another 
would be arbitrary. In which case. the authorial intention to refute a certain 
view would not k served. 



(i) 1.i~ 'IN ~ i 4 '  (1 know that ...) does not 'dispossess' the object of the 

knowing as a perspective congenial to the author. As Michael Fox has 

pointed out, "to 'know that' something is so is to accept it as fact" (Fox 

1989:27). Even if we accept Gordis' paraphrase for the first part of 

8:12b, "though 1 know the answer that ..." (Gordis 1968:184). there is 

stilt nothing intrinsic to the phrase to suggest a disassociation of the 

author from the following optimistic statement. 

(ii) a similar phrase, .i ' ~ F ' c I  +pi:! (and yet 1 know that ...), introduces a 

pessimistic view in 2:14; there in 2:14, the phrase introduces the fact 

that both the wise and the foolish meet the same end. It would 

therefore appear that the verb of cognition (1 know) with its 

accompanying relative pronoun (that) introduces two contradictory 

perspectives (8: 12b and 2: 14). The contradiction negates the 

possibility of "1 know that ..." having the distinctive nuance of an 

introductory phrase for an orthodox view-point contrary to the 

author's unorthodox pessimi srn.34 

34~ord i s  takes a similar approach with 2: 13-l4a by stating that 'Je 'Q'l4;' (and 1 
saw ...) introduces a conservative view "couched in typical proverbial fashionn 
that Kohelet does not share (Gordis 1968:221). Rut the occurrence of a quoted 
proverb in ilself cannot mean that we should immediately discount i t  as a 
perspective congenial to Krihelet. How should we decide which perspective 
truly belongs to Kohelet? There is nothing in the introduclory phrase to 
suggest that the excellence of wisdom is a thought foreign to the author. In  
fact, the same verb of perception 'n'.y (1 saw) introduces an example of 
injusrice in 3: 16. Likewise, '3b 'Q'K71 (and 1 saw..) introduces the ract that 
hurnan efforts at labour are the result of rivalry with one another (-&:a). The 
absence of any obvious conservalive ethic in 4:4 and the compatibility of 316 
with a pessimistic outlook negate the possibility of '16 'F'H" having the 
distinctive function of marking a conservative view that is disagreeable 10 
Kohelet. If, indeed. '15 'n'&?l. has such a function, then Gordis must admit that 
even the pessimistic aspects of the book are disagrecable m Kohelet. 



When it becomes impossible to postufate a 'dispossessive' 

function in an introductory phrase for a conservative view-point. 

Gordis resorts to other devices to discern disagreement between the 

book's conservative perspectives and KoheIet. In the case of 3: 17-18, 

the very same phrase introduces two contradictory views with 

regard to judgment. 

3:17 affirms that justice will be 

time. The following verse (3: 18) 

1 said in rny hean, 'God will judge the 
righteous and the wicked. for there is 
a time for every desire and every 
deed there' (3:17). 
f said in rny heart concerning the 
sons of Adam, 'God is testing them 10 
sec that they are (but) animals' (3: 18). 

accompl ished at the appropriate 

introduces a counterpoint to the 

certainty of 3:17 in the staternent that God has shown humans that 

they are but animals; al1 meet the same end (3:19). The universality 

of death reveals no distinction between the righteous and the 

wicked. The common introductory phrase, "1 said in my heart", in  the 

two contradictory statements (3: 17 and 3: 18) negate the possibility 

that that particular phrase functions to isolate the pessimistic 

perspective as the exclusive view for Kohelet i n  3: 17- 18. 

The similar introduction to two contradictory views is so 

blatant in 3:17-18 that Gordis rnakes no attempt to discern a 

'quotation' of conservative wisdom by pointing to an introductory 

phrase which accomplishes such a task. Instead, he understands the 

reference to future judgment in  3: 17 to refer to the Post-Exilic belief 

in  an afterlife (Gordis 1%8:235). According to him, the final position 

of E$ (there) indicates that Kohelet is employing a rhetoric of irony 



(Gordis L968:235). In Gordis' estimation, eV35 refers to the 

accomplishment of justice i n  the afterlife and Kohelet's mention of 

that theory here is shrouded in irony. But even the use of irony 

requires an indication of what the author considers t o  be the 'correct' 

view. If knowIedge of the normative view is absent for the audience. 

then any statement of irony loses its ability to  communicate the 

author's scepticism. Al though an  author's knowiedge of popular 

assent t o  a certain perspective can  exclude the necessity for a 

grammatical o r  syntactic 'indicator' of the dominant perspective in 

the texc (Booth 197457-8), such common assent cannot be assumed 

for Kohelet's audience. Many psalms and proverbs testify to the 

belief in divine judgment (Pss 50; 37:18-20, 28-29; 34:16-18; Prov 

2:21-22: 3:33; 12:2; 16:4-5) as a dominant view in Hebrew wisdom, 

Kohelet must have known that a large proportion of his audience 

ascribed to. o r  were at  least governed by, a belief in divine justice. 

Within a cultural context which includes a consistent allusion to  

divine judgment in its scripture, t he  establishment of a counter 

perspective as the dominant view in the society cannot be assumed. 

The  very proposa1 of the topic of justice and theodicy would 

inevitably recall scriptural affirmations of divine judgment in the 

IsraeIite mind. Consequently there can be no assumption on  our  part 

3% the  excursus on the rhetorical strategy of contradiction in 3:16-17, 1 
suggested an alternate function for UW. My suggestion identified the 
antecedent of to be the designaied 'place' of 'righteousness' and 'justice' 
which had been usurped by 'wickedness' in the previous verse (3: 16). The 
occurrence of ~q with teference to a previously desipnated place is attested 
elsewhere i n  t h e  book (1:5, 7). Moreover. the correlation of the occurrence in 
3:17 with the earlier attestations of ;IF@, which designate the 'places' that 
'wickedness' usurp, suggest a reoccupation by 'righteousness' and 'justice' at 
the envisioned advent of judgmenr (3: 17). 



of an established dominant anti-pietistic world-view on which 

Kohelet was relying for a rhetoric of irony.36 

The elevation of one view among two contradictory views to a 

dominant position requires an explici t indicator to desi gnate ei ther 

the inferior or  the superior perspective in the author's eyes. Authors 

must distance themselves from one of the contradictory perspectives 

in order to  prornote an exclusive point of view. Such rhetorical 

manoeuvres are absent in the above discussed passages. None of the 

aforementioned 'introductory phrases' nor the claim to the use of 

irony can adequately function as 'disclaimers' to one of the 

contradictory perspectives in the book. In view of such, any attempt 

to identify one view as  Kohelet's exclusive perspective i s arbi trary. 

-- 

36'ïhis is not to sa): that scepticism did not exist. but that any sceptical 
stalement without a qualifying indicator of the author's perspective regarding 
divine judgrnent would automatically stand in unresolved contention with 
orlhodox wisdom. Kohelet's existence within Hebrew culture means thai an 
indication must exist in his writings for an audience to recognize one of two 
contradictory perspectives regarding div ine judgment as the dominant view 
(unless of course the author has no intention of embracing one of the 
conflicting perspectives). In dealing with contradictions, Wayne Booth 
recognizes the following general structure in many ironic essays: 
(i) a plausible but false voice is presented; 
(i t ) contradictions of t his voice are introduced; 
(iii) a correct voice is finally heard, repudiating al1 o r  most of what the 
ostensible speaker has said. (Booth 1973:62) 
The 'false' voice is only identified in the light of  the 'repudiating' voice which 
sets the reader straight on what the author means. The 'repudiation' must do  
more than merely restate one of the contending views; it musc provide a third 
element to act as a 'standard' by which the 'false' voice is undermined andlor 
disavowed. This third 'element' may take the form of an explicit statemenl by 
the authot IO identify the 'correct' view. An alternative would be the 
introduction of a thtrd hitherto unknown factor t o  t ip the balance in the 
favour of one side. A restatement of one of the contradictory views will only 
heiphten the tension between the opposite voices. According to Booth, the 
continua1 sustenance of contradiction without a 'repudiation' of one voice 
leads to the destabilization of the normative view in the author's rhetoric 
(Booth 1973:62); in such an atmosphere. irony ceases to be irony. 
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A Third Alternative: Judgment as a Possibility for Kohelet 

The effort to identify statements which affirm divine justice 

(whether as the insertions of a pious redactor or as quotations of a 

more conservative tradition) as a foreign element in Kohelet's 

thought is quite unnecessary. There are several passages which 

confirm that Kohelet does entertain the possibility that God does 

judge the world.37 These passages bear witness that Kohelet does 

envision God in the role of the 'righteous judge' who does intervene. 

from time to time, to exact the demands of justice. Given such 

evidence, the possibility of divine judgment cannot be completely 

discounted as integral to Kohelet's confused thinking. 

Kohelet's view of God's preference for the righteous is 

demonstrated in 7:29. The verse presents the disparity between 

God's intended purpose for humans and their contrary intentions. 

Look. only this have I found; God 
made humans upright, but they seek 
many devices (7:29). 

729 is the last in a series of observations introduced by the  verb of 

perception n m  i n  the first-person singular (7:26, 27, 29).38 The first- 

371 emphasize these passages only to establish the view that divine judgmenl is 
a part of Kohelet's confused perspective. There is no  intention herc to  
marginalize the opposite pessimistic view. It is towards the end of arresting 
and balancing the tendency of some t o  portray the pessimistic view a s  the 
dominant and exclusive perspective in Ecclesiastes that ihis emphasis is 
directed. The inordinate amount of attention to  Kohelet's optimislic views in  
this section shouid not distract the reader from the purpose of this thesis 
which is t o  establish the tension between the opposing views as  the very 
fabric of Kohelet's thought. 
381'hese three are the only specirnens in the book where Kohelet introduces a 
discovery with some form or the verb HXE. The first one (verse 26) occurs in 
the form of a participle and the othcr two in  the qal perfect. They seem to be 
part of a larger network of verbs which Kohelet uses to intruduce his 



person endings on these verbs of perception designate the 

observations and their accompanying opinions as belonging to the 

speaker; Kohelet. In the case of 7:27 and 29. he calIs attention to his 

observation with an imperative: "look at this" (31-ml). In verse 29, 

Kohelet's observation is that God has made humans upright. but they 

seek out many devices. In describing God's intention for humans to 

be "upright" (~zj:), Kohelet concurs with other parts of the Hebrew 

Bible which describe the nature of God and his deeds as being 

"upright" (Deut 32:4: Pss 33:4; 1 19: 137). The psalmist asks God to 

preserve hislher "uprightness" (Ps 25:2 1 ), and with "uprightness" of 

heart, helshe keeps God's 'righteous' requirernents (Ps 1 19:7). In 

employing the term YQ: (upright, straight) in 7:29. Kohelet is 

affirming an already rich tradition which identifies 'uprightness' and 

'integrity' with the nature of God and his preferences. 

The fact that 7:29 is only an affirmation of God's preference for 

the righteous and not a staunch assertion that justice will certainly 

be accomplished rnakes i t  unlikely that the verse is the work of an 

orthodox redactor. 7:29 does nothing to contradict the pessimistic 

doubt that justice will ever prevail (3: 16; 8: 1 1 - 12a: 9: 1-3); as a 

result, few would cite 7:29 as a gl0ss.3~ 7:29, however, does maintain 

the possi bility of judgment without asserting i ts certainty. In 

observations, discoveries and thoughts. These verbs include: "1 saw" (2:13. 24; 
3: 10. 16, 22; 4 4 ,  15; 5: 12, 18; 6: 1; 8: 10; 9: 11;  10:5, 7). "1 known (3: 1 1 ;  8: 12) and "1 
said in my heart" (1: 16; 2: 15; 3: 18). The senes of 'discoveries' have a 
consequential relationship with 7:25 which States Koheiet's atternpt to 
understand the evil in foolishness. There is nothing to indicate that anyone 
other than Kohelet is espousing their view here. 
391'he exception is Morris Jastrow who adheres to a strict pessimistic code 
disallowing any vague reference to judgment or a just God. Jastrow's Kohelet 
would not have entcrtained an allusion to a God who intends for humans to be 
righteous; hence he deletes 7:29 as an interpolation by a pious redactor 
(Jastrow 1972: 226). 



Kohelet's view, G d ' s  intention is for  humans to k upright and any 

action in discord with that intention cannot  be guaranteed exemption 

from divine retribution. God may exact a penalty for the failure t o  

keep a vow ( 5 5 )  or condemn a "sinner" to  a Lifetime of futile labour 

(2:26b). It is the very essence of  uncertainty about divine judgment 

and the assumption of God's preference f o r  the righteous that causes  

the prospect of possible judgment (3: 17; 8: 12b-13) t o  remain a viable 

opt ion.  

In contrast to 7:29. 8:6 is an  overt  affirmation of a time of 

judgment f o r  humans: 

E = ~ W  mj @: yy*??  -7 Indeed there is a time and judgrnent 
:Th? . . 377 Cl?;! RT'3 for al1 desires, for a person's evil is 

heavy upon him (8:6). 

Verse 6 i s  an expansion on the final clause of verse 5: "and a wise 

heart knows the tirne and the judgment". 8:Sb and 8:6a are  a 

partially recovered use of 3: 17b. In 3: 17, the phrase "a time fo r  

every desire and  every deed" is directly related to divine judgment: 

373 2$ *n:e 1 said in my heart: 'tiod will judge the 

CYb#? Dw W?JTt?J jFiÿiT righteous and the wicked, Tor there is 

rr@ &97-?7 5q pJ,?l?L) ny-i3 a time for every desire and for al1 
deeds there' (3: 1 7). 

In cornparison to  3:17b, both 8:s and 6 have the additional element 

of "judgment" incorporated into their statements about an  elected 

'time', whereas the former (3:17b) only maintains its link with divine 

judgment by its relationship with 3:17a as a subordinate clause. I t  

would seern that 8:6 is a condensed version of 3: 17. The  



inadmissibility of 8:6 as a gioss has already k e n  previously 

discussed in the  section dealing with the theory of a pious redactor. 

The suggestion that 8:6 is a quotation of traditional wisdom that 

Kohelet refutes by  denying any  knowledge of  future events in 8:7-8 

is met by the question: can w e  identify 8:7 as a statement negating 

the possibility of  future judgment? Although the statement of an 

unknown future does  cancel ou t  the certainty of a tirne of judgment 

in the future, t he  very admission of ignorance conceming the future 

allows judgment t o  remain a possibi1ity.W Even if we should allow 

8:7 to stand in  absolute exclusion to  the possibility of a future time of 

judgment, the question remains; how d o  we identify the statement 

that is  foreign t o  Kohelet's thought? The  absence of any 'distancing' 

device between the author and 8:Sb-6 leaves ambiguity as to  which 

view is dominant. Moreover, the  final statement in 8:8 restates the 

precaution against  wickedness in 85b-6:  "but eviI wilI no& Save 

them". The  inclusion of  such a statement in 8:7-8 denies the implied 

disavowal of any  retribution in  8:7-8 any finality nor dominance in 

the rhetorical scheme of 8:s-8. In the final analysis, 8:5b-6 and  the 

final line of 8:8 act  as counterpoints to the scepticism of 8:7-8. In the 

absence of any  indication that any  one view is dominant, we must 

accord each perspective equal weight in 85-8. 8:6 directs the general 

?ïhe sirnilarity in content makes 8:7 part o f  a series of statemenis denying 
any hurnan knowledge of the future (the other 'statements' being found i n  
3:22, 6: 12, 9: 1.  and 10: 14). This 'parade' of scepticism with regard to the future 
bas k e n  discussed at various points in this chapter. 3:22 and 9:1 have been 
shown to be parts of structures of contradiction displaying Kohelet's bi-pofar 
conjectural attempts in his contemplation of the future. In both cases. 3:22 and 
9: 1 served to subsume the disparate views within the context of an unknown 
future; thereby placing both views within the realrn of speculation. The 
occurrence of 8:7 does not demolish the daim of future judgment (8:6) so much 
as it does limit the certainty (or conversely. the uncertainty) of the claim. 



statement about judgment in  verse 5 to apply specifically to human 

desires and whims (yqr;-57?). Although the meaning of the second 

sentence is uncertain,.l* i t  remains clear, from the use of the term 

D@ (judgment) and the similarity with 3:17, that the verse refers to  

a judicial process (and hence, a theory of reward and retribution). 

Within the context of 8:2-9, which deals with the topic of 

authority, 8:2-3 supplies part of the background which leads to the 

proclamation of a time of judgment in 8:Sb-6. This short passage 

(8:2-3) introduces the subject of vowsjz; Kohelet encourages the 

4khris t ian Ginsburg identifies 3 possible interpretations for 8:6b (Crinsburg 
1970:395): 
(i) The first iakes El!? to refer to the wickedness of an individual. The evil 
maller is therefore heavy on the sinner because judgmeni bas brought the 
gravily of it on the individual. 
(ii) A second interpretation takes the line to mean that the evil which is 
infliçied on another is heavy upon an observer. It is hence a commeni on Lhe 
'fullness' o î  iniquity ai the moment of judgment. 
(iii) A third interpretation takes the evil io refer direclly to the tyran1 in 8:4. 
and the 'gravity' to  reîer to the severity of the oppression which he exerts on 
his subjects. 

The first two interpretations understand ([is] heavy upon him) to be 
thc effect of a mord conscience reacting to the evil nature of the dced (C7K7 
fi$?); in boih cases. the sinner or the observer is aware that the perpetrator of 
evil is deserving of punishment. The third interpretation understands the 
'gravity' to be an effect of the tyrant's oppression; the sentence is therefore a 
comment on ihe inlensity of the victim's suffering. 
42rhe precautionary advice to honour an oath first appears in 5 3 - 5 .  'l'here the 
conncction hetween the injunction to be faithful to  a promise and divine 
overlordship of such a oath is much more defined. 

i~% lrpyh ~';lr%y 111 7 7 ~  le3 When you make a vow to  G d ,  do not 
:C% 7 7 i p p  . . c ' % ~ ~ ~ ' J  1-H '3 delay fulfilling it. for (he has) no 

delight in fools. Fulfill whal you vow 
(5:3). 

:&@i ~ h , 7 i m @ ~  T?~?c+ Y!@ 2 i ~  It is better not to vow than to vow and 
not fulfill it (54). 

~1v-n~ WC-? T~$-w 7 ~ -  Do not allow your mouth to cause your 
w:: n);! -7 T$%;I :?+ Y.W~%: fiesh to sin, and do not say ta the 

???-?Y c9;r'mt -7 messenger that it was a mistake. Why 

:TT: ;iggM?ig7 should God become angry at your 
1 ... speech and destroy thc work of your 

hands? (5 :s )  



keeping of an oath to the king, and considers the abandonment of a 

rnonarch to be an "evil matter". 

:O** nD73q n177 . 7%-9 . .  '.% Keep the king's command because of 
the oath before God (8:2). 

7 m - %  7Yn-T :'gr, %m Do no1 be in a hurq  to leave him and 
:z@P. . . pv* +@-37 *, do not dwell in an evil rnatter. for al1 

that he pleases he willlcan do (8:3). 

Although the initial -2643 (first-person, singular pronoun) consti tutes 

a problem, there is no  indication that 8:2-3 represents a view 

belonging to anyone other than Kohelet. A straight imperative, "keep" 

(~linq), and a prohibition, "do not abide" (~Dgn-Lie), without any 

modifying verbum dicendi designates the imperatives as coming 

In Lhis brief portion, three negative particles denotinp prohibilions 
appear (5:3, 521. 5b). Kohelet warns against being Iale in Culfilling a vow, sinful 
speech, and reneging on promises. The caulion against the failure to  fulfill a 
vow corresponds tri Deuteronorny 23:22-24. Deuteroaumy 23:22 declares that the 
delay in the fulfillment of a vow is synonymous with sin and lhal G d  is Lhe 
one who çompels people io keep lheir promises: %hm you mike a vuw to 
YHWH your G d .  you shall not delay in fulîillinp il, for YHWH your God will 
çertainly require it of you. and il would be sin in you". For Kohelet. G d  is also 
the cornpellinp force behind the keeping of vows. Twu siaiements bear witness 
~o this k t :  

(1)  For (he has) no delight in fwls  ( 5 3 b )  

(2) Why should G d  beçome angry ai your speech and destroy the work of your 
hands (5:Sc). 

Both stalernents affirm Kohelet's belief thal God is partial to the keeping of 
vows and lhat he may very well exact a penalty for non-cornpliance. 

j3various solutions to  address this problern inciude rewriting it as the 
accusative object marker. ne. In the New American Srandard version it is 
rendered as "1 say"; this is a substitution of 'r?1ÏDv for the Masoretic '3@. Chartes 
Whitley proposes that the error is the mistaking of the Aramaism '93K (in the 
presence of) for the Hebrew first-person singular pronoun (Whitley 1979:72). 
He thus renders the entire clause as, "take heed in the presence of the king". 
See James Crenshaw's commentary. Ecclesiasres (PhiladeIphia: Westminster 
1987) 150. for a summary of the solutions to this problem. 



from Kohelet himself. God is represented as the guarantor of the 

oath.  

A n y  attempt to consider 8:2-3 as an additive insertion must 

contend with the fact that the two verses introduce the topic of oaths 

given to the king and witnessed by God. It is this thematic 

introduction. together . with the precautionary statement about  

monarchial ability to exact retaliation (8:4). w hich lead direct1 y into 

85. Verse 5 encourages adherence to the king's authority with the 

concession that a wise heart knows about the "proper time and 

judgment" (8:Sb). We may thus regard 8:2-6 as a continual 

progression on the theme of obedience to the king with the comfort 

of the knowledge ihat even the king's whims corne under the scope 

of divine judgment. With the demonstrated inseparability of verses 

5b-6 and 7 in place,u we may also regard the  implicit divine 

injunction to keep an oath in 8:2-3 as original.-'5 

u ~ h e  demonstration consisted of the identification of a t hematic unit y 
between 85b-6 and 8:7-8. The exclusion of verses Sb-6 would have left 8:7-8 as 
an 'island' without any situational context to raise the issue of 'time' and. 
especially. 'future tirne'. The more detailed exploration of this matter occurs 
earlier in this chapter under the heading, "The Contradiction of 8: 12b- 13: the 
Theory of an Orihodox Redactor". 
45~t would be futile to omit 8:2-3 while conceding that W b - 6  are original by 
virtue of its connection to the sceptical statement of 8 3 .  If we admit an 
affirmation of divine judgment as being congenial to Kohelet. then the 
inclusion of a divine injunction to keep an cath would seem minor in 
cornparison. One may perhaps suggest that the entire unit of 812-6 be 
considered an interpolation. 8: 1 may adequately serve as a statement apainst 
which the pessimism of 817 reacts. The question of whether anyone knows 
what is "good" for humans to do has eiicited a similar response concerning the 
unknowabiiity of the future in 6:12. A link may perhaps be drawn between a 
question which seeks "understanding" and the appropriate response that no 
one can know the future and any attempt to understand a matter is pure 
conjecture. The problem with such a suggestion is that 8: 1 itself espouses a 
conservative viewpoint; the question assumes the excellence of the wise and 
the latter half of the verse says that wisdom brings light to the countenance of 
its practitioner. The imagery of the slatement is sirongly reminiscent of 2:13 
which praises the excellence of wisdom over folly by iikening the difference 
to that of light and darkness. The inclusion of 8: 1 would compromise the 



The one who would posit a foreign 'voice' to account for the 

various conservative elements in  the book of Ecclesiastes must 

consider and account for al1 the factors that contradict such an 

interpretation of the book. Several factors indicate that an arnbiguou 

tone is the final message of the book. There are those statements 

which indicate that Kohelet considers God to be nghteous and 

disapproving of wickedness (7:29; 8:2-3); although falling short of a 

tacit affirmation of divine judgment, such statements Ieave the 

problern of justice and theodicy open to a final resolution in the 

bands of a just God. There are those portions of the book that employ 

a rhetoric of antithesis which is productive of ambiguity and 

reflective of an undecided mind-set with regard to divine justice 

(8: 10-9: 1; 3:16-22). Such evidence of a rhetoric of antithesis is an 

anathema to the proposition of a final document (with al1 its 

corrective glosses) where the orthodox voice emerges victorious; the 

dominance of orthodox wisdom which the theory of corrective pious 

interpolations assumes is absent in the text. There is the example of 

a conservative affirmation of justice in 8:6 which is inextricably 

linked to unorthodox material in 8:7-8. Pious redactors can hardly be 

expected to incl ude unorthodox material in their corrective glosses. 

The interrnixing of contradictory viewpoints on divine judgrnent in 

supposed pious interpolations undermines the reason for the 

postulation of such a theory; that the contradictory views cannot 

coexist in the same rnind and one of them must thus be ascribed to a 

second hand. In view of the evidence for a unified, confused 

assumpiion of a purely pessimistic original Kohelet: such a Kohelei wouid 
never have elevated wisdom upon such a pedestal (2: 15-16). 



document, i t  would seem that Kohelet is beckoning us t o  join in his 

contem'plation of  'everything under the sun'. 

In the absence of any literary rhetorical explanation for the 

contradictions in the book of EccIesiastes, we  can conclude that the 

'tension' is part of the fabric of Kohelet's thought. In considering the 

tension between Kohelet's consistent affirmations of di  vine justice 

and his (even more consistent) denials of it, it becomes evident that 

the contradictions represent a clash between the reality of the world 

and  an ingrained theory of reward and retribution which is a 

characteristic of Kohelet's world-view. 

Returning to Our example in 8: 10- 15, 577 (absurdity, vanity) in 

8:14 designates a situation which fails t o  confonn to  Kohelet's sense 

of justice; the rnismatch of consequences f o r  the righteous and the 

wicked is an abomination. The unfeasibility of 8:12b-13 a s  a gloss 

and the absence of any quotation markers suggests that Kohelet 

intends for  the reader to  understand the view expressed to  be his 

own. On the other hand, 8:14-15 affirms that justice i s  not always in 

operation and is, hence, unreliable; the on ly  "good" is t o  eat, to drink 

and to make merry. In a world where the theory of reward and 

retribution i s  not fully operative, there i s  room for Kohelet to 

entertain two contradictory perspectives of  the world. In 

exasperation, Kohelet gives his heart t o  entertain the possibility that 

there is no  advantage for the wise and the just (3:19: 9:l-3; 9:11). 

Following this line of thought, he recommends the enjoyment of the 

few pleasures which the world has t o  offer (2:24; 3:22; 5: 18; 8:15: 

9:7-10; 1 l:9b).  But according to  Kohelet, one should also remember 

the possibility that the time of judgment may come a t  any moment 



(3: 17; 8: 12b-13: 9: I l  b) and the work of wicked hands may be 

destroyed ( 5 5 ) .  The tension between these two perspectives are 

never resoIved in the course of the book; Kohelet's world is one that 

lives in the shadow of an edict (8:ll) which shows no promise of 

fulfillment in the future. For Kohelet, this i s  absurd. 



Chapter 3: Kohelet and Wisdom 

Leo Perdue asserts that the Hebrew sages assume a certain 

order to the various elements of creation. They assume that an order 

permeates the universe and binds every element to a structure 

defining the form and function of al1 created entities (Perdue 

1977:135). Sirach speaks of this cosmic order in 1624-28: 

The works of the Lord have existed (rom the beginning 
by his creation. And when he made them, he determined 
iheir divisions. He arranged his works in an eternal 
ordrr, and their dominion for al1 generations; 
they neither hunger nor grow weary. and ihey do  not 
cease [rom their labours. They do not crowd one 
anoiher aside. and they will never disobey his wrird. 

The task of the wise man is to observe this complex relationship of 

phenomena which comprises the order of the universe. The Hebrew 

sapes believe that the source of this compiex order is the ingenious 

action of God in creation (Prov 3:19-20). According to Proverbs 3:19- 

20, wisdom is the instrument of creation and, therefore, also t h e  key 

to knowledge of the order in creation. The possessors of wisdom 

would have the means to understand the interrelationship between 

al1 the  elements of the cosmos (Perdue 1977: 137). It is therefore no 

surprise that Israel came to see wisdom as a synonym for the ability 

to perceive reality; the discemment of truth is the central task of the 

wisdorn enterprise (Prov 3:3: 8:7). The cal1 to Israel in the writings of 

the sages is the cal1 to be attentive to the words of wisdom which 

give understanding: "Make your ear attentive to wisdom, incline your 



heart to  understanding" (Prov 2:2). The Hebrew sages consider 

wisdom to be closely intertwined with knowledge of reality; for 

them, the cal1 to wisdom is the cal1 to truth. 

Kohelet and Traditional Didactic Wisdom 

According to Gerhard von Rad, the assumption of a cosmic 

order is an assumption of a set of orders which sustain and restrict 

the human will (von Rad 1972:63); these orders regulate and sustain 

the nature of the relationships between the various components of  

creation. Von Rad remarks that the Israelites thought these orders so  

unassailable that they were able to speak of them in secular terms 

(von Rad 1972:63). The sages' claim of a natural order in the physical 

world assumes a recognizable set of inherent 'laws'. Israel was no 

different frorn the rest of humanity in its bid to recognize these 

inherent 'laws' which were al1 a part of daily experience. These 'laws' 

govern the act-consequence relationship between al1 components of 

the created order. Any physical state in the natural world can be 

traced to a cause which produced that effect in accordance with the 

outlines of the inherent 'laws' in creation. It becomes the task of 

wisdom to recognize and record these inherent 'laws' and to roll back 

the boundaries of al1 "contingent events"l(von Rad 1972:124). 

l ~ e r h a r d  von Rad uses the term "contingent" to signify "al1 those events 
which cannot be understood by humans purely a n  the basis of necessity with 
which they are familiar" (von Rad 1972: 124). Al1 events in nature are products 
of causes which are in turn products of other causes. The "natural ordern is the 
parameter of possibility within which one element may affect another. The 
category of the "contingent" describes any event that occurs outside of these 
parameters of possibility; that event would be without any discernible cause 
because the parameters of the natural order exclude the possibility. Such an 
event, element o r  value would thus appear to be sui generis. Since the lask of 
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Wisdom has by nature an  affinity for order and structure in its view 

of life; with al1 the powers of keen observation, it strives to 

understand the way in which these inherent 'laws' of nature affect 

the course of events in life. 

The perception of a boundary of order in the naturaI world led 

the sages to formulate maxims based on  their keen observation. This 

can be seen in  their  sayings regarding the accumulation of wealth: 

Povr is he whu works with a He who tills the land will have pleniy 
nepligent hand, bu1 the hand of the of bread. but he who pursues vain 
diligent makes rich (Prov 104). lhings lacks sense (Prov 12: 11). 

There is, inherent to these sayings, an assumption of an  ontologica1 

structure of order;  this order governs the structure of cause and 

effect on which the sayings depend as an anchor in reality. The fact 

that someone else, other than the owner of the field, may intercede 

and d o  the work on  behalf o f  the owner. thus undermining the 

didactic value of the  sayings. does not nullify the sage's keen 

observation of  the natural order.2 Many of these maxims a re  

formulated with attention to the fact that their validity is within 

specific spheres o f  circumstance and that there are exceptions to the 

wisdom is to discern the natural order in creation, it seeks an explanation for 
every event in the world apainst the backdrop of the observable range of 
possibilities. But even wisdom must succumb when the pursuit d o n g  the chain 
of causality leads to an irreducible set of 'laws'. 
Z'rhe sages of ancient lsrael did not see a difference between the natural order 
of the physical world and moraliry. For them, the principles of morality were 
themselves a part of the created order. In the eyes of the sages. the wise 
person is also the righteous person. It is therefore also the rote of wisdom to 
uncover the nature of the moral order which the sages attributed lo the divine 
will. Several verses equate 'wisdom' to 'righteousness' (Prov 8: 12-16; 9:9; 13: 16; 
17:2) and regard 'the wise' to be in opposition to the moralty depravcd (Prov 
8:7; 10: 23; 20: 26). The synonymity of 'righteousness' and 'wisdom' in Hebrew 
wisdom is unmistakable. Together, they constitute the foundation of al1 
creation (Prov 8:22-36). 



rule (von Rad 1 W2:3 1 1). The  confinement of such maxims within 

specific conditions does not in any way negate the perception of a 

fixed order  in nature; it merely reflects the variety of circumstances 

through which the inherent 'laws' of  nature may find expression. It 

therefore becomes the task of the reader to  recognize correctly the 

specific circumstances in which the maxim is tme  o r  in which it is 

false (von Rad l972:31l). 

As much as the sages emphasize the created order in their 

writings, they also demonstrate an acute awareness of the dimension 

beyond the  natural order; this is the realm where only God can exist. 

Wisdom is unable t o  penetrate the mystery of God (Prov 21:30). The 

sages of Israel express the mystery of God and  life in their writings 

and they know that any  attempt to  impose their knowledge of reality 

beyond the established order of  creation i s  an impossible task. 

Indeed, this is the sober realization of Job: 

Can you discover the depihs of Ciod? 
Can you discover the limits of  the Almighiy'? 
They are as high as the heavens. what can yuu do? 
Deeper than Sheol. whar can you know? (Job 11:7-8) 

For Israel, the ways of Cod are  above human knowledge and no 

amount of wisdom will reveal them. 

O n  this point of divine mystery, Kohelet is in agreement with 

the traditional sages; he emphasixes the .iimits of 'wisdorn' with 

regard t o  knowledge of divine will (8:16-17). Many interpreters who 

imply that  the book of Ecclesiastes is a polemic against traditional 
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wisdom misunderstand the message of the book? The object of 

Kohelet's attempt a t  comprehension. with the  assistance of wisdom. is 

the divine will. Hence, when he cornplains about the inadequacy of 

wisdom. it is in reference to  its inability to reveal divine purpose. For 

Kohelet. the unknowability of divine purpose in creation within the 

specific context of wisdom translates into the absence of any  

palpable reason for the practice of wisdorn. The absence of such an 

ultimate purpose fo r  the efforts of the wise attacks the very 

foundations of a hermeneutic that values wisdorn over folly: hence 

Kohelet asks. "why have I k e n  so very wise?" (2:15). Kohelet's quest. 

with regard to wisdom, is to  seek the 'bon' which both motivates 

wisdom and justifies its excellence; the result is not triumphant 

success over ignorance, but abject failure ( 1 : 17- 18; 2: 16- 17). 

Michael Fox suggests that Kohelet considers the pursuit of 

knowledge a divine injunction. As he (Fox) sees it. the pursuit of 

wisdom is not an option (Fox 1989: 117): the compulsion to seek the 

truth of wisdom is so strong in Kohelet that it must be obliged even if 

i t  leads to knowledge which is displeasing. There are several 

statements in the book that seem to support Fox's theory. In 7:3. 

Kohelet judges the knowledge that brings sorrow to be better than 

the ignorance that brings mirth. Kohelet's approval of wisdom also 

3 ~ o m e  interpreters of Ecclesiastes have implied that the book is a polemic 
against traditional wisdom. 5 . A  Loader concludes thai Kohelet is constantly 
turniog the topoi of general wisdom against itself and polemizing against the 
very heart of wisdom (Loader 1979: 1 17). J. Fichtner finds in Kohelet's writings 
a radical criticism of traditional wisdorn (Fichtner 1933: 8). klichael Fox 
disagrees: for him. "Didactic Wisdom Literature does not atternpt the kind of 
investigation that Qohelet criticizesw (Fox 1989: 109). Kohelet's exposition on the 
limitations of wisdom is in union with the voices of traditional wisdom. It is a 
staternent about the barriers placed around the human faculty of reason (Fox 
1989: 108). 
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comes across in  staternents that protest t he  mistreatment of the wise 

and the desecration of their a r t  (2:21; 1056). The underlying feeling 

in such statements is that there ought t o  be ample recognition fo r  the 

wisdom enterprise. Elsewhere, Kohelet praises wisdom for  i ts obvious 

superiority t o  folly (10:2) and  encourages the living to  embrace it 

(9:lO). Such statements seem misplaced alongside others which 

observe wisdom's futiIity (2:16) and the cornmon position of the wise 

and the foolish under the cioak of time a n d  chance (9: 11). It is 

obvious enough that the pessimistic perspective of wisdom comes 

from the empirical observation of events in the world (2:12-17); but 

the 'praises' for wisdom seem to be spontaneous and without reason 

(2: 13- 14a; 2:26; 9: 10). 

I:Z2-18 as a Representative Passage for Kohelet's Views on 

Wisdom 

In this chapter, 1 wish to  shed light on  the source of the book's 

various opinions on  the subject of wisdom with close attention to  

certain selected passages. 1 have chosen Ecclesiastes 1: 12-18 as the 

primary passage from which the investigation embarks. The passage 

focuses on the failure of wisdom to reveal the 'works of God'. The  

selection of this passage f rom arnong several which deal with wisdom 

and its related topoi proved difficult; many of the passages which are  

concerned wi th wisdom are brief and sporadicall y interspersed 

throughout the book. My choice is based both on quantity and the 

specific focus of this passage: 1 am interested in Kohelet's definition 

and description of wisdom's nature. 1 wish to  explore the possibility 
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that his ambivalence over wisdom's merit i s  the product of a confiict 

between the absence of any  reward for  wisdom in the world and an 

on-going hermeneutic which elevates the value of wisdom in his 

eyes. W hereas the last chapter established a rhetoric of contradiction 

leading to  ambiguity in the area of 'justice', this one goes  one  step 

further by exploring the motivation for  one of the 'polestl  in the on- 

going tension between orthodox and  pessimistic views within the 

particular topic of  'wisdom'. 

Ecclesiastes 1 :12-18: Verses 12-14 

1 am Kohelet. king over Israel in 
Jerusalem ( 1 : 12). 

1 gave my heart t o  seek 
and to explore by wisdom everything 
which is done under 
the heavens. That is the evil toi1 God 
gave to the sons of Adam to labour 
with ( 1 :  13). 
I saw al1 the deeds which were done 
under the Sun and behold, 
evcrything is a chasing of the wind 
( 1 :  14). 

In 1:12-14, Kohelet identifies himself (1:12) and  then proceeds 

to elaborate on  the task t o  which he has "given his heart". He evokes 

'wisdom' a s  the standard fo r  his investigation (1:13) and then, within 

a frame depicting the arena of his investigation (everything done 

under the heavenslsun), he  expresses his weariness o v e r  the nature 

of the task. in his final clause he elaborates on the reason for  his 

4 ~ h e  investigation need only concern itself with the pious perspective. As 
already stated, the reasons for the pessimistic outlook are obvious in the book. 
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weariness; the goal is intangible or. a t  best. fleeting (1:14b). There  is 

heavy rhetorical emphasis o n  Kohelet as the first-hand perceiver of 

al1 reality. This is evident f rom the first-person endings in the t w o  

verbs which denote investigation ( I  gave my heart t o  seek ...) and 

perception (1 saw). T h e  heart (=y) which is  the seat of understanding 

in biblical Hebrew (Prov 1 5 3 2 ;  19:8) is given over t o  the task of 

investigating al1 that is  done  under the heavens (Gordis 1968:209). 

According to  James G. Williams, Kohelet's repeated use of verbs in 

the first-person stakes his claim to the authority for  knowledge; i t  is  

the voice of individual experience (Williams 1981:28). 

The  object of investigation is "everything which is done under 

the heavens" (1: 13). This  is  rephrased in 1: 14  a s  "al1 deeds which 

were done under the sun". Kohelet equates "everything done unde r  

the heavens" with divine activity; this is  evident f rom 8:17 where  

KoheIet equates the two  (Fox 1989: 1 7 3 . 5  Furthemore,  3: 1 1 concurs  

with 8:17 by designating the comprehension of divine activity as the 

toi1 (;:;JI) given to humans. The  comprehension of divine activity as 

designated by "everything which is  done under the sun" is therefore 

the principal preoccupation of Kohelet's quest. 

S ~ i c h a e l  Fox points out that when Kohelet lovks back to the programmatic 
statement of 1: 13-14 in 8: 17, he identifies "the deeds which are done under the 
sunw (8: 17) with "a11 the works of God" (8: 17). Since the former phrase cannot 
be distinguished from "al1 the deeds which have been done under the sunw i n  
1: 11 ,  it would follow that the "deeds ... done under the sun" in 1: 14 do not only 
designate human deeds. Moreover. "al1 the works of God" (8: 17) is a direct 
syntactic substitution for "al1 the deeds which are done under the sun" in  1 :  14. 
Both 8: 17 and 1: 13-14 are also similar in context; both passages comment on  the 
failure of 'wisdom' to reveal the meaning behind divine 'works'. 1i therefore 
seems that Kohelet uses both phrases, "al1 the deeds which have been done 
under the sun" and "everything which is done under the heavens". 
interchangeably with "al1 the works of God". 



The almost synonymous repetition of "everything which is 

done under the heavenslsun" forms an incIusio that encloses a 

statement expressing Kohelet's vexation over the divinely appointed 

task; O - 5 ~  1 ~ 3  q nm (that is the evil toi1 God gave...). 

@nt7 -3% 'W 1 gave my heart 10 seek 

59 +p le1 and to expIore bp wisdom 
everyrhing which is done under 
the heavens. 

rn 1q q rp R m  + That is the evil toi1 God gave 
:a mg? qk!q '& to the sons of Adam to labour 

with .  

maymq3 nm 1 1 saw al1 the deeds which were done 
EQ@ mm TW&@ under ihe sun 

The vexatious quality of the task, in Kohelet's view, is indicated by 

his choice of m {evil) to qualify it. The multiple shades of meaning in 

the terni are listed belows: 

(i) Evil or bad in apparence, displeasing 10 lhe eyes (Gen 41:3). 

(ii) Unhappy or uniortunate with regard to a person (Isa 3: 1 1 ;  Jer 7:6). 

(iii) Sad with respect to the heart or countenance (Prov 2520; Gen 40:7). 

(iv) Wicked or eviI as a moral category (Gen 65;  821; 1 Sam 253). 

The tem is not always used to designate a moral category: it is often 

simply used to describe anything displeasing (Gen 38:7). In fact, the 

quality of dispieasure is the common denominator in al1 the above 

listings for m. Kohelet's usage of the term displays the breadth in the 
p~ - - -  

%ex BDB (Oxford: Clarendon. 1907) 948. 



implications of the term. Kohelet uses the term to designate a 

negative moral quality in deeds (8:ll) and in people (8:13). He ais0 

describes the pointless nature of human toi1 as an "evil" (2:7; 48; 

516). The bestowal of wealth on a fool who has not worked for it is 

considered to be an "evil" (2:21) as is the failure of human labour to 

satisfy the human appetite (6:17). Kohelet's description of the 

divinely appointed task in 1: 13 as includes the 'task' in  his 'list' of 

undesirables. 

The choice of the infinitive n i q 3  (to labour) in verse 13, which 

denotes the tiresome strife involved in  the task (Gordis 1968:210), 

complements Kohelet's qualification of the task as a tedious one. 

Robert Gordis points to the occurrence of the root ; i ~ u  with the nuance 

of tedious monotony (Pss 116: 10; 119:67; Isa 52:7; 58: 10); hence he 

elects to translate the sentence as "a sony business it is that God has 

given men to be afflicred with" (Gordis 1%8:148). Such a nuance in 

the meaning of ;~,::p> is supported by the metaphor in the final cfause 

of verse 14; Gordis' understanding of the term is an apt description 

of the pointless exertion involved in n n  nu?: (chasing the wind). 

The overaI1 structure of 1: 12-14 focuses the reader on the fact 

that God has given Kohelet a tiresome task. The lexical enclosure of 

this statement in  the repetition of "everythinglevery deed which is 

done under heavenithe sun" defines the arena of Kohelet's search. 

The repeated occurrence of first-person verbs foregrounds the 

subjective nature of Kohelet's perceptive consciousness in  the 

evaluation of al1 activity "under the heavens". At the same tirne. his 

identification of the "evii task" as a divinely appointed assignrnent 



for the "sons of Adamn indicates that Kohelet considers his affliction 

to  be a condition common to humanity (1: 13c). 

At this juncture, many questions remain unanswered. What is 

the nature of the 'task' given by God? Are the 'deeds of the world' 

only a definition of Kohelet's parameters for his search or are they 

also a part of the 'problem'? The answer to the latter question would 

clarify the precise relationship of "everything which is done under 

heaven" to the God-given task. 

Verse 15 

The crooked cannot be straightened. 
and the deficit cannot be numbered 
( 1 :  15). 

In contrast to the former verses with their emphasis on the 

first-person, verse 15 lacks any such ernphasis; the focus is solely on 

the nature of Kohelet's tiresorne task. The verse consists of two 

parallel lines. They are syntactically similar: 

Pua1 participle acting as noun: negative particle + verb: infinitive 

consiruct. 1 Noun: negative particie + verb: infinitive construct. 

The repetition of Li=.i*-nL, (cannot ...) emphasizes Kohelet's inability to 

rectify, manipulate or affect the subject of each line. Semantically, 

the subjects of both lines suggest the need for some form of 

rectification; for  the first, it is correction ( n y ) .  and the second, it is 

completion (ljï9;i). This deficiency i s  picked up by the infinitive 
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construct in each line. The overall suggestion of the two paralle1 lines 

is a need for an effective rectifying addition of some sort which the 

author feels unable to a c c ~ m p i i s h . ~  Roland Murphy remarks that the 

meaning of 1: l5b is obscure; "if a thing is absent, one sirnply cannot 

daim that it is present" (Murphy 1992:13). James Crenshaw makes a 

similar observation; "how can anyone count the missing elernents in a 

missing thing?" (Crenshaw 1987:74).8 The obscurity of 1 : 15 stems 

from the fact that it is an abstract saying that Ioses its significance 

when interpreted apart from its context. The presence of such an 

' ~ n  summarizing J .  Derrida's position on the interrelationship of semantic 
signifiers in language, Jonathan Culler speaks of the importance of 
recognizing the specific signiricance of a wordlsound within the complex 
matrix which is the conceptual universe (Culler's essay is part of a collectiun 
entitIed Structuralism and Since. ed. John Sturrock). According to Culler. 
"signification depends on diîference: contrasts" (Sturrock 1979: 164). He offers 
the example of 'food' whose conceptual delineation depends on the existence of 
an other category which comprises 'non-food' items. Each conceptual element 
in language is therefore part of a complex mass of "syntheses" and "referralsn 
which both link each element and sustain their boundaries (Sturrock 
1979: 164). In a similar way, the "crooked" (n;qQ) and the "deficient" (;i:?t7) . . in 
1: 15 are defined with reference respectively to the 'straight' and the 
'complete'. Kohelet does not allow this veiled reference to the 'straight' and the 
'complete' to pass unnoticed; he indicates the presence of both as idealic 
projections of his perceptive consciousness by mentioning his futile efforts 
"to straightcn" (1pr;j) the "crooked" and "to numbern ( n i l ~ ; ~ ? )  the "deficientw 
(1:IS). Like cross-referencing entities in a unit of thought, the adjective and 
its accompanying infinitive contruct in each parallel unit in the couplet 
( 1 : 15) represcnt the polarity between present reality and Kohelet's idealism. 
8~ohelet ' s  perception of "the deficitu in 1: 15 is similar to his perception of E~P; 
(eternity) in 3: 1 1  (which, interestingly. is also about the unknowable divine 
agenda) In 3: 11, the obscurity of ~?b; !  does not exclude it frorn Kohelet's 
perception. 1 : 12- 15 and 3: 10- 1 1 share Iwo common denominators; they are both 
concerned with the unknowable divine activity and. as 1: 15b suggests, they 
both evaluale divine activity with reference 10 a distant idealistic element 
which is absent in the present. Both 1: 15b and 3: 11 seem to implicitly claim 
some perception of this distant and obscure entity. The similarities between 
1: 12-15 and 3: 10-1 1 suggest that an unattainable but yet perceptible element is 
Kohelet's goal in his quest to understand al1 "activity" in the world. The 
general rhetorical purpose of the proverb (1:lS) is therefore to signify that 
the totality of the world and wisdûm are insufficient to appease Kohelet's need 
for an explanation. Having examtned the totality of life and wisdom, Kohelet 
finds them "crooked" and lacktng. A precise example of the world's 
deficiencies will be sought in the situational context of 1: 16-18 + 2: 12-17. 



ambiguous saying requires a given set of semantic entities with 

which ' the interpretative frame of the proverb may interact t o  

produce meaning. Simply put, the situational context musi supply a 

subject that is  "crooked", and another that has a "deficit". 

It is with the aforementioned requirements in mind that we 

turn to the surrounding textual material to  answer the question; to 

what does Kohelet mean to apply the proverb of 1: 15? Christian 

Ginsburg thinks "the crooked" refers to the inability of human effort 

to  secure a lasting remembrance. In support of his hypothesis. he 

points to 1:4 and 1: 11 (Ginsburg 1970:272). According to Ginsburg, 

the point of the proverb i s  that no amount of wisdom can remove the 

depression produced by the pointless cycle of the world's events as  

expressed in 1 :2- 1 1 (Ginsburg 1970:271). K. Galling thinks that the 

crookedness originally referred to the twisted back of an old man: 

consequently, "the deficit" (1: 15b) was the lack of height (Galling 

1969:88). James Crenshaw understands the proverb to refer to  the 

permanence of God's decrees (Crenshaw 1987: 74). According to hirn. 

Kohelet's advice is to accept things as they are; "the twisted will 

rernain that way, and the missing will resist human calculation" 

(Crenshaw 1987:74). 1 think that the proverb has a double reference 

to  the divinely appointed tasks of discovering the work which has 

been done under heaven (1:13) and to the quest to understand 

wisdom, madness, and folly (1: 17). 1 believe this to be true for two 

reasons: 

( i )  the proverb is enclosed by thematic inclusio; the common 

elements of Kohelet's two parallel tasks form a 'border' around the 



proverb. The prominence of 'wisdom' is expressed in 1:13 and 

emphasized by hyperbolic exaggeration in l: l6b; "1 said in my heart, 

behold 1 magnified and multiplied wisdom more than al1 who were 

before me in JerusalemW. The descriptions of both tasks also end with 

a similar conclusion that "wisdom" is insufficient for either task; 

similar phrases are empioyed as analogies for both tasks (ns? nw7;allr;r 

p-pi) .  1:13-14 begins with a statement of what the task is and then 

goes on to narrate Kohelet's involvement in it (1:14). This order is 

reversed in 1:16-17: Kohelet first describes the rigours of 

multiplying wisdom and then states his intention "to know wisdom" 

(1:17a). When 1:13-14 and 1: 16-17 are placed together, the lexical 

sequence forms a chiasmus: 

Kohelet states the task. 

nu77 7.r; n n ?  -72 J and then restates the task with a 
m9m nh% narrowing of its focus to the . . 
( 1: 17 :~:-j p? ~m ~ 7 ;  contemplation of wisdom. madness. 

and folly. He concludes that the task 
is a c h a s i q  of the wind. 

The movement from verse 13 to verse 14 is a movement from a 

statement of a task to a description of it. The order is  reversed from 
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verse 16 to  verse 17. As the focus of the chiastic structure of 1: 13- 

17, one rnay expect to find a detailed description entailing the 

quintessence of both tasks (perhaps an elaboration on the nature of 

the problern[sl which they seek to solve). The proverb of 1:15 fulfiils 

such a prcrjected function for  the focus of the structure in I:13-17. 

(ii) A partial repetition of the proverb of 1:lS in 7:13 unambiguously 

refers t o  the "work of God" which, as shown in 8:17, is synonymous 

to "everything that has been done under the sun". 7: 13 therefore 

makes a clear association between the proverb and, at least, one of  

the tasks described in 1:12-18. 

At this point in the close reading of 1:12-18, the precise 

meaning of the proverb in 1:15 is still unclear. Although the existing 

structure supplies the task of understanding the deeds of the world 

(1:13-14) as  the situational context for the application of the 

proverb. it is unclear how the deeds of the world are crooked and 

deficient. The inadequacy of 1:13-14 in supplying an  explanatory 

context for the proverb stems from its own ambiguity: what 

precisely are the 'deeds of the world' and how are they in need of an 

understanding? As long as  these inexplicated exigencies (mentioned 

here and at  the end of the last section on 1: 12-14) remain 

outstanding, the problem intrinsic to Kohelet's task remai ns unclear. 

It is with these outstanding issues in mind that we now turn to  the 

other situational context which 1 : 12- 18  provides. 



Verses 16-18 

I said in  my heart. "behold, I have 
magnified and multipl ied wisdom 
(more than) al1 who were before me 
in Jerusalem. And my heart has seen 
much wisdom and knowledge ( 1: 16). 

I gave my heart to know wisdom. and 
to know madness and f i l .  I realized 
that this also is a chasing of the wind 
( 1 :  17). 

For in much wisdom is much sorrow, 
and t o  multiply knowledge is to 
multiply pain ( 1 : 18). 

In 1: 16-18 Kohelet's gaze relapses within. This relapse is 

evident from the return to the abundant usage of first-person verbs: 

'~1737 (1 said);. V ~ T ? ?  (1 magnified); *n?oi;i? ( I  multiplied); -nyt: (1 

realizedl came to know): a!!& (1 gave). The emphasis o n  Kohelet as 

the subject of experience is also reinforced by the emphatic use of 

the first-person pronoun ( ' ~ 3 9  in 1: 16. The use of the verbs "1 

magnified" and "1 multiplied" to depict Kohelet's quest for  wisdom 

lends exagerration to  his efforts. The adjective XÎ;~ (much) which 

qualifies the wisdom and the knowledge that Kohelet came to see 

draws the attention of the reader t o  the large amount of 'wisdorn' 

that Kohelet has corne to observe. Altogether, 1:16 constitutes a 

substantial increment in the intensity of  Kohelet's efforts over the 

simple statement of intent in 1: 13; "I gave my  heart to seek and to 

investigate by wisdom everything which i s  done under the sun". 

9 ~ .  Muraoka states that most of the verbal phrases thai incorporate the use of 
the  pronoun are those of "meditating". "reflecting". and "perceiving" 
(LMuraoka 198549). The recurring "In in Ecclesiastes is syrnbolic of the 
"introspective meditation" which Kohelet undertakes as he observes the world 
around him (Muraoka l985:49). 
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Along side the intensification of Kohelet's effort is a change in 

the object of his investigation. There is a shift from the observation 

of external phenomena (1:13: 1: 14a) to the investigation of Kohelet's 

epistemological premises. In 1:13, 'wisdom' is the instrument of 

investigation; but in 1:17, the pursuit of 'wisdom' has become one of 

the primary objectives of Kohelet's task. This shift in focus becomes 

clear when we compare the two verses: 

1 gave my heart lo seek and Ir, explore 1 gave my heart ro know wisdom 
by wisdom everything which is done (;iQ?F W7L3). and to know (nY71) 
under the heavens. (1:13a) madness and folly ...( 1:  l i a ) .  l0 

In 1:13a, Kohelet applies his mind "ta seek" (Q%715) and "to explore" 

(lm?:,) al1 activity "undw the heavens". Ln 1: 17a, the acquisition of 

' wisdom' (;r~?r;)ll replaces the exploration of " everything which is 

done under the heavens" as the preoccupation of Kohelet's inquiry. 

The shift in focus to "wisdom" is also. amplified in his statements that 

he "rnagnified" and "rnultiplied" wisdom (1:16a): his mind came to 

see "much wisdom" (I:16b). Kohelet's premise for his investigation is 

itself under scrutiny i n  1~16-17. 

The repetition of the phrase 771 p t  (chasing the wind) in 1:17b 

is rerniniscent of 1: l4b. Li kewise, r ; r -~s@ (... that this also ...) looks back 

to 1:14 which designates "everything done under the sun" as a 

l O ~ h e  emphases in italics are mine. 
l ll'he phrasc 07: refers to the acquisition of wisdorn. M. Fox argues for 
this fact with reference to Proverbs 1:2. 2414. 17:27. and Daniel 1:J (FOX 
1989: 177). As such. Kohelet's consideration of 'wisdom', 'folly'. and 'madness' 
constitutes the immersion of himself in  the activities associated with the 
aforementioned qualities. 



"chasing of the wind". The  particle c;l (also/too)l2 creates a second 

category of action ;bat also fits the  analogy of a "chasing of the wind"; 

in 1:17, the phrase refers to  the attempt to understand wisdom, 

madness and folly. It i s  therefore clear that 1: 12-18 outlines a dual 

nature to  Kohelet's inquiry; the first  i s  t o  understand divine activity. 

and the second is t o  know wisdom, madness and folly.13 

The passage draws t o  a close with a synonymously paraIIel 

couplet descri bing the fai lure of 'wisdom': 

For in rnuch wisdom is rnuch and to increase knowledge is to 
s o r  row. increase pain. 

"Wisdom" and its counterpart. "knowledge", bring no  relief. In fact, 

they seem to be the source of discornfort for  Kohelet. The choice of 

33. (sorrow) and 5K:n (pain) echo  Kohelet's displeasure at his 

inability to  understand divine activity by his description of the task 

as  an "evil" (97) one (1:13). ' 2  functions here as  a relative causal 

particle equivalent to  the English "because". '4 1 : 18  therefore 

elaborates and expfains Kohelet's pronouncement of futility on his 

attempt "to know wisdom, madness and folly". 

Hitherto, the investigation into  "wisdom", "rnadness". and "folly" 

has cast little light on the nature of Kohelet's task. What sort of a 

problem d o  the above thrce qualities present to  Kohelet and why 

1%ee T. Muraoka's Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew 
(Jerusalem: ,Magnes Press, 1985). 143-6, for a full trcatment o f  the additive 
function in P?. 
1 3 ~ h e  following encursus will show that the two 'tasks' of  1 :  12- 18 are related; 
the latter ( 1 :  16-18) is a specific variant of  'divine activity' for which Kohelet 
seeks understanding. 
14F-or the causal!explicative function o f  3.  see BDB, -1734. 
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does the multiplication of knowledge lead only to more sorrow? The 

expanded description of Kohelet's task to understand wisdom and 

folly in 2:12-17 provides an answer to these outstanding questions. 

Excursus: The quest to Know Wisdom and Folly and the Link 

with 2:12-17 

The exact nature of Koheletfs contemplation of "wisdom, 

madness and folly" cornes into focus in 2:12-17. The relation between 

1:17-18 and 2:12-17 is witnessed by two factors. 

( i )  As noted by J. Crenshaw (Crenshaw 1987:83), R. Murphy (Murphy 

I99î:î 1 ), and H. W. Hertzberg (Hertzberg 1963:89), the programmatic 

statement of 2: 12a is reminiscent of 1: 17. There is an alrnost identical 

repetition of the phraseology of 1: l7a in 2: 12a: 

1 gave my heart to know wisdom. and 
to know madness and rolly ( 1 :  17a). 

n * ~  n*'n;n . 7~ . n l ~ *  '3 'rrq 1 turned to consider wisdom, madness, 
and fol1 y (2: 1 2a). 

2:12a maintains the sequence of "wisdom, madness, and folly". On the 

other hand, Kohelet replaces "1 gave my heart to know" (1:17a) with 

"1 turned to consider (look upon)" in 2:12a. However the general 

meaning of a surrender of the contemplative attention to the 

consideration of "wisdom, madness and fo1ly" remains constant in 

both verses. The similarity between 1:17a and 2:12a is quite 

unmistakable. 



( i i )  The concluding comment of 2:17 echos Kohelet's sentiments in 

M 7 b  and 1:18. 

1 realized that this also is a chasing of 
the wind. For in much wisdom is 
much sorrow. and to multiply 
knowiedge is to  multiply pain (1:  17b- 
18). 

1 hated life. for the deeds which were 
done under the  Sun were troublesome 
t o  me; for everything was futility and 
a chasing of the wind (2: 17). 

Besides the repetition of the phrase "a chasing of the wind" to  qualify 

both the deeds of the world (2: 17) and the nature of the attempt a& 

understanding wi sdom and fol1 y ( 1 : 1 7), both passages emphasize the 

quality of vexation. In 1:18, "wisdom" and "knowledge" bring 

"sorrow" and "pain". Sirnilarl y, the consideration of wisdom in 2: 12- 

17 only reaps the conclusion that the deeds of the world's are futile 

and troublesome to KoheIet. 

l%he conclusion of the attempt to find an  advantage to being wise with the 
remark that the "deeds which were done under the Sun" are odious ciarifies 
the relationship between the two parallei tasks of 1 2-17. In 2: 17. the 'deeds 
under the s u d  are hateful because they yield no benefit for the wise. Thus the 
examination of "everything which is done under the sunn (1:13) may be 
understood as a search for a reward for the wise. But the implications in the 
use of this phrase are wider. In 2: 18-23. the particular 'deed' under scrutiny is 
the accumulation of profit from labour. Consequently. an attempt to 
understand the 'deeds under the sun' within the context of 2: 18-23 constitutes a 
search for a Iasting benefit for physical toii. In the case of 3: 16, the 'deed' 
which Koheiet qualifies as an activity "under the sun" is injustice: within that 
context. the quest would entail an attempt to find a reward for righteousness 
and an ultimate punishment for the wicked. The quest to explore "everything 
which is  done under the sun" in 1: 13 i s  a general programmatic statement 
which would have various implications in the various siiuations in the book. 
The other task of 1: 12- 18 which is  to understand wisdom and folly is a 
particular expression of Kohelet's broader undertaking. Therefore. the 
movement from the 'task' of  1: 13-14 t o  the task of  1: 16- 18 is a movement from 
the general to the specific. The reversai of this 'movement' may be seen 
between 2112-16 and 2: 17; there, the consideration of wisdom and folly 



1 : 17- 1 8  encapsulates the introduction and the conclusion of the 

task in 2: 12-17. The sirnilarities suggest that 2: 12- 17 is a larger unit 

expanding on  the description of the task mentioned in 1:17-18 (the 

quest t o  know "wisdom, rnadness, and folly"). In 2: 12- 17, the 

consideration of "wisdom, madness, and folly" meets with the 

problem that one fate befalls both the wise and the foolish (2: 13- 

14a). 2: 13- l4a  raises the problem by assuming wisdom's excellence 

which 2:14b challenges with the counterpoint that the cornmonality 

of death cancels any certain advantage the wise may claim. The clash 

is evident in the choice of the connecting phrase between the two 

contending views of 2:14: '25-DJ TF?;! '6(but 1 also know ...). Two 

opposite perspectives on  the value of wisdom contend fo r  Kohelet's 

allegiance. Kohelet's inability t o  find any advantage for the wise over 

the foolish leads to the removal of any reason to practice wisdom; in 

response to his findings. he questions the efficacy of wisdom (2:lS). 

The observation that the wise and the foolish meet the same end 

(2:16b) leads directly into Kohelet's statement of disgust and futility 

(2: 17). which, as already shown, is similar to  his concluding remarks 

concludes with the observation that the deeds of the world are grievous to look 
al.  
1 6 ~ h e  evidence of contention lies in the presence of the adverbial particle C2 
(also). T. Muraoka States that the primary function of the particle is additive 
(Muraoka 1985143); C3 has the effect of an additional nuance in Genesis 27:33. 
3 1 : 15, 464. Deutcronorny 2: 15, Psalm 132: 12, and Job 2: 10 inter alia (Muraoka 
1985: 145). The particle's presence in an inlroductory phrase for a 
contradictory view in 2:14b indicates an 'other' perspective that shares 
Kohelet's attention; "but 1 also know ...". The very force of the particle (which 
may also be seen in the English equivalent, 'also') in 2: 14 is to. at  once, indicate 
separation between one point of view and another. and their inclusion within 
the sphere of the subject's herrneneuticd consciousness. When a 'new' 
addition contradicts a previous perspective. the result is a torn perspective 
awaiting resolution. 



about the quest t o  know wisdom, madness. and  folly in 1:17b-18. W e  

may conclude that the quest to find an  advantage to being wise 

(2:14b-16) constitutes the task mentioned in 2: 12 and 1: 17. 

Consequently, the failure of the task is  the cause of grief and futility 

for  Kohelet (2: 17: 1: l ïb -  18). 

At last, we  find a suitable situational context in 1:16-18 (with 

its longer thematic expansion in 2:12-17) to  fi t  the interpretative 

construction of the proverb in 1:15. The "crooked", which cannot be 

straightened, may refer to  the events under the sun that fail to yieId 

any advantage for the wise (2:17). Consequently. the reward which 

Kohelet so desperately seeks in 2:15-16 is the  "deficit" that escapes 

his calculation (1 :15). T h e  repetition of b q * - ~ ? ~  (cannot) in 1: 15  aptly 

emphasizes Kohelet's inability to redress the problem of the 

breakdown in the mechanism of justice which leads to  feelings of 

futility and  vexation (1: 17b-18; 2: 17). 

The  thematic expansion of 1:16-18 in 2:12-17 explains the 

nature of the quest t o  know "wisdom. madness, and folly". It is  a task 

which seeks to explain the distinction between the wise and the 

foolish by discerning the different consequences fo r  each party. In 

clearly defining the task and describing its failure. 2:12-17 provides 

the necessary situational context for  the abstract proverb of 1:15 to  

operate in a meaningfd  manner. 



Overall Structure and Meaning in 1 : I t - 1 8  

The overai1 structure in the presentation of Kohelet's quest(s) 

The organization of the presentation creates chiasmus with the 

1: 12 Kohelet introduces hirnself. 

proverb of 1: 15 as an axis dividing the presentation of the two 

1: 13 

1: 14 

1: 15- 

1: Id 

parallel tasks. In both halves. there is a preponderance of first- 

person verb endings and first-person possessive suffixes. The overall 

1: L i  I Kohclet states a second task (to 
consider wisdom. madness, and Tolly) 
and concludes that it too results in 
fuLility. 

O and states his lask (lo examine the 
deeds of the world). 

impression is an emphasis on the subjective consciousness of Kohelet 

? 

in the investigations that he undertakes. For Kohelet, the task of 

He offers some brirf descriptive 
details of the task. and concludes that 
everything is futility. 
KoheIet employs an abstract proverb 
which (presumably) applies to the 
description of bot fi tasks. 

deciphering divine intention in al1 that happens beneath the Sun is  

4 He enters into anot her descriptive 

passage about the examination of 
wisdom and remarks on the amounr of 
wisdom he has gathered. 

not just impossible, but loathsome; he calls it the "evil" (unfortunate) 

task chat God gave (1:13b). His conciusion, after having viewed al1 

activity in the world, is that everything is vain and a chasing after 

the wind (1: l4b). 

I 7 ~ h e  lollowing presentation is a brief recapitulation of an earlier point. 1 had 
previously argued for the relevance of this structure with greater detail in the 
seclion on verse 15 (pp. 90-2). 



The passages consisting of 

many ways. Both uni ts ( 1 : 12- 1 4  

1:12-14 and 1:16-18 are similar i n  

and 1: 16- 18) contain explici t 

statements defining the tasks which Kohelet chooses to undertake. He 

maintains an alrnost similar syntactic structure and word-choice in  

these statements: 

1 gave my heart to seek and to explore 1 gave my heart tu know wisdom and 
by wisdom ....( 1: 13a) to know madness and folly ( 1 :  17a). 

Both specimens begin with "1 gave my heart ..." and are followed by 

an infinitive construct. The statements define the various foci of 

KoheIet's investigation and then g o  on to conclude his findings witb a 

similar phrase: ni1 nwli/ n n  l i q y l  ( a chasing of the wind). The latter 

specimen (1:17b) is followed by a staternent expressing the failure of 

wisdom to  eliminate the sorrow which stems from the inability t o  

accumplish the tasks on  which Kohelet embarks (1:18). The two units 

also contain brief descriptive portions on the process of their various 

tasks. For the former unit (1: 12-14), the descriptive eiement is in 

1:14; in the latter unit (1:16-18), i t  is in 1: 16. As illustrated in the 

above diagram (and with greater detail in the section o n  verse 15), 

the narrative arrangement of both tasks reveals a chiastic structure 

when the two units are combined. The focus of the chiasmus is the 

proverb of 1 : 1 S. 

The Contribution of 1:15 to Overall Meaning in I t12-18 

It has been demonstrated how the situational context of 1:16- 

18 (with further illumination from the thematic expansion in 2 1 2 -  
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17) provides the  prerequisite environment for  the  interpretative 

proverbial construction of 1:15 to operate and to  produce meaning. 

What rernains unexamined is  the semantic incrernent that the 

proverb offers t o  ou r  understanding of Kohelet's quests in 1:16-18 

and 1:13-14. If the situational context of 1:16-18 provides the 

situational environment fo r  the proverb to  operate within. then how. 

in turn, does the proverb enhance Kohelet's description of his task? 

An implication in the word-choices of 1:15. "the crooked" (n!??) 

and "the deficit" (?ilo?), together with their accompanying infinitive 

contructs is  that Kohelet yearns for sorne restitutive measure to  

effect the imbalances he perceives. The  implication in his evaluation 

of things k i n g  "crooked" and deficient is  that there exists, in his 

mind, an ideal state (real o r  conceptual) where these imbalances a r e  

addressed. The  deficiencies in the events of  the world are suggested 

by the proverb of 1:15 and  are only visible through the 

interpretative 'grid' which is  Kohelet's consciousness. It is through 

such an observation of the latent reference to  an idealistic state that 

leads Michael Fox to  conclude that Kohelet does not merely observe 

phenomena and report what he sees; his own preconceptions are  in 

constant interaction with the data that cornes through his senses (Fox 

1989:141). The identification of such a priori preconceptions within 

Kohelet's hermeneutic explains the various assumptions in the book 

that lack any appeal t o  the empirical observation of the world's 

phenomena. In the case of 1: 12-14 and 1: 16-17, the emphasis o n  

Kohelet's perceptive/interactive consciousness f inds  its function 

within the hermeneutical construction suggested by 1 : 15. Together 

with the overt expressions of  outrage (1:13, 14, 18; 2:17), the 



preponderance of first-person verb-endings and first-person 

possessive suffixes affirm that Kohelet's epistemological 

preconceptions are an essential part of the investigative process. 

Without the inclusion of  his episternological preconceptions, the 

perjorative nuance in every judgmental exclamation (and a s  the close 

reading has shown, there are  many) loses its experiential subjective 

source. 

The 'seriousness' of Kohelet's a priori preconceptions cornes 

acmss in exhortative statements for the practice of wisdom in spite 

of the absence of any tangible reward for  the wise. In l : I 1 ,  Michael 

Fox perceives an underlying assumption that it i s  good to know that 

there is nothing new under the Sun even though that tmth may be 

disturbing (Fox 1989:117). Along similar lines, Roland Murphy finds 

an "implicit positive evaluation" of wisdom in Kohelet's larnent that 

both the wise and the foolish meet the same end in 2:16 (Murphy 

1979:237). It is in Kohelet's imperatives to  achieve wisdom in the 

face of futility that the assumption of wisdom's excellence moves 

from being mere subjective preference to the 'seriousness' of a 

mandatory requirement f o r  humanity. 

The Pursuit of Wisdom as a Hermeneutical Imperutive; the 

Cases of 7:I-6, 9.10, and 10:12-14 

The following passages unite an irnplicit assumption of 

wisdom's excellence with expressions of doubt concerning the 

efficacy of wise behaviour. These passages suggest the existence of a 
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persistent epistemologica1 structure that exalts the s t a t u  of wisdom 

despite its ambiguous value in the world. 

Better a good name than perfume, and 
the day of death than the day of birth 
(7: 1). 
Better to go to a house of mourning 
than to go to a house of revelry; there 
is the end for al1 humans and the 
living rake it to  heart (7:2). 
Better is sorrow than merriment; 
wiih a despondent face. the heari is 
made go& (7:3). 
The heart of the wise is in the house 
of mourning. but the hearl of îwls is 
in the house of revelry (7:4). 
Better to  listen to the reproof of the 
wise one than to hear the Song of 
iools (7:s).  
For like the sound of thorn bushes 
under a pot. so  is the laughter of 
fools; this also is an absurdity (7%). 

The  first half of verse 1 introduces Kohelet's preference for the 

day of death over the day of birth through cornparison with a 

popular saying (Eaton 1994:292).18 Verse 2a keeps the structure of a 

'better than' saying and continues the praise for  the day of death. 

Although 2a and l b  are thematically parailel, the semantic increment 

in ?g&-m-3u n.77 (to go to a house of mourning) and its antonyrnic 

parallel ( to go to a house of revelry) opens up the possibility of a 

shift in thematic focus to the contemplation of death instead of death 

itself. The  semantic increment in verse 2a adds to the image of a 

funeral o r  a birth those who gather to moum the former and to 

ceiebrate the latter. Indeed, verse 2b seizes the addi tional 'element' 

I 8 ~ h e  reference is to an essay which is a partial reprint of Michael Eatcin's 
Ecclesiastes ( h w n e r s  Grove: InterVarsity. 1983). The essay appears as part of a 
collection in Reflecring wirh Solomon: Selected Srudies on the Book of 
Ecclesiastes (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1994) 291-300. 
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in 2a and explains the advantage of the mourners as their abiIity to 

take the inevitable ultimate destiny of every person to heart. The 

sorrow that comes from such a bleak realization is, according to 

Kohelet, better than blissful ignorance (7:3a). 

Verse 4 is reminiscent of verse 2 due to the recurrence of the 

antonymic pair. "house of mourning" and "house of revelry". 7:4 

identifies the wise and the foolish respectively with those that go to 

a house of mourning and those that go to a house of revelry (7:4). 

Returning to the form of a 'better than' saying, Kohelet praises the 

rebuke of the wise in 7 5 .  7:6 likens the laughter of the fool to short- 

lived flames'g which subsist on  thorn bushes (Murphy 199254). 

Within the imagery supplied by the analogy of verse 6a, the term 533 . . 

(which literall y means vaporous) becomes an apt descriptive 

metaphor for the rnerry-making of the fool who will eventually 

stumble upon death (7:6b). 

In at least two places (7:2 and 7:4-5), Kohelet links the praise 

for knowledge of truth and wisdom with a somber reminder of the 

day of death. There are those who would delete portions of 7:l-6 as  

later additions by an editorial hand seeking to 'soften' Kohelet's 

unorthodox statements about wisdom. G.A. Barton deletes verses 3 

and 5-9 (Barton 1908:46) and A.H. McNeile eliminates verses 4-8 

(McNeile 190423). Morris Jastrow detects the work of a pious 

redactor in 7:2b-3 and in 7 5 6 a  and omits them in  his re-creation of 

the 'original' Ecclesiastes (Jastrow 1972:223). The postulation of a 

l91n Psalm 58: 10. the uicked are swept away as their pots si1 over the 
crackling of burning thorns. Roland Murphy suggests that the laughter of the 
fool is  like the burning t h i d e s  which make a lot of noise but generalc ltttle 
heat (Murphy 1992:W). Likewise, the fool's merry-making is loud with 
laughrer which will soun be extinguished by death. 
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pious redactor for the above portions of 7:l-6 is, in my opinion, very 

improbable for the following reasons: 

(i) The deleted praise for wisdom in verses 4-6 (as suggested by 

Barton and McNeile) is already intrinsic to the content of verse 2. The 

latter half of the verse explains Kohelet's predilection for the "house 

of mourning" by stating that death is a pending reality for d l ;  "there 

is the end for al1 hurnans" (7:2b). The final statement of verse 2 

compounds the emphasis on the knowledge of truth as the reason for 

the advantage in attendance at the "house of mourning": "the living 

take it (death) to heart". Ln his exhortation to seek knowledge, 

Kohelet praises a traditional counterpart of wisdom: 'knowledge'. 

Hebrew wisdom often portrays the acquirement of knowledge as one 

of the activities of the wise (Prov 1:4, 7; 2:6; 8:12). The introduction 

to the proverbs of wisdom literature expresses the acquirement of 

knowledge (nu:) as one of the purposes for the compilation of the 

collection (Prov 1:4). According to wisdom, the acquirement of an 

understanding of reality is foundational for the wise (Prov 4:7) and it 

is the foolish who despise knowledge (Prov 1:22). In encouraging the 

reader to understand the truth in 7:2, Kohelet espouses an 

established aspect of wisdom. In view of such, the deletion of verses 

4-6 (which explici tl y mention wisdom's excellence) cannot constitute 

an elimination of the praise of wisdorn in 7: 1-6. 

( i i )  To those who would understand the exhortation to wisdom in 

7:l-6 as an orthodox insertion. the question musc be posed: can we 

expect a pious redactor to include an established symbol (death) in 

the book for the common fate of al1 humans as part of an exhortation 
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to be wise? In 2:15, Kohelet questions the feasibility of being wise in 

view of the common fate for all. The fact that death is a common 

denominator for  al1 living creatures raises doubts about the certainty 

of an advantage for  anything one may prescribe (3: 19-20; 5: 15-16), 

and even the wise cannot expect any exemption from the enigma 

which is death (9:l-2). No pious redactor seeking to redress the 

pessimism of the book would include a reference to the common lot 

of the wise and the fooiish, the righteous and the wicked. 

7: 1-6 combines an exhortation to be wise with a reminder of 

the day of death, which creates doubt about any advantage fo r  the 

wise. Kohelet is no stranger to the vexation that may corne from an 

increase in wisdom and knowledge (2:18), but he continues to  praise 

and to  encourage the practice of wisdom in spite of the absence of 

any advantage or reason for doing so. The tension between the two 

opposite contentions which produces the paradox in Kohelet's 

thinking continues in 9:10. 

;rot 7$3 mg3 TÏ: H+WI I& . . 33 Everything which your hand finds to 

%NF 7.71 m: ]73Im? . . .  3DlC . . 78 '7 do. do with your ability; there is 

:;;na . . ~ ? 3  Y& neither activity, planning, 
knowledge. nor wisdom in Sheol. 
where you are going (9: 10). 

The idiomatic expression in the first part of 9:lOa means 

"whatever you are able to do" as it does in 1 Samuel 10:7. The 

urgency in Kohelet's exhortation is evident in the second half of the 

line; "do with your abifity (strength)". n5 has the general meaning of 

resource (BDB 1907:470); it can have the particular nuances of 
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'strength' (Judg 165; Job 26:2). or 'wealth' (Job 6:22; Prov 510). Here 

in 9: 10. qn>= . . (with your ability) almost has the effect of an adverb. as 

it  does in Judges 16:30; n'm 5891 n5q B-1 (and he bent with [his] 

strength and the house fell ...). In 9:10, the implication is that one 

should spare no effort in pursuing the tasks at  hand. The latter half 

of 9:10 supplies the reason for Kohelet's encouragement to seize the 

activities of the day; there is no activity, planning. knowledge, or 

wisdom in the place of the dead. He associates the above qualities 

with the living and their demise is abhorrent to him.20 The participle 

~ ? 3  (going) signifies humanity's on-going trudge toward death 

(Crenshaw 1987:163), which. for Kohelet, is the negation of any 

guarantee of benefit for the wise (2:16; 9: 1-3). Once again, the cd1 to  

cherish wisdom and knowledge is linked with the subject of death 

and the controversy of Kohelet's paradoxical thinking persistszl. 

In the case of 10: 12-14. Kohelet praises wisdom while 

acknowledging the unknowability of the future: 

*@The positive evaluation of wisdom and knowledge are implicit in Kohelet's 
command to seize those cntities as long as the opportunity presents itself. 
Elsewhere. he considers the pair to be a gift from God as a gesture of divine 
favour (2:26). Within the context of wisdom and knowledge as positive 
elements which Kohelet's perspective alfords. the gradua1 march toward Sheol 
assumes a dolcful quality. 
2 1 ~ o w  different is Kohelet's response to the inevitability of death! In the 
Rabylonian Dialogue of Pessimism (Pritchard 1969: 60 1 ). the slave counsels the 
master to avoid an action for the common good by urging him to see the lack of 
distinction between the good and the evil in a heap of skulls (70- 
Kohelet recognizes the reality of death's commonality. h e  urges 
embracement of lire's pleasures ( 12: 1-8; 1 1 :8- 10) and the wisdom 
knowledge which it offers (9: 10). Where the parameters of emp 
offer no reason to identify anything as being 'good' (6: 12). Kohe 
affirms the goodness of wisdom and knowledge for al1 the living 

8 )  Although 
t hc 
and the 
rical dcduction 
et stands and 



:13fgv ?'c% m m .  . . Pr qI-9 - 7 7  The words of the wise one (give) 
favour, but the lips of the fml 
swallow him ( 10: 12). 

n h x  7 7 g - m  rhnc The words o f  his rnouth begin with 
:mi . 7  n m  i%l> n * ~ ~ î  folly and his mouth ends with wicked 

madness ( 10: 13). 
F 7 7  3=T 9371 And the fool multiplies words. .A 

7 m n k  . .  . ~r_-* human docs not know what wi1I be, 
::5 -m.. . Q 1 ' y Q  337 7 q f  and who will tell hirn what is after 

. . hirn'? (10: 13) 

In verse 12, Kohelet repeats his praise for the wise and his criticism 

of foolish talk which surfaced in 75. The granting of favour (IF) to the 

words of the wise is attested in traditional Hebrew wisdom (Prov 

10: 19-2 1. 32; 14:3) as is the rebuke for foolish speech. Verse 13 

focuses on the destructive aspect of the fool's words and observes a 

graduai degeneration in the speech of the fool; ''foolishness" qualifies 

the beginning of the speech and "wicked madness" is its end. While 

the qualitative content of the speech is synonymously parallel in the 

two clauses of verse 13. the latter supplies an additional adjective, 

(evillbad), to qualify the end of the fool's speech. 

Verse 14 combines the continuing criticism of the fool with the 

observation of an unknowable future. The statement about the 

unknowability of the future explains the foolish quality of the fool's 

verbosity; the fool's babbling is oblivious to the fact that the future is 

obscured from the view of al1 (Hertzberg 1963: 194). The statement 

about an unknowable future is a restatement of 3:22, 6:12, and 8:7. 

In  3:22, the statement follows an observation that everyone meets 

the same fate: death (3:19-21). Without any knowledge of the future, 

no one can assert a difference between the the righteous and the 

wicked. In 6:12, Kohelet denies that anyone can affirrn anything to 
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be "good" as long as the future remains hidden: the conversations 

which surround the possibility of an advantage in any course of 

action are futile (6: l l ) .  

In affirming the excellence of wisdom, Kohelet combines pious 

assertions with reminders of an unknowable future and the day of  

death. The resultant paradox in these exhortations to  wisdorn reveals 

a confused mind-set22; one  that continues to  assert conservative 

axioms with the grirn knowledge of the futility (or at  least, the 

uncertainty) of  doing so. By remaining adamant about the value of 

wisdom, Kohelet compels the reader to observe its inherent 

'goodness' and, perhaps, t o  also experience the reluctance to 

reiinquish the compulsion to  be wise. 

The Significance of Kohelet's Hermeneutical Biases for his 

Evaluation of the World 

The general portrait of Kohelet in Ecclesiastes 1:12-18 is one of 

a man caught between a world filled with deeds that lack any 

2 2 ~ e  should avoid understanding Kohelet's assertions of wisdom's excellence 
as assertions of a 'relative' advantage in wisdom. Such a method of 
interpretation resolves the paradox by confining Kohelet's appraisal of 
wisdom's value within confines beyond which lies the 'greater' truth of a 
universe void of any such hierarchical value structure. Kohelet's final 
assessmenl of wisdom and justice does not force such a conclusion that the 
hermeneutical construction which posits the  theory of reward and retribution 
is  a 'bubble' within a cosmic 'vacuum'. Kohelet's rhetoric of contradiction 
(3: 16-22; 8: 10-9: 1 )  produces no  such absolute cosmic structural formulation. For 
KoheIet. the human perspective of the future i s  obscured and anything can 
happen (3:22; 6: 12; 8:7; 9: 1; 10: 14). Moreover. Kohelet's sense of justice demands 
an absolute advantage for the wise and the righteous; hence the prospect of a 
'relative' advantage for the wise that i s  crushed by the commonality of death is 
hateful for Kohelet (2: 16-17; 9:3). Within such a hermeneutical context, we can 
hardly expect Kohelet's visions of justice (3: 17; 8: 12b- 13; 1 l :9b) and 
exhoriations to wisdom (7:l-6; 8: 1 )  10 ultimately anticipate a featureless cosmic 
desert anlagonistic to a positive evaluation o f  wisdom and justice. 
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ultimate significance and an overpowering need to  see some meaning 

in al1 ' those deeds. It  would appear that Kohelet i s  enslaved by the 

architecture of his own mind. His evaluation of  wisdom reveals no 

lasting benefit for its practitioner: yet, he continues to recommend 

that al1 should seek wisdom and understanding of truth. Kohelet 

betrays his hermeneutical bias when he expresses his abhorrence at 

the fact that "there is no lasting remembrance of  the wise man as 

with the fool" (2:16b). The sting in such a realization is that a quality 

as excellent as 'wisdom' (2:13) is relegated to the same class a s  its 

inferior counterpart, 'folly', by death. Kohelet's grief over the lack of 

any ample reward fo r  the 'wise man' is evident as he surveys the 

world through the eyes of 'wisdom'. Endeed, the prerequisite 

assumption of wisdom's excellence in Kohelet's 'grief comes not so 

much from his blatant statements which exalt 'wisdom' over 'folly'. 

but from the sense of  injustice that he communicates in his 

pondering over the absence of any reward for the wise. Of the fact 

that an individual may labour with 'wisdom', knowledge, and ski11 

and yet hand over his portion to another who has not, Kohelet says 

that it is absurd (537) ~. and a great "evil" (2:21). The overall mood is 

one of exasperation over what he sees to be a grave injustice. In the 

case of 1 : 12- 18, Kohelet's disappointment comes to expression in his 

comments on two separate tasks. First, he is upset that he cannot 

discover the meaning in al1 the deeds of the world (1:13-14), and 

second, that he can find no guarantee of profit for  the wise (1:18; 

2:16). Thus the task which God has set for humans is a 'troublesome' 

(DY) one and also one fraught with pain from the disappointment of 

failure. 



As shown in the, close reading of 1: 12-18, Kohelet's 

epistemological preconceptions indicate an idealistic affinity for a 

reason for al1 activity under the Sun; within the particular situational 

context of 1:16-18, it is a desire to find a reward for the wise. This 

essential reliance on his interactiveiperceptive consciousness for the 

evaluation of everything is evident in the choice of adjectives which 

allude to a 'deficiency' in Kohelet's perception of the world's activity 

( 1 : 15). Moreover, the preponderance of first-person pronouns. verb 

endings and possessive suffixes which are spread throughout 1 : 12- 

18 remind the reader that Kohelet's experiential 'eyet is very rnuch a 

part of his cognitive process. It would therefore appear that the 

excellence of 'wisdom' has been imposed on Kohelet's heart and it  

seeks an object to anchor its significance upon. According to James 

Crenshaw. the very nature of a belief in 'creation' or 'order' is the 

assumption of a purpose (Crenshaw 1974:34). Creation fai th 

"undergirds the wise man's belief in order"; this is a belief that 

requires "purpose. intention and goal" (Crenshaw 1974:34). In the 

case of 1: 12-18, the 'intricate design' of creation is the systernatic 

prioritization of Kohelet's epistemological make-up which elevates 

wisdom over folly. In recognising this hietarchical construction i n  his 

rnind, Kohelet turns to seek what seems to him to be the natural 

consequence; what is the premise for such a 'selection' of certain 

values over others in a. world where death constitutes an anathema 

to any such affirmation of certainty with regard to the future?" 

2 3 ~ h e  excellence of wisdorn is an integral part of Kohelet's epistemology. In 
the light of thai fact. Kohelet's attempt "to know wisdomn (1 :  17) and "to 
consider" il (2: 12) is not merely an attempt to  probe the possibility that there 
may (or may not) be an ultimate purpose or reward for wisdom. It is. more 
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Kohelet seeks a n  ultimate purpose to justify the wisdom enterprise. 

When confronted with the similar fate of al1 humans, he asks "why 

( 7 ~ 7 )  have 1 been so very wise?" (2:15) This is the only question that 

Kohelet asks in the short portion of 2:12-17 where he surnmarises 

his quest to know "wisdorn, rnadness and folly" (2:12). The question 

about a reason for being wise in 2:15 is preceded by the observation 

of an hierarchical structure of order that exalts wisdom (2:13-14a) 

and the subsequent observation that no  distinction exists between 

the wise and the foolish at death (2: 14b). It would therefore seem 

that Kohelet's progression of thought in 2:13-15 is consistent with 

Crenshaw's theory of 'order' demanding 'purpose'l'meaning'. Within 

such a construction, the relationship between the proposition of 

wisdom's excellence over folly and the negation of any ultimate 

reward for  the wise is one of mutual exclusion; the former exists at 

the expense of the latter and vice versa. 

-- - . - - -. - - - - -- -- - - - - -- -- - - -- 
accurately, a response to the excetlencc of wisdom. which is already 'instailed' 
in his hean, by seeiung ils purpose which, for Kohelet. mus1 exist. The former 
position is uncertain whether such a purpose exists; the latter assumes its 
existence and seeks to know it completely (perhaps, by demonstration) aIbeit 
with no success. My preference is for the Iatter view because of the following 
reasons: 
( i )  Kohelet's application of the proverb in 1:15 to describe his attempt "to know 
wisdom" reveals his perception of a lacking entity who's absence impedes his 
knowledge of wisdom. It is significant that Kohelet assumes that there ought to 
be some component to constitute a 'reason' for wisdom. This is especially 
obvious in the second Iine of 1: 15; "the deficit cannot be numbered". The 
vacancy left by this obscure element in Kohelet's mind precedes and defines 
the nature of his quest. 
(ii) Kohelet's exasperation over the absence of an obvious purpose for wisdom 
(2:16-17, 21) can only be maintained by the tension between his cornmitment 
to the 'goodness' of wisdom and the fact that no obvious 'reason' for wisdom 
can be found. If we dislodge the preeminence of wisdom over folly in Kohelet's 
mind, then we dissolve the tension and rob him of the basic premise of his 
rage. If, on the other hand, we marginaiize his observation that there is nu 
discernible purpose (perhaps. in the form of a reward) for wisdom and 
attribute one to  be within his grasp. then Kohelet ceases to have anything to 
be outraged about. 



KoheIet's abstinence f rom neutrality on  the absence of any 

obvious reward fo r  'wisdom' perpetuates the contradiction between 

some of his epistemological preconceptions and his observation of the 

world's events. The adherence to  these preconceptions does not on ly  

sustain the contradiction, but a lso the uncompromising impetus to  

find a reward for wisdom t o  stand a s  a reason for being wise. The 

proposition that there is no  reason for  the preponderance of 'wisdom' 

over  'folly' is unacceptable t o  Kohelet and therein lies the source o f  

al1 his vitriolic outbursts a t  the  inequities which he observes. Locked 

in the clutches of contradiction, he searches the world to find a 

solution to break the impasse. Until he should succeed, Kohelet 

remains suspended in the paradox of his advice to be wise in the face  

of impending death. 



Conclusion 

Kohelet's Herrneneutical I mperatives and the Rhetoric of 

Contrad ic t ion  

In his paradoxical statements about the excellence of wisdom 

in the face of death (7:l-6; 9:10; 10:14), Kohelet displays the tension 

between his epistemological preconceptions and the events of the 

world. He pits his evaluation of wisdom and folly (2:13-14a) against 

the world's treatment of the wise (2:14b-16) and recoils in disgust at 

the ciiscrepancy (2:17). Although Kohelet's conclusions about the 

failure of the wise to secure a lasting reward usually come at the end 

of extensive observations coupled with empirical deduction (2: 15- 16; 

2: 18-21 ; 9: 1-3). his implicit acknowledgments of wisdom's excellence 

often do  not (2:13-14a; 8:l;  9:lO: 105-6).  He often assumes wisdom's 

excellence without any foundation in empirical deduction. A similar 

disparity is evident between the affirmations of divine judgment 

(3: 17; 8: 12b- 13; 1 l:9b) and the observation of injustice; the former 

often lacks any account of an event which Kohelet may refer to in 

support of his statements. Yet, Kohelet places his affirmations of  

divine judgment in contention with his pessimistic comments on the 

perpetuation of injustice without recourse to any device to 

margindize the former. Like his paradoxical statements about the 

value of wisdom, he leaves blatant contradictions about divine justice 

to  stand unresolved. 
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The antithesis between the opposite wordlconcept groups and 

the relationship of mutual negation between the contradictory 

statements on judgment (3: 16- 17; 8: 1 1-13) suggest the existence of a 

rhetorical strategy of contradiction. Without moving to marginalize 

either contention, Kohelet invites us to 'stew' in the contemplation of 

an injust world and t o  speculate on divine intentions (1:13; 3:10) for  

a 'crooked' world in need of 'straightening'. Although the quest fo r  an 

explanation remains a task for humans, Kohelet leaves it to  God to  

restore the inadequacies and t o  address the inequities to  which 

Kohelet bears witness (3: 14; 6: 10). 

Roland Murphy has challenged the notion that the book of 

Ecclesiastes represents a 'crisis' for wisdorn and that Kohelet is a 

'revolutionary' in revol t against  the wisdom tradition (Murphy 

1979:235-245). The appellation of an iconoclast is unwarranted; it is 

a common tactic for psalms of lament to present discrepancies 

between ideals of justice and self-fulfillment, and the present unjust 

state of affairs. Murphy cites Psalrn 89 as an example of wisdom's 

failure to  resolve the injustices of human history (Murphy 

1979:236). The psalm extols the "lovingkindness" and the 

"faithfulness" of God (Ps 89:2-3) which leads to a reminder of a 

divine promise to crush Israel's wicked adversaries (Ps 8923-24) 

before substituting al1 of that for the portrayal of present turmoil (Ps 

89:39-46). The rhetoric of antithesis then leads into a direct plea for  

YHWH to restore the Davidic monarchy (Ps 89:47-51). Psalms 10, 12, 

and 13 attempt a similar strategy of appeal; al1 3 psalms bear 

witness to  the present reality of injustice (Pss 10: 1-1 1: 12:2-3 + 9; 

13:2-3) while affirming the advent of judgment (Pss 10:16-18; 127- 



8; 13:6). In between the two disparate pictures, the psalmist 

incorporates pleas for the restoration of justice in al1 3 psalms (Pss 

10: 12- 15; 12:4-6; 13:4-5); any deniai of either opposite reality 

renders the hopeful pleas void of content.' 

Psalms 10, 12, and 13 present the discrepancy of a judicial 

collapse and a vision of justice that encapsulates a plea for God to 

restore the latter. Although Kohelet shares the psalmist's conviction 

that only God can restore justice, his observation of contradiction 

does not lead to a plea for restoration. Instead, he turns to ponder 

the inscrutable future in the hands of a mysterious deity (9:l) who 

continues to obscure human ability to discern the meaning of God's 

work in the world (3:ll). It is an obscurity that perpetuates Kohelet's 

conflicting perspectives in an on-going search for chat which is 

remote, and exceedingl y deep. 

The inability to verify the victory of justice or its opposite with 

reference to a demonstration of fact is intrinsic to the admission of 

an unknown future, which Kohelet purports (6: 12b; 8:7; 9: 1 ; 10: 14). 

lcommenting on the theology of  'hope', Rolf Knierim identifies the 
juxtaposition of a people's ideals and present conditions as being esseniial for 
'hope' to exist (Knierim 1995:251). The disparity sustains a tension which 
allows a people to stand opposed to the conditions at present (Knierim 
1995251). Of course. the attainment of the ideal must be a plausible reality in 
the future in the minds of the individuals, or else hope would cease to be hope 
and becorne despair. Similarly. the possibility of YHWH delivering the psalrnist 
must be a reality for the psalmist; any appeal for help to YHWH must assume 
that possibility. 01 course. the despicable conditions in the present mus1 also bc 
a reaiity; otherwise. what would the cry of distress be about? The disparity 
between present inequities and positive anticipation of restoration projects 
itself into the future; both the perpetuation of suffering and deliverancc must 
remain coniingencies for the hopeful. The domination of either 'possibility' 
would destroy the very state of tension that plagues the hearts of the hopelul. 
Although not pleading his case before the almighty. Kohelet dispfays this 
'tension' in his remarks about the unknown future. The dominance of either 
perspective (optimistic or pessimistic) would destroy his contention of an 
unknowable future. 



In the absence of demonstrated telos for the drama o f  human 

history, the oscillation of individual allegiance to disparate 

conjectural projections remains possible. In this matter, Kohelet 

demonstrates a range of possible affiliations which corne to conflict 

a s  he challenges one perspective with another. In his own 

assessment of the book, Car1 Knopf sees several strands of philosophy 

in it and he cannot agree with those who posit a purely pessimistic 

outlook for Koheletz (Knopf 1930: 198). He sees an optirnistic streak 

in Kohelet and identifies with his (Kohelet's) experience with the 

remark: "We are in a world of law and order, and that kind of world 

must have a focal point" (Knopf 1930:198). Kohelet's investigation 

has turned up no such focal point; but returning from the 

contemplation of the "deep" (7:23-25) which withholds an  answer, 

Kohelet affirms the merit in righteousness (8: 12b- 13). wisdom (7: 1 - 

6; 9:10), and pleasure (518-20). Like Kohelet's affirmations of 

justice, Knopfs  identification of the world as one of "law and order" 

stands in a relationship of mutual negation with the absence of a 

"focal point". 

2 ~ h e  response that ihis thesis offers to  lhose who would identify Kohelet as a 
pessimist is not s o  much that they are wrong, but that their assessment i s  
incomplete. It only represents one of the perspectives in  the book. We must 
aoi posit a resolution for the contradictions in the book; Kohclet has not left 
thar option open to us. James Crenshaw finds consolation in Kohelet's 
scepticism; in the introduction to  his commentary on  Ecclesiastes. he remarks, 
"like him [Kohelet], 1 observe a discrepancy between the vision of a just word. 
which I refuse to  relinquish, and reality as 1 perceive i tn (Crenshaw 1987:53). 
In spite of his observations, Crenshaw still resists accepting the more positive 
affirmations of wisdom and righteousness as authentic (Crenshaw 1987:48). 
Un1 ike Crenshaw, Knopf sees the the conflict. which Crenshaw experiences on 
reading the book. in the book. He experiences the intertwining of different 
strands in the book which are not al1 pessimistic (Knopf 1930: 195). 
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